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ABSTRACT
A description of the development of the print'

materials to improve the ability of learners to appraise critically
edpcational research is provided in this report. The completed
materials consist of the following: an introductory statement about
the nature of criticism, a statement about the contents of the
materials and suggestions for use, and nine case studies. Most cases
consist of a research article, special notes intended to sake the
article more comprehensible, orienting questions to guide the
learner, a *model* appraisal (answers to the orienting questions),
learner responses, and the product developers' replies to these
responses. Specifically described in this report is the selection of
case study materials, conduct of the two stages of field testing,
evaluation of the drafts of the materials by student users, and bases
for revision of materials. Reproduction of this document has been
made from the best copy available. (Author)
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JIHORS' ABSTRACT

A description of the development of the print materials to
improve the ability of learners to appraise critically educational
research is provided in this report. The coepleted materials con-
sist of the following: an introductory statement about the nature
of criticism, a statement about the contents of the materials and
Suggestions for use, and nine use studies. Most cases consist of
a research article, special notes intended to make the article more
comprehendible, orienting questions to guide the learner, a "model"
appraisal (answers to the orienting questions), learner responses,
and the product developers' replies to these responses.

Specifically described in this report is the selection of
case study materials, conduct of the two stages of field testing,
evaluation of the drafts of the materials by student users, and
bases for revision of materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Explicit critical appraisal of research products has
been a missing element in the sequence of efforts which trans-
forms uriknowns into knowns and knowns into practical usefulness.
It was our purpose to develop materials to help train research
and research related, personnel to appraise research critically.

Our strategy was to produce materials suitable for use
either in conjunction with a research methods course or separate-
ly and of interest aad value to learners regardless of their level
of sophistication and field of interest within education. The
articles chosen as case studies, therefore, require neither sta-
tistical sophistication nor expertise in the substantive field
in order to be comprehensible. Further, the materials were given
a degree of responsiveness by printing and responding to learner
responses most often encountered during field_tryouts.

The procedures by'which the materials were developed are
described in the Methods section of this report. Some student
evaluations are provided under Results. The actual materials
have been reproduced in Appendices I through X.
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METHOD

Surveying Existing Guides. Over 30 published sets of
guides for evaluating the reiaRE'of others were identified.
Although may of these sets provided excellent lists of aspects
to consider in evaluating the research cf others (e.g., edd-
cational significance), they had the ca om-aon failing of not indi-
cating with actual examples the criteria for judging whether an
example,of educational research actually contained to a satis-
factory degree the characteristics deemed important. Thus, the__
decision was made to follow the procedures used in this project;
namely, to guide the learner through a critical evaluation of
specific examples of educational research.

Selecti -Articles to be Critically Analyzed. It had
been our pe to usi-ifECEres which were deemed as important ex-
amples of educational research by at least one of several audi-
ences of educational research products. On October 1, 1970 we
,solicited nominations of such research work from the following
groups of individuals:

(a) 18 directors of reading programs
at the graduate level selected, using
a systemmatic sampling plan, from a
list published in: Robert M. Wilson,
Colleges and Universities Offering
Programs in Reading, The Journal of
the Reading Specialist;-December,
NO, pp. 66-87.

(b) 38 members of the American School
Counselor Association who did not have
a university or college address, se-
lected, using a systematic sampling
plan, from the 1967-68 Directory of
Members published by the American
SchooYCounselor Association.

4

(c) 66 superintendents of schools se-
lected, using a systematic sampling
plan, from the 1969 Roster of Members
published by the Ame-TE-zarrArio
cf School Administrators.

(d) 65 individuals listed as "Additional
Members through April 26, 1968" of the
American Educational Research Association
Special Interest Group titled: Professors
of Educational Research.



Only 15 suggestions of significant research were obtained
from the 187 individuals-listed in (a) through (d) above. Most of
these suggestions were not used because they were not seen as re-
search, they were too lengthy for the instructional use we had in
mind, or they were judged as having so Tittle value that the en-
suing critique would be markedly unbaladced in the negative direc-
tion. -----

__In addition, the editors of the seven oks of Readin s
-dh-EduCational Research which comprise the Am n Educations

Association published series (except the editor
of the readings on research methodology), were written and re-
quested to send us the table of contents of their individual books.
It was felt that such lists would represent significant education-
al research as viewed by the committee of research scholars charged
with the responsibility of selecting the entries for each of these
books of readings.

Three tables ofcontents of the books of readings
were obtained and one article was selected from these lists. Be-
cause of our desire to have the final selections represent a cross-
section of areas of research as well as of research methodologies,
we decided against making multiple selections from any given book
of readings.

The remaining articles were selected by the Project Di-
rectors. A list of the 10-articles for which initial drafts of
training materials were written is presented below:

1. Edwin M. Bridges, Wayne J. Doyle and
David J. Mahan, "Effects of Hierarchi-
cal Differentiation on Group Produc-
tivity, Efficiency, and Risk Taking."
Administrative Science arterl
September 1968, pp. 30S-

Z. Joanne Reynolds Bronars, "Tampering
/ viith Nature in Elementary School

Science." TheMucational Forum,
November 196-87 pp. 71-75.

3. Dolores Durkin, "Children's Concepts
of Justice: A Canparison with the
Piaget Data." Child Development,
1969, pp. 59-67.

4. David Elkind, Joann Deblinger and
David Adler, "Motivation and Creativ-
ity: The Context Effect." American
Educational Research Journal, May 1970,
pp. 3S1-357.

-3-
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J. Richard Hadomul, Nancy Wiggins
and Alan R. Bass, "Prediction-of
Long-TemSuccess-ih-Doctoral Work

--im-Pwchology." Educational and
Psychological Measurement, Summer
1970, pp. 365-1717-------

6. Florence R. Harris, Margaret K.
Johnston, C. Susan Kelley, and
Montrose M. Wolf, "Effects of
Positive Reinforcement on Regressed
Crawling of a Nursery School Child."
Journal oaf Educational Ps cholo ,

rialT6964, pp. 35-4 .

7. Francis P1 Wilkins, "The Influ-
ence of Analysis and Evaluation
Questions on Achievement in Sixth
Grade Social Studies."' Educational
Leadership., January 1968, pp. 326 -
312.

. Charles H. Josephson; "Do Grades
Stimulate Students to Failure?"
Chica Schools Journal, December

, pp. 122-1277--
, ,

9. Eleanor*Kapian, "'Head Start' Ex-
perience and the Development of
Skills and Abilities in Kinder-
garten Children." Graduate
Research in Education and

Disalines, AprIT-Ob6,
W-28.

10. Henry R. Weinstock and Charles M.
Peccolo, "Do Students' Ideas and
Attitudes Survive Practice Teach-
ing?" Elementary School Journal,
January 1970, pp. 21T218.

Obtaining Copyright Release. The appraisal materials
would have little value if the original article being critiqued
could not be made available at the same time. The Project Di-
rectors were unsuccessful in locating Eleanor Kaplan. However,
her article had not teen copyrighted. Dolores airkin and Henry
Weinstock refused to give permission to have thdir articles re-
produced. Permission to reproduce the' other seven articles was
received.

-4-



Because of the severe time-constraints necessitated by
the requirement to schedule two field tryouts within a single
semester, the Project Directors ccemenced'preparation of instruc-
tional materials.to accompany the Durkin, and Weinstock articles
before negotiating for a copyright release. Had the Project Di- .

rectors realized. that such releases would not be forthcoming, they
would have substituted other articles .at the outset.

Nevertheless, the Weinstock article was dropped because
it' did not seem to work out well. TheProject_Directors persisted
in refining the'materials related to the Durkin article because
technicilly only the journal's permission (which was grant* was
required and because nine critiques were contracted with thb Fed-

,

eral government.

.Obtaining Reviews of Experts. Approximately two dozen
Scholars were invited to prepare a critical appraisal of one of
the articles which matched their area of expertise. The names of
the individuals who prepared such reviews and the articles they
reviewed are listed below:.

BRIDGES ARTICLE

BRONARS ARTICLE

DURKIN ARTICLE

EL1CIND ARTICLE,

HARRIS ARTICLE

(

: Dr. W. W. Charters, Jr., University of Oregon
Dr. Robert Ennis, University of Illinois

: Dr. John Easley, University of Illinois'
Dr. Jonas Soltis, Columbia University

: Dr. Alfred Baldwin, Cornell University
Dr. Brian Crittenden, Ontario Institute for ,

Studiei in Education .

: -Dr. J. P. Guilford, Beverly Hills, California
Dr. Kenneth Strike, Universi of Wisconsin

Dr. Alberta Siegal,\Stanford U versity
Dr. Harold Stevensonyniversity of Minnesota

Dr. Leonard Krimerman, University of Connectic6tikkCKMAN ARTICLE :

HUNKINS ARTICLE : Dr.%Ke Hopkins, Univirsity of Colorado
Dr i11i Lowe, UniVersity of Rochester

JOSEPHSON ARTICLE: Dr. DI id Farr, Stap'University of New York '.,
at

Dr/John Milholland, University of Michigan
//

KAPLAN ARTICLE
,/
/Dr. Gene Glass, University of Colorado

WEINSTOCK ARTICLE: pr. George Newscme, Jr.4 University of Georgia
Wr. William Gephart, Phi Delta Kappa

/
1,

I ik



Preparing Initial Drafts of the Instructional Materials.
Armed with the reviews experts as well as reviews written
by students at Cornell University, the Project Directors prepared
initial drafts of instructional materials.to accompany each of the
ten articles.

. No single format was adopted but rather the materials
were developed in a way which seemed most appropriate for the
article in question. In this first draft phase, students were
given instructions to first read the article to be evaluated.
In most cases these initial instructions' were followed by a sec-
tion of'"Special Notes" which explained terms or procedures likely
to be unfamiliar to education students (e.g., use of various sta-
tisticalimeasurts, definition. of unusual terms, explanation of pre-
vious relevant literature). Following these'"Special Notes" the
materials requested students to complete a written assignment which
required focusing critically upon the article. In some cases the
assignment required an overall general appraisal in which students
were to cite strengths as well as weaknesses; in same cases speFif-
ic questions about the article were devised which students were
then to answer; in a few cases both kinds of assessments were re-
quested. Of course in all these cases, the assignments were devel-
oped with an eye to havingIthe student consider and evaluate all

/aspects of a given research paper.

'Model" answers to the various requests for general ap-
praisal or sets of specific questions was the last section of these
written materials included in the first draft. These answers were
made fairly detailed with the idea that students would compare
their answers to the "model" answers provided and thereby obtain
valuable instruction in how to approach educational research papers.

Secure Field Tryout Populations. It was felt essential
for a hi qua ity product that the materials be field tested at
least twice; once after the initial draft and once after a revised
draft. At the time that the AERA Special Interest Group was solic-
ited for suggestions of research articles, a request was made to
use students in their research methods classes as a tryout popu-
lation. Fourteen responses were received. Since this number was
felt to be inadequate for both tryout phases, an additional 12
instructors willing to participate in the testing of the materials
were recruited at the annual National Symposium of Professors of
Educational Research held in November 1970 in St. Louis. An addi-
tional three instructors who were personal friends of a Project
Director agreed to cooperate. All materials were also field tested
in classes at Cornell University.

Conducting First Field Testing. Daring February and March
of 1971 the initial aiim of the materials were sent to twelve
institutions. The names of the institutions and the number of
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student responses returned are listed below:

BRIDGES : C. W. Post
Returned
----Tr--

St. Louis University
University of New Mexico

111

BRONARS : Stanford University 0

University of Wisconsin 0
University of Maryland 31

Kansas State 8

University of Nevada at Reno 0

DURKIN University of Maryland 18

Kansas State University 8

University of Nevada at Reno 0

Stanford University 2

ELKIND University of Washington 14

University of Maryland 27

University of Nevada at Reno 2

Stanford University 1

HACKMAN C. W. Post 37

Purdue University 11

University of Wisconsin 0

HARRIS C. W. Post 36

St. Louis University 23

University of Wisconsin 2

HUNKINS C. W. Post 10

St. Louis University 8

University of New Mexico 7

University of Wisconsin 1

JOSEPHSON : St. Louis University 13
Towson State 30
University of Wisconsin 1

KAPLAN St. Louis University 8

Towson State 32
Purdue University 9

WELNSTOCK : Towson State 32

The instructors were asked to withhold distribution of the
"paler" answers until written responses of their students were re-
ceived. The reason for this request was to obtain reactions of stu-
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dents which were uncontaminated by these "model" answers and which
could serve as data upon which to base future revisions of the
materials.

Preparing Second Drafts of the Instructional Materials.
Student responses to-----int=iradi:arri were carefully-fiiiiWa
before developing second drafts of thematerials. These re-
sponses were most helpful in indicating ha) where there were am-
biguities in the questions and "model" answers; (b) where it
seemed necessary to cue students more specifically to the de-
sired focus; and (c) where it seemed wise to offer further supple.
memlary explanation in certain areas. Not only were the materials
revised with an eye to clarification and amplification, but in the
cases of the Bridges and Elkind articles, additional sections were
developed, Student Responses to Question and Our Replies, to handle
the many points which student responses indicated needed explana-
tion.

Conductirv. Second Field Testing. During April and May
of 1971 °the second diiTli-Of the materials were sent to the
institutions listed below

BRIDGES University of Colorado
Catholic University of America
Montclair State College
Arizona State University

t

Returned

8

0

9

BRGNARS Catholic University of America 9

University of Northern Iowa 28

George Washington University 15

Arizona State University 10

University of Southwestern Louisiana 2

DURKIN William and Mary 22

Catholic University of America 0

University of Southwestern Louisiana 3

George Washington University 15

University of Bridgeport 0

ELKIND Eastern Kentucky University 14

University of Northern Iowa 59

University of Bridgeport 0

Arizona State University 15

University of Southwestern Louisiana 2

HACKMAN University of Colorado 20

Montclair State College 11

University of Louisville 21

Arizona State University 0

University of Southwestern Louisiana 1

*The University of Southwestern Louisiana and Texas Ted were sent
the materials during July 1971.

-8-



Returned
HARRIS University of Southern California 0

University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee 16

Ohio State 11

University of New Mexico 0
University of Southwestern rAuisiana 2

HUNKINS . University of Georgia 13

Pennsylvania State University 2

Creighton University 16
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee 11
Ohio State 11

University of Southwestern Louisiana 2

KAPLAN University of Southwestern Louisiana 2

Texas Tech 1

Eastern Kentucky University 14

University of Northern Iowa 28

George Washington University 16

JC6EPHSON : University of Southern California 0
Creighton University 13
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee S

Ohio Staii----- 16

University of Southwestern Louisiana 2

WEINSTOCK : University of Southern California 0

University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee 6

Ohio State 13

Texas Tech 1

University of Southwestern Louisiana 1

In this second draft phase students were asked not only
to complete the written assignments, but also to evaluate our
instructional materials as well. Specifically, they were asked
to compare their answers to the "model" answers provided, indi-
cating where they felt these answers were ambiguous, incomplete
or in error. They were further asked for a general evaluation
of the article and its accompanying materials. In this regard;
students were asked to indicate whether they thought the article
and the materials were interesting, dealing with a topic impor-
tant to the field; whether the time spent was worthwhile; and,
whether the materials were indeed self instructional. Naturally
the responses varied from paper topaper and a discussion of,
these responses will be included in the results section of this
report.

Soliciting Authors' Responses to the Materials. A copy

-9-



of the second draft materials developed for his or her paper Cm:
sent for comments to eight senior authors who could be located.
Responses were received from all eight.

Soliciting.Experts' Comments on the Materials. A copy
of the second draft materials deveiopecTIZi-each article was
also sent to the appropriate experts who had prepared an initial
review of these articles. Each expert was asked to read the
instructional materials and to indicate where he felt we had
made serious errors or omissions in our interpretation of the
article. Virtually no criticism was received.

Summer Field Test. In addition to the other schools
listed in this rFf; two copies of each of the papers and instruc-
tional materials were sent to the University of Southwestern
Louisiana and Texas Technical College during July 1971. A total
of 19 papers were returned.

Preparing Third Drafts. Using all the materials gathered
during the first 107Wai-Brthis project, final drafts of the
materials were developed during the fall of 1971. In at least
three of the case studies, the authors' own reactions were incor-
porated as direct quotes in the model answers. No third draft of
the Weinstock article was prepared.

Secu a Commerical Publisher. During 1972, negoti-
ation wi entice-Hall to publish the materials was successfully
completed.

Pr the Final Draft. During February 1973, two
orienting tern wereWiFFEtem to facilitate use of all the
articles as a collection. Based on comments received by Prentice-
Hall editor, Gene V Glass, minor changes were made to the orient-
ing chapters and to all third draft materials with the exception
of the Durkin article. It is expected that the two orienting
chapters and eight case studies (Durkin and Weinstock articles
excluded) will be published as a paperback during spring 1974.



(

RESULTS

Enclosed in Appendices I through X are tlie third drafts
of the instructional materials to nine case studies
(Weinstock and Peccolo article eyAluded and the two orienting
chapters. These, of course, are the principal results of this
instructional material development project, they are the ter-
minal contracted product. The responses of students to earlier
drafts of the materials were the primary data which stimulated
revision of the materials.

Content Revisions of the Materials. The revisions in
content ma--EFia the first toTas of the materials
can be categorized as follows.

1. Questions were designed to provide more adequately
cues\for the desired response. Early in the development effort,
it become obvious to the Project Directors (i.e. project devel-
opers) that the users of the materials were interpretjng the
questions differently from initial intention. Students mould
complain that their answers differed from the model appraisals,
not because they weren't able to say the kinds of things given
as answers, but because they didn't realize what was wanted.

The most frequent change to questions was to add to
questions which could be answered solely by "yes" or "no" such
phrases as, "explain why you answered as you did," "state
reasons for your answer," and "why?". In many cases, the
questions were made longer in order to communicate more clearly
the intended direction the answers should take. Words'were de-
fined, limits set, orienting statements made, and cautions
about possible misinterpretations provided.

2. Reasons for dogmatic-sounding statements idere
provided. Frequently the model answers contained statements
which to the Project Directors were simple statements Of fact
but which Were challenged by the student readers as dogmatic.
In such cases, reasons were added to support the claim being
made.

3. Inferences about feelings Were reduced. Earlier
versions of the arterials contained may inferences regarding
the feelings of the research investigators. Student readers
were critical of the Project Directors' willingness tolotate
how other people, namely the research investigators, felt.
Students were also critical of some of the personal opinions
of the Project Directors. Although these feelings were not



always eliminated, reasons were provided in support of the con-
victions being expressed.

-?

4. Greater explanation was provided. The student
answers to earlier drafts of the materials highlighted sections
of the materials where greater explanation was needed. Hard-
to-understand concepts were clarified. ,

S. questions and sections in the Model Answers were
eliminated. Reactions such as "dumb question" convinced the
Project Directors that some material was less important than
others. Further, other questions and moments were so hard
or technical that few students were able to answer them or
understand the explanations given. In most of such instances,
the material was eliminated.

6. Mistakes were corrected. Errors in the,earlier
drafts ranged from simple typographical mistakes to a few
real blunders an the part of the Project Directors. In
addition to revisions resulting from such clear-cut errors,
a very large number of changes were made not because one
wording was right and the other wrong, but because one
wording was more appropriate than the other. For example,
in the Elkind et al. article, the issue was raised whether
the research instruments were valid measures of the con-
struct, "creativity". The original wording was, "...cre-
ativity is not really the dependent variable,..." and this
was changed to "...creativity is not really measured by the
tests,..."

7. Different expressions were used to express the
same ideas. Very often the student answers were better ex-
pressed than those provided in the Model. In such cases,
such wording was substituted. Further, comments of the
research investigators themselves were sometimes substi-
tuted for similar comments made by the Project Directors
because users of the materials expressed an interest in
knowing how the Research Investigators felt\.

8. Comments were qualified. Blaniet statenents
were often altered for the sake of accuracy. For example,
"There is no..." was changed to "We know of no..." and
"should" to "might".

9. Student response sections were created. Fre-
quently occurring or interesting comments of the student
users were added to the model appraisals together with re-
plies from the Project Directors. These sections were very
well received by later users.

-12-
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Finally, it should be pointed out that the eight points
listed on pages 14-16 in Appendix I resulted directly from com-
ments made by the users of the initial drafts of the materials.

General Evaluation of the Materials by Students. During
the second fieraffigiTstucTints following:

Please give us a general evaluation of
these materials. Specifically, comment
on:

(a) haw interesting you found the
article;

(b) whether you felt the time you
spent working on these mate-
rials was worthwhile;

(c) whether you can think of other
aspects of the study you wished
we had commented upon;

(d) whether you think we were too
hard or too easy on the investi-
gator (can you give specifics?);
and

(e) any other comments you might wish
to make.

A summary of the students' reactions follow.

Presented in Table 1 is a tally of the perceived
interest-producing quality of the articles used as case study
material. As can be seen in Table 1, most respondents found
the articles interesting al very interesting. Less than 10%
rated the articles as not interesting. This trend appears for
each of the nine articles.

The 31 responses coded, "Irrelevant Comment" dealt
with other than the interest-producing qualitiis of the articles.
Examples of comments included in this category are: "enjoyed
reading it," "thought provoking," "too confusing," and "very
informative."

The assessment materials were judged to be worthwhile
or very worthwhile by 207 respondents as shown in Table 2.

*Responses of students from George Washington University to
the Bronars and Durkin article were inadvertently omitted from
Tables 1-3.

-13-



Table 1

Student Reactions to How Interesting They Found the Article

Senior Very
Author Interesting

Response Category

Irrelevant NO
Comment Comment

Not
Interesting Interesting

Bridges 6 11 4 3 2

Bronars 17 16 2 2 12

Durkin 11 9
o

3 0 2

Elkind 23 29 8 5 25

Hackman 12 22 7 3 I

Harris 6 16 2 3 2

Hu skins 10 20 6 5 14

Josephson 14 11 1 4 6

Kaplan 20 25 4 . 6 6

Total 119 159
137

31 78

Although sane differences exist, the balance of worthwhile over
not worthwhile assessments is maintained for each article. The
materials related to the article by Kaplan were especially well
received.

.Table 2

Student Reactions of the Worthwhilehess of the Materials
(Second Draft):

1111INIMOINIIMMEr

Senior Very
Author Worthwhile Worthwhile

Not
Worthwhile

Irrelevant
Comment

No
Comment

Bridges 2 11 5 3 5

Bronars 4 17 7 11 10

Durkin 4 8 4 8 1

Elkind 5 34 13 15 23

Hackman 2 21 11 6 13

Harris 2 11 6 8 2

Hankins 5 20 7 6 17

Josephson 4 15 5 3 9

Kaplan 7 35 2 8 9

Total 35 172 60 68. 89

-14-



Comments listed as "irrelevant" to the worthwhileness
characteristic included the foliating: "did not mind doing this,"
"it produced food for thought," "took too long but was a good
expose, "it was informative," "the article was worthwhile, "did
not understand the purpose," "I enjoyed the experience," and "the
experience was certainly educational.

It should be kept in mind that different colleges are
represented for the several articles. The reception that a
particular article received seemed to depend in part on hatit
was introduced by the instructor. As will be indicated shortly,
several Students did not understand the purpose of the exercises
and resented the time it took away fram "required" course work.

The third general evaluation question asked whether the
student could think of other aspects of the study they wished we
had commented upon. Some of the answers to these questions were
useful in preparing the third drafts of the materials. Since
they dealt with content specific to the individual article, they
are not summarized here.

Table 3 contains a summary of responses to the query

Table 3

Student Reactions to the Fairness of the Criticism
(Second Draft)

Senior
Author

Too
Easy

Too
Hard Neither Irrelevant*

oAw
Cement

Bridges 1 1 9 4 11

Bronars 6 5 13 6(2) 19

Durkin 0 7 7 7(4) 14

Bikini 3 10 18 29(10) 30

Hackman 6 3 16 12(5) 16

Harris 5 4 11 4 5

Hankins 2 6 17 6(2) 24

Josephson 5 1 14 2 14

Kaplan 5 11 20 11(5) 14

Total 33 48 125 81(28). 137

*Values in ppasrrentheses indicate the number of responses coded ir-
relevant which suggested the assessment was either not too hard or
the criticisms were well supported.
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whether we were too_hard or too easy on the investigators. Al-
though the question was worded in a forced-choice format, we were
pleased 125 respondents answered neither too easy nor too hard
and that those who picked a direction were roughly split between
the too easy and too hard poles.

There were scale differences among articles in ways which
we could have predicted. Our assessment was seen as too easy for
the Josephson article, and this was somewhat intentional for two
reasons: As the anticipated lead case study in the published col-
lection, we wanted to impress upon readers that all assessments
need not be negative. Further, although the outward appearance
of the article was that it was terribly naive (there were some
glaring weaknesses), we wished to stress some basic strengths
which we expected would be overlooked.

The Durkin review was seen as too harsh. This reaction
was not unexpected either, because although the article looked
sophisticated on the surface we had some serious questions about
the educational significance of the research being reported. It
is possible that the author herself felt that we were being too
harsh because she refused to give approval for us to reprint the
article.

Oamments coded "irrelevant" to the question included,
"analialibod," "approach highly professional, and "I gener-
ally agree with the comments. As indicated in the footnote of
Table 3, 28 students answered that we were not,too hard or that
our criticisms were well supported. Same readers of this re-
port may prefer to consider these 28 responses under the head-
ing "neither".

The last general evaluation question merely asked the
respondents to maters any other comments they wished. These com-
ments could be grouped into several categories.

First, there were many noncontent related negative ob-
jections. Many students saw the assignment as an infringement
on their time, especially scarce since the school year was al-
most over. 'Other students were not clear on the purpose of the
assignment, and were we to do it over, we would have given much
more explanation on this matter. Further, the article, the
special notes, the questions, the model answers, and the stu-
dent responses and answers were usually distributed separately.
Alarge. timber of students reacted negatively to this paper
shuffling chore. In the published version, all materials will
be bound together.

-16-



A second general category of responses, were negative
content related comments dealing most often with the long aftunt
of time needed to. study and critique carefully a particU/ar are-
Cle. Other negative comments dealt with the article itself (not
in the field of interest of the person), questioned the importance
of the activity, or stated the materials were too hard
or confus o

A third grow of comments were positive in which im-
proved skills and quality of the materials were most frequently
mentioned. Of the 226 comments, 35% were in this' category; SO%
in categories one 'of two; 7% in both the positive and one of the
toe negative categories; and 81 in none of the three categories.
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COMLUSIONS

A set of nine case Studies and twoorienting chapters were
prepared. The materials underwent marked revisions as a result.of
the field tryouts. As gleaned from the student reactions, the arti-
cles MOTO judged interesting and the appraisal materials worthwhile.
The Project Directors are left with three salient impressions about
the development effort and the materials.

First, producing the appraisals was very hard work. iIt
taxed the scholarship of the Project Directors greatly. Contrary
to expectation, it was found that little of the work could be dele-
gated and, consequently, the FToject Directors had to assume respon-
sibilities previously thought would be assumed by bright graduate
students.

r

Second, general principles of research appraisal did 'not
emerge. Each article seemed to generate. its own unique pcdnts of
criticism. The Project Directois are convinced now more than ever
that checklists for research appraisal must, by their very nature,
be too shallow to provide the depth of assessment evident in the
present materials. The important tools for the successful, critic
would appear to be strategies for handling the appraisal task and
subject matter and methodology content. The true value of the
case studies may be both in reinforcing requisite "habits,of
workmanship " " -- strategies like reading carefully, perceiving the
compromises in design, searching for significance, .etc. --and in
providing concepts and facts for the learner to use. .

Third, trainers of retearch'Oorkers familiar with the
materials have found them appropriate for their own teaching.
For example, students at Cornell who now have college teaching
positions are employing the materials in their classes; the
Prentice-Hall editor who provided the expert review has adopted
the materials for his cies,.

There remains the question-whether the instructional
materials actually improve the appraisal skills of the users
and, in the long run, has impact on educational knowledge, policy
and practice. Although not part of the present contract, the
Project Directors hope that such terminal evaluations will be
forthcoming. By putting these materials in the ,public domain,,
both as part of this report and in a commercially distributed
version, others will have an opportunity to evaluate the pro-
duct in terms of their own concerns and standards.

-18-
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Preface

A surprising fact to us is that the tradition of critical appraisal

is so largely missing in the context of educational research. Very little

good criticism of educational research occurs. Why?

Perhaps it is a matter of ascumed senatorial courtesy or that

the best criticism of other research is simply doing a superior piece of

research, or that since all in education are dedicated good people one

should not be critical, or that a sharp-eyed critic Is a dangerous fellow

because he will embarass a naive or foolish empiricist, or possibly that

research is done to achieve tenure, promotion, increase in slary, prestige,

esteem, more grants, etc. These reasons and others much gossiped about

at research meetings do not really concern us. lie think both research

and criticism are matters that intelligent students can be expertly traired

to do well, and we see no reason not to try to improve present practices..

One need not be afraid of criticism.

Very little gcod matcrial is available as instruction in criticism.

We do think that gocd criticism is needed in education and this fact has

led us to put forth the effort recorded here.

This book has rare characteristic; the nine critiques which

comprise the main cont ibution have been extensively field tested. That

is, the critiques hav been developed and modified on the basis of comments

supplied ty over 800 tudents from 27 colleges and universities. Indispen-

sible to us were the reactions of subject matter experts and of students

participating in the successive field tryouts. (Point A - See p. 3). The

cycle of field test, modify, field test, modify...permitted the materials

to achieve a level of quality not possible otherwise.

Acknowledgment of the help of several groups are in order. Speci-

fically, we owl much to:
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1. the students and cooperating professors of the following
institutions: Arizona State University, C. W. Post, Catholic University of
America, Cornell University, Creighton University, Eastern Kentucky
University, George Washington University, Kansas State University, Mont-
clair State College, Ohio State University, Pennsylvania State University,
Purdue University, St. Louis University, Stanford University, Towson State,
University of Colorado, University of Georgia, University of Louisville,
University of Maryland, University of Nevada at Reno, University of New
Mexico, University of Northern Iowa, University of S. W. Louisiana, Univer-
sity of Washington, University of Wisconsin at Madison, University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee, and Uilliam and Mary.

2. the following scholars who supplied us with an initial reaction
to one of the articles: David Farr and John f4ilholland (Chapter 3), Gene
Glass (Chapter 4), Leonard Krimerman (Chapter 5), Kenneth Hopkins and
William Lowe (Chapter 6), Alfred Baldwin and Brian Crittenden (Chapter 7),
Alberta Siegal and Harold Stevenson (Chapter 8), J. P. Guilford and
Kenneth Strike (Chapter 9), John Easley and Jonas Soltis (Chapter 10),
and W. U. Charters, Jr. and Robert Ennis (Chapter 11).1

3. the following professionally-minded investigators who offered
constructive reactions to our critiques of or further informatiOn about
their research articles: Edwin N. Bridges, Joanne Reynolds Bronars, Wayne
Doyle, David Elkind, J. Richard Hackman, Charles H. Josephson and David
Mahan)

4. the publishers and investigators who were willing to grant
permission to reproduce their articles despite the presence of negative
comments.

5. the United States Office of Education which provided the
financial support for development of these materials.

6. Prentice Hall for makinc it possible for these training
materials to be disseminated.

1
Acknowledgment of the assistance of the scholars and investigators

names above should not be construed to mean that they approve of all
aspects of our appraisals.
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CHAPTER 1

The nature of Criticism

There is a sense in which the critical appraisal of empirical

research papers is also an act of research. It is an act of research

because the critic reviews each of the aspects of the research paper very

much in the same way as the original author considers aspects of the

research paper. The key elements in the pattern of inquiry are the same

for both the doing of research and the doing of criticism. In each case

one must take a look at these elements: the nature of the problem, the

phenomena of interest, the telling question, the key concepts, the methods

of work, the knowledge claims and other products of thecresearch effort,

and the value or significance of the research.

The act of critical appraisal is a.process of analysis, of breaking

down and taking apart, what was produced by an act of synthesis by the

original author(s). There is another pair of eyes, another mind, another

point of view about the research. Specific,training in criticism will in

the long run enhance the fertility of actual research.

Each element in the pattern of inquiry requires the investigator

to select, arrange, modify, and interpret. This process requires judg-

ments. For example, the selection of a phenomena of interest and from that

the setting up of a problem involve a judgment that these aspects of the

world of experience are worth inquiring into, implicitly rejecting other

concerns that might be worked on. The precise form of the telling question

is a judgment that this question and not some other question will enable

the researcher to find out something of importance. The use of one set of

key concepts to ask the telling question means that other concepts have been

thought about and rejected for the time being. The research design, the
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selection of specific techniques of data gathering, statistical analysis,

the construction of tables and graphs and other ways of presenting the

record of the research effort, employ the judgment that these methods are

better than others that might be used in this case. Finally, the parti-

cular knowledge claims selected as the important ones, the conclusions

that are interpreted by the researchers, signify yet another set of-tc,omplax).

judgments about what is worth reporting and what is seen as having value to

other researchers.

The main point to be made here is that the categories of critical

appraisal are basically no different fro,- the categories of actual inquiry.

The critic should question the judgments made at each stage of the pattern

of inquiry. Specifically,'he should ask: What other phenomena of interest

might be relevant? What other way to pose the problem could be fought

of? What different concepts or conceptual systems might have been used?

What alternative designs or methods or techniques for dita gathering could

have been considered? What limits to generalization are found in the

particular way the research is reported? What other values might conceiv-

ably be found in this research? And critical appraisal, like worthwhIle

research, depends heavily upon human judgment.

Three Purposes of Criticism

First, to the extent that research is an attempt to establish the

fundamental and foundational knowledge claims about education, criticism is

the attempt to apply the best human thought to test these foundations.

Whether the research effort is directed at aptitude testing, behavior modi-

fication, organizational change, instructional material development, nothing

of consequence follows if the research is faulty. A science builds upon

its foundations, and confidence is a result of a tested faith in those

foundations. Further, because research is open ended, criticism can point
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to avenues of additional research needed to solidify our foundations of

knowledmr

The second aim of criticism concerns policy-making and imple-

mentation. Policies are complex judgments, based partly upon facts and

knowledge claims and partly upon values and value judgments. 'Policies

are plans for action. To educate, to intervene in the lives of other

human beings are serious moral undertakings. If a lack of knowledge is

allowed to persist where knowledge could be obtained, the policy made and

the action undertaken are grossly negligent of concern for the moral worth

of other people. Criticism has a special role in policy analysis because

it makes explicit this relation between knowledge and value found in

educational policies.

The third aim of criticism concerns educational practice. In

spite of rhetorical claims to the contrary, research has had little effect

upon educational practice. Because there is always the potentiality that

research will be conceived so as to change practice, criticism must obtain

here too. The taking of thought to improve practice can lead to finding

out facts, to discovering relations, to solving problems, to dispilling the

comforting but misleading .conventional wisdom. Criticism can be applied

directly to the problems of Justifying educational practice, but it ties

up with research when it suggests the role of research in making practice

more efficient, more effective, more humane, more insightful in its um-

plex operation.

Criticism and Literary Criticism

We find it useful to borrow from the field of literary criticism

a set of distinctidns wethink apply to criticism of educational research.

Literary critics distinguish aspects of criticism into four elements: the

author (or artist), the work, the audience, and the universe. These dis-

tinctions are useful,because we find that importantly different criteria
....
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of assessment apply to different elements. For example, when we evaluate

research we can begin a-criticism by checking the authority of the author

and weAive the reasons for saying that the author or authors are experts

in the area of research. Individuals'with a history of high quality research

justifiably deserve our attention because they have over the course of

years earned the label of expert. Experts are in a sense highly calibrated

instruments; we trust tneir "readings," the points they make. Of course,

any person is fallible; experts hav4their off day, busy people make mis-

takes and so on. Nevertheless experts continue to deserve the label as they

continue to employ high standards for their work.

Many judges of research papers (editors of journals for example)

make a practice of not knowing the name of the author. This practice is

one way to force attention to the work itself. Criteria of excellence

commonly applied to individual works are very familiar: coherence of the

reasoning from the problem statement to the conclusion, justification of

the significance of the problem in the context in which it is placed,

elegance of the design, choice of techniques of meaiurement, completeness

of analysis, originality or novelty or creativity (breaking new ground),

generation of new paradigms as well as connection to older paradigms.to

supply continuity with previous research.

Literary critics also judge the value of a work of art by the

effects'it has upon an appropriate audience; does it entertain, edgy, point

a moral, stimulate epplause? Research products are also judged for their

contribution to individuals who use the research products.

Does the set of knowledge claims of the research report stimulate

consideration of educational changes? There exists the balancing of

judgment between research that is socially relevant, that solves or contri-

butes to the solution of an immediate social problem- -that, versus research
,t)



for which no socially relevant consideration is relevant because the

research contributes to the furthering of scientific knowledge which at the

time does not seem to have any social relevance. This comparison is some-

times referred to as the scientist riding a white horse (to change society)

versus the scientist wearing his white coat (to contribute to scientific

knowledge).

The process of education is necessarily social. And the conser-

vation and continuity of a social order necessarily requires education.

Every adult (indeed every human who acquires a language) is educated in a

social context, whether through formal schooling or not. In a common sense

way every person knots somethino about education. This common sense know-

ledge, or conventional wisdom of the audience, often stands in the way of

establishing scientific knowledge.

The fourth element for the focus of criticism is called by literary

critics "the universe." The term we have used for this element in these

materials is the "phenomena of interest ." 4e have in rind here the "stuff,"

the subject-matter, the kind of thing the research is about. For example,

in one of the studies in this cook the authors ate concerned with produc-

tivity of groups as it relates to the structure of the group. These

phenomena are of considerable interest to school nrincipals, industrial

managers, and others for the reason that adequately anchored knowledge

claims could provide a valuable guide for the administrator. In this regard

the research would be judged as potentially significant; we say potentially

significant here because the significance of such studies are not achieved

by'what it is about, but by what_it tells us of what .t is about. In

other words, the phenomena of interest can be very important and the research

relatively trivial if it fails to penetrate into the phenomena in any

successful way.



As suggestive and fruitful as the model for criticism that the

literary critics use, (and we only sketch it here) it has some shortcomings

as well. A chief shortcoming is the lack of focus upon methods of work.

We do not feel that we are going to mislead an audience of educational

researchers, however, because the omnipresent focus of criticism found in

contemporary educational research is precisely a concern with methods,

with techniques of work, with research design, with statistical analysis.

Old Chestnuts in Dispute

Sometimes it is held that research is creative, that research

generates new knowledge about the way the world works. On this ground

research is distinguished from scholarship (sometimes called library

research) which only puts together 'or comments on knowledge which others

have produced. So, on this ground the products of criticism can be called

scholarship. Uhatever the label agreed on, the relation between research

and scholarship can be very close. Criticism which reveals faults in pur-

ported knowledge claims is both creative and valuable. Moreover, as indicated

previously, both research and criticism (scholarship) require judgments

about the same Processes.

We have learned much from the college students who helped by

using early drafts of these critical appraisals. One thing which many

students reported had inhibited Their own appraisal was the lack of know-

ledge about statistics. We urge students, and other critics, to become

knowledgeable_aboUt ttatittics,but we also recommend that one not be too

easily blinded by statistics. A kind of mindless reverence for numbers,

tests of coefficients, F ratios and the like is to be avoided. One can

still use judgment to see whether the data analyzed actually relate in a

satisfactory way to the basic question, and how useful the data are in
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composing an answer. Any complex statistical analysis can be para-

phrased in words, and the relations between variables can be interpreted

in terms of the key concepts and the major knowledge claims. Research

reports which rely on tests of statistical significance alone to establish

educational significance are justifiably criticized.

Many people feel that the best way to criticize research is to

compare the Work against a checklist of possible faults. Many such check-

lists have been produced) Checklists can be valuable, for they serve as

a reminder. of key features of an investigation which should be considered

in any appraisal.

Checklists, however, have at least two major shortcomings. First,

they do not provide the criteria to judge the criteria. On what basis is the

critic to decide if "the instruments are valid" or "the design appropriate"?

Such judgments require knowledge of facts, concepts, and research paradipms.

The model appraisals in this book are often very lengthy precisely because

we have attemnted not only to share our judgments but also to provide the

basic information needed to reach such judgments.

A second shortcoming of checklists, in our minion, is their

almost total preoccupation with methods of work--i.e., with questions of

research design, measurement and analysis. The methods of work are very

important, of course, for they can make the difference between securing

valid or invalid knowledge claims. But as researchers become more sophisti-

cated about these things and the number of investigators capable of pro-

duting reasonably "tight designs" research grows, it becomes increasingly

1
For a bibliography of such checklists, see Bruce B. Bartos, "A Review of
Instruments Developed to be Used in the Evaluation of the Adequacy of
Reported Research." Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, Research
Service Center, Occasional Paper #2, 1969.



important to, ask, as well, a different set of questions about the research- -

questions such as its import for ea4cation and its implications for policy

or practice. In the appraisals in this book, we have attempted not to

slight these other dimensions of the, appraisal process.



CHAPTER 2

Nina Research Articles and Critiques: Description and Use

Implicit in the developmeot of this book Is our assumption that

repeated practice is required to learn to appraise educational research

critically. dinsequentiy; we have selected several research articles for

appraisal. Before beginning this analysis task, the following comments

about the articles and,the use of these materials are important.

DESCRIPTION

Characteristics used in selecting the'nine articles reproduced in

this book wore problem area, methods of work, value, and difficulty.

Problem Area. 1 wide variety of educational topics are repre-

sented by the articles. Provided in Table 1 is a brief description of the

primary problem area associated with each article: Several of the articles

have zbqtrccts which indicate more precisely the content of the research

report.

Methods. An attempt war made to select articles utilizing a

diversity of approaches. In Table 1, brief labels are given for research

types, but these tend to mask the differences in methods employed by the

several investigators.

Value. Al] the articles have redeeming featurhs. It is true

that we found much to criticize about all the articles, but any article

can be criticized uegatively. in our opinion, the articles are of reason-

able quality from hich there is much to be learned.
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Table 1

SUMHARY OF THE RESEARCH ARTICLES

Chapter
Senior
Author Problem Area

Type of
Research

3 Josephson Grading and student attitudes Status*

4 Kaplan Evaluation of a Head Start program Status

5 Hackman Prediction of "long-term" success Prediction

6 Hunkins Effect of questioning procedures
on student achievement

Experimental

7 Durkin Development of a concept of Justice Status

8 Harris Reinforcement and behavioral modi-
fication

Case study/
experimental

9 Elkind Factors affecting the validity of
creativity assessments

Experimental

10 Bronars The case against experimenting with
live animals in elementary school

Philosophical
analysis

11 Bridges Small group composition and produc- Experimental
tivity

Difficulty. Results of field tenting indicate_that all articles are

understandable to college students. lie avoided articles having sophisticated

statistical analyses or dealing with topics requiring prior expertise in a

specific content area to be understood. Several of the articles are accom-

panied by special notes in which an occasional technical term or isolated

material is defined or explained. Although there are some minor variations

among them, all articles are moderately easy to undetstand.

The level of sophistication of the critiques, however, are not equal.

In this respect, the articles are arranged in a crude ordering from simple to

hard.

USE

The articles may be read in any order because each illustrates

different concepts of research and these are not arranged sequentially.



Nevertheless, it is probably wise to begin with one of the studies listed

toward the top of Table 1 and work toward those having a more intensive and

sophisticated appraisal. Regarbless of the article being analyzed, keep in

mind the following points.

/ 1. Any piece of research can be criticized negatively. The perfect

study des not exist. Any investigator Is operating within a.system of con-

strains'and must make compromises. The fact that weaknesses (as well es

strer4ths) are evident in every study should not be interpreted that they
/
are /1.11out value. Quite the contrary. We consider each of the investi-

gations in this book worthy of study.

2. Not all articles that one reads deserve the time needed to
/

/ =

perform a thorough analysis as provided with the studies reproduced in this

Jiook. The professional must place priorities on how he spends his time.

I There will be occasions, however, when specific studies have particular

importance to a researcher or educator, and for these occasions it is most

desirable that he can appraise the work critically. Although the erticles

in this collection will not be.particularly important to many readers, it

is well, nevertheless, that they practice critically appraising the articles

so that this skill can be learned and then applied to works considered by

readers to be more important.

3. The reader must be careful not to infer (improperly) that

because the problem area of a particular article is "irrelevant" to his

specialty that the task of appraising the article is therefore irrelevant

or valuelev. The primary purpose of this book is to provide the reader

( with a set of generalizable skills. The specific articles are merely

vehicles through which basic concepts can be taught and habits of work-

manship practiced. Much is to be learned about the appraisal process

regardless of the particular examples used for illustration.



\
The distinction between the research investigator and his

work should\be kept in mind. The reader should avoid taking sides for

or against t47 'investigator; avoid trying to be easy or hardon.him.

Rather, the task is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the

work itself andwhat these. assessments mean for the educational valUe

of the study and for the interpretations or knowledge claims resulting

from the investigation.

5. Frequently not appreciated by readers participating in

field tryouts of the materials js,that the learner's expectation should

not be to duplicate the model critique. Most readers are simply n1

able to appraise a study to the extent found in the model critiques.

The model critiques are more complete and detailed than can-be reasonably

expected from even experienced researchers. The purpose of the model.

critique is not to serve as the standard which students are expected to

meet. Rather, they are complete and somet s overblown statements

designed in part to teach concepts and pr nciples.

6. It is our intention that the materials be used either for

group or individual instruction. in an effort to make the materials

self instructional, we have made heavy use of "student responses."

Frequently these are representative replies of student readers pull-

cipating in the field tryouts of the materials. These student responses

are likely to be similar to comments that you, the present reader, may

have made. By providing our response to these statements, we hope to

increase the interactiveness of the materials and their viability for

self-Instructional use.

7. The reader is expected to read carefully each article and

then to appraise tfe workhyresponding to one or more questions;
1

students who partiCipated in the field testingsperformed poorly on the'

appraisals because they failed either toreadthe article, the questions,

the appraisals carefully. We've heard much about programs designed to

Increase reading speed. in ouropinion, psople,need to be Instructed.hoW

to,:read more thrghtfelly4 The fitittprincipleTn research criticism is

'T40 o tively consider what one reads. The woricrileedi more ploddets!
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8. One can simply read through these materials like a textbook

and passively consider the appraisal tasks and model answers. Alternatively,

the learner can write o response to each task, thus helping to insure his

active involvement. lie much prefer the latter. Appraising the work of

others is a "doing" task just as performing research is. Neither performing

nor criticizing research is easy; attention to detail is required, the

work is demanding, the rewards are high.
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Do Grades Stimulate Students to Failure?

Charles H. Josephson

Chicago Schools Journal,IDec. 1961, pp. 122-127

1. Questions

Before you begin, an important point needs to be made. In study after study
that we review, all too often the problem which occasioned the research, and
which is used to introduce the research report,turns out not to be the problem
actually dealt with by the study as conducted. We are reminded of a Peanuts
cartoon in which Linus stands at Violet's front door and asks, "Hi, Violet.
Can you come out and play?" Violet responds, "You're younger than I am."
A puzzled Linus turns to the reader and queries, "Did that answer my question?"

The mismatch between problem statement and answers collected by the inves-
tigator are seldom as gross as that confronted by Linus. A good critic must
be alert for such incongruity. He may ask: Do the data provide evidence about
the stated problem? Given the data actually collected what question could be
composed to which the data would be an answer? Has the phenomena of interest
shifted as the study progressed? What conclusions and interpretations are
the investigator entitled to draw from the findings?

Five possible problem statements about which data could have been collected
are listed in this first question. We are asking you to practice an important
skill - namely relating data to the question posed. There is, a Baas* in which
one does not really know what the problem is until the solution emerges. Another
way of stating this point is to say that any question will remain ambiguous
until data which count at the answer to the question are specified.

Consider the following statements:

A. "Grades stimulate students to failure."

B. "students in slum schools find it more rewarding to be considered academic
failures than successes."

C. Students "most likely to succeed" feel the strongest pressure to fail.

D. "...in lower-class schools students of low ability will desire high grades:, and
students of high ability will desire low grades."

E. "There is a discrepancy between aspiration and achievement."

Which one of the above options most accurately reflects the problem statement that
the data of. this paper deal with? Why? Give reasons for rejecting each of the
other items.
Note: We are NOT asking you which statement is true. We are asking you to indicate
which statement represents a hypothesis the investigator attempted to test empirically,
i.e. the hypothesis about which the investigator collected data.
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1. Answer:

h. Answer A is quoted from the title.
Titles of articles are almost always both
illuminating and *isleading. Except in the
most technical of journals, titles are
phrased in ordinary language and/it is dif-
ficult to achieve precise meaning with the
looseness and ambiguity of ordinary language.'
Mote ambiguities in a key word of this title,
"failure." "To failure" can have three
meanings s (a) to fail outrof school (as a
drop-out, perhaps); (b) t40 get a failing
grads in a single course-(as to fail al-
gebra); ic) to fail to achieve at a level
commensurate with ability (underachieving).

For the three reasons which follow,
option A was not considered the best state-
ment of the question to which the data re-
ported in the study are relevant. First,
the word "stimulate" suggests a causal
connection and no such relationship between
grades and failure was established. Further,
the actual grades students receive are not
given, and thus we have no data about failure
in the sense of a teacher giving a pupil
a failing grade. Finally, the data which
are gathered pertain to a slum school and
the students in several tracks, and these
facts are not mentioned in option A.

B. Option A is Davis' position but this
investigator doss not actually collect
data on what is rewarding to stUdents..
Nevertheless some support for this posi-
tion would be a finding that of 106 stu-
dents interviewed in the slum school,
large number aspire to (i.e., would

"select") grade s, the failing grade.
However, not one gave that response and
the author paid no attention to this fact.
One might go one step. further to ask if
the data presented by this investigator

1. For a further discussion hear Robert
M.W. Travers, The Limitations of Variables
Derived from Comm Language. Washington,
D.C. American Educational Aesmareh As-
sociation, Cassette Tape Series 10e, 1971.

2i, Answer:
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1. cont'd.
actually could be interpreted as falsi-
fying Davis' position as stated in option
S. The answer is yes, if one can establish
that what is rewarding to students and
what they would "select" are identical.

C. Although the investigator states
option C as a beginning hypothesis (para-
graph #4), he gathers no data on peer
pressure; he thus cannot compare pressure
to fail with a measure of likelihood
qof success.

D. We think this choice is the most
acdarate one. See page 2, bottom para-
graph where the hypothesis is explicitly
stated. Note also that the table giving
the data closely follows the hypothesis.
Recall that in question 1 we asked if the
hypothesis was tested in this study and
not whether it could be considered true
on other grounds.

E. Although we have dataien an expecta-
tion of achievement, we have no data on
ZaTersoorm itself atAd therefore cannot
compare achievement to- aspiration. The
three tracks are said to represent
ability levels. Ef they are also viewed
as defining an achievement variable, then
some -gross data on the discrepancy between
aspiration and achievement are provided
and option E could be considered an
acceptable (but probably not the best)
answer.

2. Question:
Having thought about the real purpose

of this study, cite one very important
reason why research on the broad ques-
tion addressed in this paper is of value.

1. cont'd.

2. Questions
Having thought about the real pur-

pose of this study, cite one very important
reason why research on the broad question
addressed in this paper is of value.
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2. Answer :

The reward system of a slum school is
being studied. There are several acceptable
reasons yen might have given to explain why
research on this topic is of value. One
that appeals to us is that IF the research
should point up the fact that the grading
system isn't working as intended, that "the
teacher's reward has become the student's
punishment", or that the extrinsic rewards
(for example, the grades) of the system wield
such a powerful influence that the intrinsic
rewards of learning are diminished or by-
passed, THEN such distortion would provide
support for changing present educational
policies and practices. The primary aim of
an educational system should be its true ed-
ucational goals and not .the external trappings
attached to these goals. Florence Nightingale
once said of hospital that at least they
should not spread disease; school syetems
should not discourage true learning.

3. QuestioA :

Refer to the data presented on the bot-
tom of page 2 and to the investigator's
descriptive labels for the grade categories
on the bottom of page 3. Which one(s)
of the following statements is (are) factually
correct interpretations of the findings for
students in the accelerated class?

A. Only 1/3 prefer superior grades;
nearly the same number prefer average or
below average grades.

B. About 2/3 prefer grades above average;
only 2 students preferred below average grades

How do statements A and B differ in the
impression they give?

2. Answer:

3. Question:

Refer to the data presented on to
bottom of page 2 and to the investigatorla
descriptive labels for the grade cate-
gories on the bottom of page 3. Which
one(s) ofthe following statements
is (are) factually correct interpreta-
tions of the findings for students in
the accelerated class?

A. Only 1/3 prefer superior grades;
nearly the_same9umber prefer average
or below average grades.

B. About 2/3 prefer grades above
average; only 2 students preferred
below average grades.

How do statements A and B differ in
the impression they give?
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3. Answer: 3. Answer :

Both statements are technically cor-
rect given the investigator's interpre-
tation that 1 means superior and 3 means
average. They differ in the impression
they give the reader. The A statement
suggests a failure of the school to keep
high the aspirations of good students. The
B statement suggests most students in accel-
erated classes want good grades. The A
statement is the way this investigator
interprets the findings (last sentence,
p.3). We think it acceptable for a re-
searcher to try to find what his reasoning
leads him to expect. He should not,
however, stop at this point but should
examine alternative explanations. We must
remember that one can say a cup is half
full or half empty and be correct in both
instances. A researcher should be able
to, and further has an obligation t6, say
both, realizing the different possible
impressions he may give his readers from
these different viewpoints.

4. Question s

Note on the top of page 3 that from
each of the 3 programs (remedial, regular,
accelerated) one class was selected in some
unspecified fat ion. Alternatively, the
investigator could have selected the re-
quired number of students randomly from all
the students enrolled in each of the pro-
grams. We believe this latter selection
plan to be far superior? Why?

4. Answer:

The investigator wishes to compare
the grade desires of students of different
ability levels. Because he selected only
one class from each program, he cannot
distinguish differences due to program/
ability level from those due to classroom

4. Question:

Note on the top of page 3, that
from each of the 3 programs (remedial,
regular, accelerated) one class was
selected in some unspecified fashion.
Alternatively, the investigator could
have selected the required number of
students randomly from all the students
enrolled in each of the programs. We
believe this, latter selectiOn plan to
be far superior. Why?

4. Answer:
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4. Answer cont'd.

influences. We know from other research
that on may variables classrooms differ
markedly from one another even when the
classrooms are composed of students of
the same general ability. The particular
teacher, classroom peer relations, and
other factors can lead to a distinctive
kind of response from students in a par-
ticular classroom. The responses of
pupils from one of the classes might not
be typical of those from other classes in
the same tx ck. Thus the differences
the invest ator notes in the data shown
on the bot of page 2, may not be due
to progr ability level group differences
at all but /to other attributes of the
three particular classrooms he selected
for tf-16 study. Had a random sampling
procedure been used, students from several
classrooms within each iisoiram would
have been selected and this source of
confusion in data interpretation would
have been avoided.

5. Question:

Recall. that when the students were
divided. into,the three programs.(accelerated,
regular, remedial) and their desired grades
notel'(see data.on the bottom of page 2),
the investigator concludes that the ex-
pected, "...inverse relationship between
ability and grades desired does not ob-
tain." (p.3) However, when the investi-
gator reclassifies the regular and ac-
celerated students into a single category, ,
"...a significantly different picture
emerges." (p.3) Is it wrong for an in-
vestigator to manipulate his data in this
way.in search of confirming evidence?
Why?

4. Answer cont'd.

5.Auestion :

Recall that when the students were
divided into the three programs (accele-
rated, regular, remedial) and their dew
sired grades noted (see data on thelbot-
tem of page 2), the investigator concludes
that the expected, "...inverse relation-'
ship between.ability And grades does /04
obtain."' (p.3) However, wben the inves
tigator reclassifies the regular and ac-"-
celerated students into a single cate!._
gory, "...a significantly different
picture emerges." (p.3) Is it wrong
for an investigator to manipulate his
data in this way in search of confirming
evidence?
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S. Answer:

fie don't think so, provided the cau-
tions mentioned in the next paragraph
=emoted. Such "teasing' of the data
in which after-the-fact- hypotheses are.
tested can provide insights into the sub-
ject of the reeiarch. Such unplanned
analyses, hoWeve*,-are generally more
valuable as possible leads for future
research than as firm conclusions.

We suggest these cautions. First,
the data should be presented in the manner
the investigator had expected to present
it before the data were collected, (the
present investigator does this) or else
the departure explained. Second, the in-
vestigator should state or imply (as the
present investigator does) that the par-
ticular analysis presented was. suggested
to him only after the data were observed.
Third, the investigator. should also re-
port plausible after - the -fact analyses
whiclhI5o support his expected conclusions.
In this regard, it is of interest to note
that in this study the largest group dif-
ferences occur when the extreme groups,
the remedial and accelerated classes,
are compared to the regular classes. This
finding, if replicated by others, would
suggest a such different interpretation
free that provided by the investigator.
Finally, relationships found as a result
of such after-the-fact manipulating
must not be taken too seriously, especially
those: (a) not predicted ahead of time;
(b) not amenable to a reasonable interpre-
tations and (c) emerging from a large
number of comparisons. When enough things
are examined, some comparisons will seem
"significant" by chance alone.

5. Answer:
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6. Question:

Both in'the case when the data for
the three programs (ability level groupings)
are kept 7sperate, and in the case when
the data for the regular and accelerated
1:1451106 are combined, the differences
among programs in the per cent of students
desiring., the various grades are not
statisticall significant according to
our calculations. What is the importance
of this Statement?

6. Answer:

Lack of statistical significaice
means that the differences among the per-
centages in the three dolmans in the
table on page 2 could be due, not to
differences between program/ability
level groups in the grades desired, but
simply to errors in sampling. Failure
to get statistical significance can be
interpreted as a vote of no confidence
that the differences which were found
will be observed With another sample
of students. The investigator should
have realised that the program/ability
level group-differences should not have
been taken seriously and'refrai ed from
such strong definitive language
"It seems uncontestable that a stinc-
tively low-aspiration group (i.e. the
middle group) energes from these findings."

(13.5).

7. Question:

Although there are serious flaws
in this study, there are also some
commendable aspects. List four such
positive features (not conclusions)
of this paper.

Question:

Both in case when the data for
the three prog aims (ability level group-
ongs are kept separateand in the
case the to for;tbereguler and
accele ted'n1 ses are combined, the
diff es programs is the SASF
cent of tudents desiring the various
grades ar not s tisticall gatiEnificant. ,

What is th iapor e of this statement?.

6. Answer :'

7. Question:

Although there are seriou
in this study, there are alio
mendable4speets. Listfour
positive features (not canal
this paper.

flaw!,
ocp;

ions) of
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7. Answer 7. Answer:

The following list is meant to be
suggestive and not necessarily complete.

a) The.ineastigator sees research as having
a clear bearing on educational policy and
practice, and suggests changes in these
practices based on such relevant research.

b) He uses his reasoning powers in the
search for an explanation (but not a
generalization) of phenomena he thought
he observed in the schools.

c) Even though a teacher in the schools
at the time of the study, he does a
study - collects tho data in situ - which
makes good use of an oducaaally relevant
context. We think more studies should be
done by people who make decisions about
practice as a consequence of the studies
undertaken.

d) The investigator cites a puzzling ob-
servation in the literature (Alison
Davis's position) which is an impetus to
research.

e) The investigator realizes some of the
inadequacies of his study and that more
complete and better planned ones need to
be made.

f) He publishes locally where the impact'
of such a controversial study will most
likely have an effect.

g) The investigator attempted to obtain
valid measures of aspirations. He thought
of devices (e.g. anonymous responses and
additional questions) as an "honesty
check" to the first question. We do not
claim he was successful but do commend
the attempt.

h) He manipulated his data in more than
one way. (See question and answer #5).
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7. Answer cont'd. 7. Answer cont'd.

i) The research was open-ended in the sense
that it suggested further investigation.

j) The paper was highly readable and written
in an interesting fashion.

Concluding remark: In their classical paper, Campbell and Stanley wrote:1

At present, there seem to be two main types of "experimenta-
tion" going on within schools: 1) research "imposed" upon the
school by an outsider, who has his own ax to grind and whose
goal is not immediate action (change) by the school; and 2)
the so-called "action" researcher, who triers to get teachers
themselves to be "experimenters", using that word quite loosely.
The first researcher gets results that may be rigorous but not
applicable. The latter gets results that may be highly applicable
but probably not "true" because of extreme lack of rigor in the
research. (p. 21)

The present paper clearly falls into the second category.

1. Campbell, Donald-T. and Julian C. Stanley, Experimental and sluasi-
seperimental/Designe for Research, Rand McNally, Chicago, 1966.
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SPEC/AL NOTES

The present article would be classified as an example of educationarevalut-
tion. There is disagreement among. experts regarding the distinction between
evaluation and 'research. Some say that the purpose of evaluation is to derive
assessments of the worth of particular instances of educational undertakings
such as individual textbooks and specific programs; the pUipose oUresearch
is to produce generalizable conclusions. We see the distinction.to be one:of degree
rather than kind. In both studies we ask whether the activities followed perMittetC
the investigator to accomplish the objectives of the study.

For each set of data the investigator conducted a chi square test of the
statistical significance of the difference between the score distribution found
for the two groups of children. The investigator is seeking to determine
whether the difference in the proportion of students in the two groups who are
above a particular score could happen by chance aloha?. Specifically, the sta-:
tistical test indicates the probability of getting such a large difference
in proportions if only chance (i.e. sampling variability) were operating. When
this probability is small (defined in this paper as less than '5%)' and ,thus
the chance-alone hypotheses is not very likely, the investigator indicates that
difference Ades statistically significant and, presumably, the Head Start
program had an effect.

On page 17, just before the last paragraph, the parenthetical expression
should have been written: (.05;p <.10).1 The symbol,c, means niesa-thau."
Thus, the probability of differences between two groups on enunciation
as large as those actually found could be.expected to occur 5 to 10% of the time,
even if chance alone were operating (i.e., program had no effect). This probability
wasn't small_enough for the investigator tobreject with confidence the '.hypothesis
that for a population of children-similar to these 70, no differences on this --

variable would be found.
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QUESTIONS:

1. The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether the children who
participated in Project Head Start were better prepared for kindergarten
than those who did not participate..." To accomplish this purpose, the
investigator: 11 reviewed the literature, 2) stated hypotheses, 3) selected
subjects, 4) selected and constructed measuring instruments, 5) administered and
scored tests, 6) performed analyses, and 7) drew conclusions.

A. What two importantly different kinds of information are contained
in this review of the literature? What, in general, are the main
purposes of any review'of the literature and how well did the in-
vestigator succeod in achieving these purposes?

.m0

B. Writes a critical appraisal of each of the other six aspects of the
study identified above, being sure to cite strengths as well as
weaknesses.

2. The investigator evidently feels that the Head Start programs involved
in her study were very effective and worthwhile. Yet there is information needed
in addition to that given in the report if one is to reproduce such an effective
program elsewhere. That information is lacking in the report which prevents it
from serving as a guide to one who must develop and operate a Hee.. Staretrogram?
(Assume that the leader has much freedom in how he plans and runs a Head Start
program.)

A
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ANSWEIRS:

1.A.

One kind of information in the literature is the description of the social and
political forces which in 1965 were changing drastically the prekindergarten public
educacOn of economically and socially disadvantaged children. The Replan report
indicates by 1965 Project Head Start "benefitted" 560,000 youngsters in 2,5000
communities at an estimated cost of $112,000,000. A second kind of information
in the literature review is more Commonly found. The investigator cites empirical
studies (e.g., Bernstein, 1960, 19628 Deutsch, 1956b) and studies of new educational
practices (Graham and Hess, 19658 Hess and Rosen, 1965).

Ong main purpose of a review of literature section in empirical studies is
to describe the educational context in sufficient detail such that the justification
of the study is clear. The literature review succmeds fairly well to given:, the
political, historical and empirical context of theitudy. These political and social
changes to educational practice which the investigator documents serve as an excellent .

stimulus and justification for educational research.

A second main purpose of a review is to indicate the source of concepts and
principles used to guide the inquiry. One can, find instences in whin': the evaluation
was influenced by the empirical studies and writing quoted in the review. One
example of the influence of these sources on the conduct of the inquiry is the

Among social scientists and educational researchers there often exists a
tension between being socially relevant ("on a white horse") and scientifically
rigorous ("wearing a white coat "). Whenever social changes take place rapidly and
pervasively, the tension can develop into a rift. In our opinion this division is
unnecessary and counterproductive. Social changes can be thiought of as an excellent
stimulus to empirical inquiry, as we indicate about the replan study. More than that,
the empirical researcher who can say as a result of inquiry that hi-knows both the
facts and tho educational consequences of political and policy decisions can become
a valuable influence upon the shaping of future educational policies. Many re-
searchers would prefer to spend money on research before changes are made so that
they might bested. intelligently in the light of new knowledge. Social urgencies
dictate otherwise sometimes. Perhaps the best course its to combine the two: research
can change policy and practice, and changes in policy and practice can be &valuable
stimulus to further research. For a discussion of some of these issues, see Hevitt
Samford, 1 IA AggagAn COWS', John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1962, pp. 1-30.
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literature which points to the need for emphasis on language teaching for the
disadvantaged. This information justifies the inclusion of language develop-
sent measures in the study.

A third main purpose is to provide a theoretical context from which the
knowledge claims of the inquiry can receive intelligible interpretation.. There
is pone of this material in the review. Sane readers would say that the large
differences found after a short summer program are rather remarkable, yet there
is no theoretical context, nor even an educational rationale, provided which
can help us to account for or make. sense out of these findings.

1.B.

1. Hypotheses. The hypotheses on page 10 are a clear statement of the
questions to which the investigator is seeking answers. Although it is not always
necessary for questions to be in the form of hypotheses in which predicted
results are stated, we approve of the investigator's indication in this-section
of the direction in which she predicts the results will appear. Most experts
favor directionally stated scientific hypotheses to those expressed in the
less coMmunicative null form.

In assessing the hypotheses, several student readers questioned the inves-
tigator's methods of measurement, the failure to consider. other variables in the
study, and the feasibility of matching studelts. Valid as these concerns may
be, for convenience they will not be consideied at this point in our assessment
of the study.

2. Subjects. The principal technical flaw in the evaluation is that no
control had been exercised over the assignment of.children to Head Start
or control programs. Further, because such variables as sex, ethnic background,
age (only a 10 month range), language spoken in the home, and age of siblings
would not be expected to be highly, correlated with the measures used in the
study, the reader has little assurance that the two groups being compared
were initially equal in those skills and abilities the Head Start program
most wanted to affect. The investigator also mentioned this problem. (p. 14).

We could assess more accurately the likelihood of this initial equality
if we were told in the report the reasons why the control children did not
attend Head Start classes. Did they Live too far away from the Head Start
centAr, come from more stable homes, or live in better neighborhoods?
Did the control children not attend Head Start programs because their parents
chose not to send them? If so, then differences in attitudes toward education
(as seen by differences in the learning experiences provided in the home -
learning experiences such as talking, reading, color identification, etc.)
could mean that the Head Start children would have\scored higher than the control
children even before the Head Start experience was begun, and certainly after
an additional year of a better learning situation in the home.
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The investigator was wise not to match students on intelligence or other
cognitive or attitude variables measured after the Head Start experience.
If the Head Start program improved the children's scores on such variables,
than matching children on their scores would cancel the very effects to be
demonstrated.

Suppose the investigator had been able to administer identical criterion
measures (verbal fluency, enunciation, etc.) before the Head Start experience
and to match children on the basis of their scores on such measures. Differences
between the two groups would still be expected on these measures when the
children were tested in kindergarten, even if the Head Itertommembad no
effect in developing the skills and abilities measured by the criterion tests.
Such bogus..or false differences can be explained by the regression phenomenon.
(For an elementary discussion of the regression phenomenon, read:-Renneth D.
Hopkins, "Regression and the Matching Fallacy in Quasi-Experimental Research ",
Journal of Special Education, 3, 1969, 329-336.)

We do not fault the investigator for matching students. We merely wish
to point out that such matching was probably largely ineffective in assuring
the equality of the two groups prior to training. Matching on variables
measured before the Head Start programs were,begun and which were more highly
related to the criterion variables would have been far more preferable. But
even if this were done, the lack of random assignment of children to the Head
Start and control conditions still prevents the ruling out of selection bias
and regression artifacts.

Frequently expressed reactions of student readers are that 35 children
per group is.too small a number and the number of Head Start programs being
evaluated is not mentioned in the article. More data are always desirable,
but an investigator must weigh the increased scope against.the increased "costs"
associated with having a larger sample size. The differences between the Head
Start and control groups were sufficiently great that 35 cases per group were
adequate to reject for most of the variables the chance alone null hypothesis.
Perhaps more useful than a larger saaple size per se would be having as a sample
children taken from several Head Start programs. We suspect, but are not
certain, that all the, children were exposed to the same program and, if this
was the case, the generalizability of the results is very uncertain.

3. Measuring Instruments (selection and construction). Given the rather
limited goal of assessing the comparative performances of the two groups of
children, then ideally the measuring instruments used in the study should
represent a diverse collection of reliable and valid devices of measuring
the degree to which the intended skills and abilities have been developed
and unintended ones are absent.
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Many student readers objected to the absence gf test reliability and
validity data in the report. If a test is unrelfible, then it is not measuring
any trait or skill consistently; the test score then has a large component of random
error. Such inconsistency of measurement and random error are to be avoided since
real treatment effects will not be revealed by such unreliable instruments. In
the context of this study, Head Start programs can not be judged-effective if
the measures of effectiveness are largely unreliable. Since the investigator
did find group differences, we can assume that the instruments employed hed,ac-
ceptable levels of reliability.

"Narrowly considered, validation is the process of examining the accuracy
of a specific prediction or inference made from a test score...One validates,
not a test, but an interpretation of data arising from a specific procedure.
The investigator would probably claim that the test items ars representative in-
stances of the skills being described and, thus, her inferences about children's

. capabilities based on their test performance are valid. Such a claim seems rea-
sonable to us with possibly two exceptions. First, we question whether the
Goodenough - Draw a Man Test is as much a measure of motor coordination as it is
an indicator of other skills. (Note, the investigat* probably meant to say
on page 12 that the test's scales rather than norms were used.) Second, we have
some qualms about the buttoning-own-clothes measure since the task is not the
same for all children. (Some children had harder clothes to button than others.)

Because the specific Head Start programs being evaluated were not described,
we do not know for sure the extent to which the abilities and skills measured
by the tests used in this study do represent the primary objectives of these
programs. Further, we do not know the extent to which the very tasks used in the
tests were used in the training programs themselves. This is not to say that
it would be wrong to use identical tasks in both teaching and testing. It is just
that interpretation of group differences and the value of a program depend upon
knowing the relation of tasks tested to the tasks used in training.'

We suggest that in an evaluation study of this type three categories of
tasks be used in the testing: 1) those tasks directly invaved in the training
(on which large group differences would be expected); 2) tasks not used in the
training but on which it is hoped there will be group differences; and 3) tasks
representing unintended outcomes (on which there is expected no group differences).

* Cronbach, Lee J., Test Validation Chapter 14 in R.L. Thorndike (Ed.),,Educational
Measurement, American Council on Education, Washington, 1971.
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We would like to have seen more of the category two and category three
teaks used in this evaluation. As examples of category two tasks, we would like
to have seen the differences in performance of the two groups on tasks requiring
left-right visual search and production of graphic symbols (e.g., letters).
In addition, as a category two or three task, measures of personal-social ad-
justment to school would have also been of interest.

The investigator engaged in good practice, however, in including several
measures of performance rather than relying on just one or two. Where there were
no standardized tests to measure the type of performance on which the investigator
wished to compare the groups, she devised her own tests for these skills and
abilities. This research practice is commendable.

4. Test Administration and Scoring. The importance of administering tests
prior to the start of the Head Start program was mentioned earlier.

The investigator indicatei that the instruments weresadminictered, "...
at the beginning of kindergarten in order to insure that these skills and a-
bilities to be tested were not learned during the kindergarten experience." (p.13)
Although there is some merit to this procedure, we feel it would have been desirable
if some of the teats had also been administered at the end of kindergarten, or
even later. The critical importance of ascertaining the long -term benefits of
Head Start programs has been well documented by the investigator herself. The
advantage of the Head Start group during the first weeks of the school year may
be due primarily to preschool environment and materials which have no carry-over
effect on later learning. .Although determining if there is an immediate effect
is useful, it would be .of great value to document that a primary goal of Head
Start programs, increased performance in school, was met.

Recall that the measuring was not blinded from the standpoint of the ob-
server, although the investigator claims on page 14 to have made no effort.to
remember which children wereFin the Head Start group. This is small comfort
to the reader who suspects that the children's membership in either group could
have been independently identified and thus'could have biased the judgment of the
investigator as she administered and scored the tests.

The testing was somewhat subjective, both in administration (e.g., fre-
quency of directions to be given, probing for termination of reuponses) and
scoring.( See especially the cutting, coloring and enunciation tests.) Thus,

the results were open to the influence of the evaluator herself. The investigator
is not to be faulted for using instruments which were subjective in nature. However,

using these instruments in such a manner that the subjective element invalidates
the comparison between the two groups is a procedure open to censure.
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5. Analysis. The analysis of the data was adequate and not misleading even
though more precise statistical techniques could have been employed. The
investigator could have utilised the exact scores and not have forced them
into two categories (above and below the combined median). Further, the inves-
tigator could have made use of the fact that she had matched pairs of child-
ren. However, these objections carry little weight since the result of sub-
stituting these more refined measures would have been more power (i.e., like-
lihood of rejecting false "no difference" hypotheses) and almost all of the
chance-alone or no difference hypotheses were rejected even without their um?.

The investigator is to be commended for not evidencing an unthinking
attachment to a particular criterion of statistical significance. (See Special
Notes on page for an explanation of the 5% criterion used by the investigator.)
Particularly in the case of the cutting-skill variable, the evaluator showed
her willingness to accept evidence of a difference even though the obtained
test str-istic fell somewhat short of the critical value needed to claim sta-
tistical significance at the 5% level.

6. Investigator's Conclusions. The investigator is quite correct in stating
that, "... kindergarten children who had attended the Head Start programmers
superior to those who had not in-each of the skills and abilities tested."
(p.22) This conclusion is merely a factual statement of the results found.
Even though a few differences did not reach statistical significance, it is a
fact that the Head Start group had superior scores on all the measures.

The investigator is also permitted to say, "The findings support the
current view that culturally deprived children benefit from preschool pro-
grams." (p.25) "Findings support the current view", is interpreted to mean,
findings are consistent with the current view, and does not imply that the
results prove that the children benefitted from the programs.

Because of the lack of fundamental controls as specified earlier in our
appraisal, we have no assurance that the differences were due to the Head
Start programs. Thus, we feel the investigator is not justified in making
conclusions that imply the Head Start programs caused the superior performance.
We question the validity of such a conclusion as " The experiences provided in
the instructional program made it possible for children in the preschool Head
Start project to become more adept..." (p.24)

Finally, before claiming that results will generalize to other Head Start
projects, we would want to see such positive results from a larger sample of
students and programs.
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2, TO develop and operate a Head Start program effectively, one would
need to have such financial, legal and political- information not touched upon
in the report. To plan the instructional aspects of the program, that is to
decide what to teach and how and when to teach it, a detailed specification
of"the Head Start programs being evaluated in the present article is needed
if the experience reported in the article is to have benefit. Lack of this
specification is a major deficiency of this report.

The reader is left completely in the dark as to the components of the
programs, their duration, the training and number of staff, the objectives of
the programs, the procedures used to achieve these objectives, etc. Without
even the most rudimentary description of the programs, the investigator has

an evaluation r rt not unlike a research re t in which the inde-1

pendent variable was unspecified. As the report now stands, ta nearly total
neglect of description of the programs makes it of use only to a small number
of persona who are intimately connected with the programs being evaluated.
No two Head Start programs are alike. Without a description of the programs
herein evaluated, we do not know what programs to perpetuate or how the programs
should be conducted differently. What good is an evaluation that something
works when that "something" is not defined?
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Prediction of Long-Term Success in Doctoral Work in Psychology
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1. Question:

*at were the investigators hoping to achieve?
That is, what was the purpose(s) of the study?

Answer Is

We think the investigators had two primary
purposes which are well stated in the opening
and closing sentences of the initial paragraph
of the article: a) to examine, "...the degree
to which measures of aptitude and undergraduate
preparation obtained before the beginning of doc-
toral study are predictive of the (short and
long-term) 'success' of psychology graduate stu-
dents."; b) "...to determine the degree to which
evaluations made at the end of the first year of
doctoral work are congruent with the long-term
assessments of success in the program." The
relationships mentioned in purposes a) and b)
above are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

Student Responses. Several students inferred
that the investigators were trying to make pre-
dictions rather than "just to gather information"
about relationships between predictors and cri-
teria. They claim that, "...the purpose of the
study was to find a kind of cause/effect relation-
ship, so that the Graduate School at the Univer-
sity of Illinois or other graduate schools can
make specific recommendations to undergraduate
institutions, to future students, and to faculty
members about changing or maintaining certain
practices."

Our Reply. Worthwhile as such a purpose might be,
the investigators did not state it as their aim.
If their purpose were to devise a prediction
system which could be used by educators, they no
doubt would have then followed the recommended prac-
tice of cross-validating their results; that is,

1. Question:

'What were the investigators
hoping to achieve? That is,
what was the purpose(s) of the
study?

Answer:
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trying out the system on a student group dif-
ferent from that used to develop the prediction
forlula.*

2. Question:

(a) How many specific pre-enrollment predictors
(not groups or categories) were used? Your
answer should bit a specific numerical value.

(b) How many specific criteria were used?

(e) Was it a good idea to *ploy so many
_variables in a single study? Why or why not?

Answer 2:

(a) Thirteen predictors were used. These pre-
dictors are listed in the left-hand column of
Tables 1 and 3 as well as in the body of the
article.

(b) Ten criteria were employed; all but one
of these are considered short-term criteria.
These criteria are listed at the tops of the
columns in Table 1, in Table 2, and in the body
of the article.

(c) We approve of using multiple predictors and
criteria in any study for two reasons. First,
we are rarely interested in a dependent variable
which can be perfectly measured by a single variable.
A good case in point is the present study in which
"success" is clearly a cOmplex concept - the
more aspects of success wci,study the better.
Second, the more independent, or predictor, vari-
ables included in a study, the more information

* For an entertaining account of how failure to
cross-validate a prediction system can lead to
astounding and unfounded claims, read: E Cureton,
"Reliability, Validity and Baloney.", Educational
and Psychological Measurement, 1950, 10, 94-96.

2. Question:

(a) How many specific pre-
enrollment predictors (not
groups or categories) were
used? Your answer should be
a specific numerical value.

(b) Bow many speCific criteria
were used?

(o) Was it a good idea to emd.
ploy so Many variables in a
single study? Why or why not?

2. Answer:
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Answer 2 coated.

we obtain about the relationships -we are inter-
anted in. Study of a greater network of inter-
relationships aids in comprehending and explaining
the reasons for the relationships.

On the other hand, use of variables poorly
measured or lacking rationale for their inclusion
should not be encouraged. It should be kept in
mind that when a great many relationships are
studied, it is probable that some bogus, "signi-
ficant" ones will appear. Thus, caution is re-
quired in interpreting isolated findings. Further,
for statistical reasons involving the stability
of the prediction equation coefficients, there are
too many predictors (for so few students) to
construct a prediction system that would be
expected to work well (cross-validate) on a
different sample. The investigators were wise to
focus their analyses on simple, two-variable
relationships.

3. Question:

The predictors used are categorized into
four groups:

(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

Aptitude and ability
Foreign language facility
Undergraduate grades
Rated quality of undergraduate*school.

Evaluate the appropriateness of the specific
measures employed in each group of predictors.
(In your answer, -focus upon whether these measures
Were reasonable choices and not upon whether,
in fact, they seemed to work in this particular
study.)

Answer 2 cont ed.

3. Question:

The predictors used are cate-,;
gorised into four groups:

(a) Aptitude and Ability.
ib) Foreign, language facilitu.
(c).Undergraduate grades
(d) Rated quality of Under--
graduate school

Evaluate the appropriateness
of the specific measures4m-
played in each group
dictors. lin your ansvors'f0P
,upon whether these measures
were reasonable choices and
not upon whether. in fact,,
they seemed' to merk in this

particular study.)
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3. Answer:

a) Aptitude and Ability Predictors. At least
for short-term success, aptitude measures have been
shown to be good predictors. The Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) tests are widely employed and
have proved useful in the past. The GRE correla-
tions serve as a useful benchmark against which
to judge the magnitude of relationships found with
other predictors. Both past performance and current
practice argue for inclusion of these test scores.

b) Foreign Language Facility. Unfortunately. .the
reader has to wait until the very end of the paper
before he'is given the rationale for including these
predictors. The argument. is not terribly convin-
cing. We have no objection to the inclusion of
foreign language facility but suspect more inter-
esting and meaningful predictors could have been
found. The three specific measures employed in this
category leave much to be desired as trueindicatore
of foreign language facility. They may have been
used because they were handy. Their inclusion
is no crime; it is'just'that they are not apt to
be very enlightening. .

Student Responses. In the evaluation of several
of these predictors, as well as in the evaluation
of some of the criteria (see Question 4), a large
number of students were critical of the subjectivity
involved in the measures. Many students went so
far as to say that some measures were "worthless"
or "should not be used" because they were subjec-
tive.

Our Reply. "Subjectivity" can have two meanings.
In one sense, subjectivity means based on personal
experience or a matter of opinion. In another
sense, it means unreliable and that judges do not
agree. A doctor should not dismiss a patient's
complaint of pain because it is based on personal
experience or because other judges cannot agree
on the amount of pain involved. Likewise, we
would caution researchers against an off-hand
dismissal of all subjective measurements. the
phenomena we may have the greatest difficulty
measuring will sometimes be those most worth
measuring. One must often ask whether it is better
to measure something trivial well or to measure
something important poorly.

3. Answer:
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c) Undeigraduate Academic Performance. It is
4se to include these predictors for the same reasons
that the aptitude. measures should be included.

Of Cowrie, grades from diffirentinstitutioni are
not,00mpletely compartble since a C at oneinstitu-
'tion nay .show greater achievement than a B at another
institution. Nevertheless, even with such a de-
ficiency, grades have been found to be useful pre-
dictors in the past and should be included.

Analyzing the grade record by specific course
has the advantage of making the grades somewhat

'comparable, although this comparability is echieved
at the\loss of reliability. Grade averages based
on one or several courses simply are not as re-
liable as more composite measures for the same
reason that tests with one or only a few items are
not as reliable as total scores computed on many-
item tests. We further wonder why (but are not
critical that) grades earned during the first two
years of undergraduate study, and the number of
semester hours of psychology were not included as
predictors.

Student Response. "Doesn't the regression
phenomena enter in here? One presumes a 2.75 or
2.8 cut-off so you'd be looking mainly at very
high grades to start with." .

Our Heply. The subjects are a select, extreme
group whose performance on other measures is ex-
pected to regress.temard more average levels..
Because this group is not being compared with other
groups,_ however, this regression effect is not a
source of bias.', The student does suggest a reason
why undergraduate grades (and other measures used
in student selection) might.not be as highly,related
to the criteria as one would hope. Presumably
the 42 subjects in the study all had quite good
Undergraduate grades (or else they would likely not
have been admitted to graduate school). A pre-
dictor which does not discriminate among the stu-
dents (that is, the students' performances are
relatiVely homogeneous) is not likely to correlate
highly with a criterion. Had all the students

3. Answer cont'd.
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3. Answer cont'd. 3. Answer cont'd.

---who applied to the doctorate program been admitted,
regardless of their undergraduate grades or aptitude
test scores, the correlations involving these pre-
dictors would undoubtedly have been greater.*

d) guali y of Undergraduate Institution. Because
grades at diffement institutions are not comparable,
we see the inclusion of this variable as a wise
decision both in studying its relationship with the
criteria directly, and as a variable to use in
adjusting undergraduate grade averages. More infor-
mation about the number, nature, procedures and
criteria used by the committee to arrive at the
quality ratings would be helpful to the reader
who might wish to use the same variable in a local
prediction study. Failure to specify fully how this
variable was measured makes it of limited use to
others.

Further, we wonder if the judges' ratings
of particular institutions could have been biased
by knowledge of which students came from which
institutions. The 'judge, for\example, might think
more highly of institution X Because student A,
who is given high ratings on the "success" criteria,
came from that institution. Conversely, perhaps
students coming from institutions thought highly
of were expected to do well and a self-fulfilling
prophecy was in operation. This latter possible
explanation for the positive correlation between the
quality of undergraduate institution and most measures
of "success" was noted by the investigator.
As one student put it: "It looks like a case of cir-
cular reasoning. What schools are rated excellent?
Those whose students do well at this university.
And what students are successful at this university?
Those who come from schools that are rated excellent!
Shall we go another round?"

* To see why this is the case, consider three
persons whose IQs are 110, 111 and 112 (very homo-
geneous scores). There is no predicting who would
do best in college. If their IQs were 50, 100 and
150 (mentally retarded, average and gifted), making
correct predictions would be easy.
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3. Answer cont'd.

Student Responses. "There should be categories
between 1 and 2 and between 2 and 3 which many
schools would fit into more fairly and accurately."
"The 3-point scale range is too small as to make the
differences practically useless."

Our Reply. We disagree. Even 2-point scales
(such as above average, below averame) have been
found to be very useful in predicting criteria.
Although we certainly have no objection to a finer
scale, the experience has been that added scale
values result in rather meager gains in predic-
tability.

4. Question: 4. Question:

The criteria of short term "success" are divided__
into three groups:

The criteria of short term "suc-
cess" are divided into three groupsi

a) Grades earned in first year of graduate school a) Grades earned in first year
of graduate school.

b) Self-report measures

b) Self-report measures
c) Faculty ratings

c) Faculty ratings
Evaluate the appropriateness of the specific measures
used in each of these groups of criteria. (In Evaluate the appropriateness of
your answer, focus upon whether these measures were the specific measures used in
reasonable choices and not whether, in fact, they each of these groups of criteria.
related to the long term "success" criterion.) (In your answer, focus upon

whether these measures were rea-
sonable choices and not whether,

4. Answer: in fact, they related to the long
term "success" criterion.)

a) Grades earned in first year graduate school.
Grades have typically been used as measures of
success. It is a good idea to include them
both because they are considered important
and because they can be used to study their
relationship to long-term success. We believe
the investigators were wise to separate out
the grades earned in core courses, for at least
these grades would be comparable among the
students. One student's grade in physiological
psychology and another's grade in abnormal

4. Answer:
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4. Answer cont'd.

psychology, for example, might not be comparable.
The fact that these core courses were included
in the end-of-year average means that this
composite measure will have a built-in dependency
(correlation) with the other criteria in this
category.

b) Self-report measures. These two measures
seem to be reasonable indicators of speed and
persistence toward achieving the Ph.D.

Student Lilleonses. "Why was the student
rating expressed as slow or fast progress to
a Ph.D. rather than feeling with satisfaction
with progress whatever the speed?" "A student
can be deeply-engrossed in his study for learning's
sake and be highly successful and motivated and
yet be totally unconcerned with his speed toward
his Ph.D. 'It is unfortunate that large univer-
sities often place the degree above the actual
learning taking place."

Our Reply. Of course, other student self-
report measures could have been used. We suspect
that administrators and professors associated
with the degree program were more concerned
about the students' perceptions of their actual
progress than these students' feelings of satis-
faction about their progress. Since the investi-
gators did include grades earned in first year
graduate school among the criteria, "actual
learning" was not ignored in this study.

Student Response. "Self-report measures
should not be obtained after the grades were
issued, but before."

Our Reply. We found this to be an interesting
reaction to which we could both agree and dis-
agree. By requiring the student to report his
progress before he receives the formal grades,
we can obtain a measure of how he truly thought he
was progressing and such an evaluation might be
less contaminated by faculty opinion. On the
other hand, by permitting the student access to
the formal grades as information to use in making
a considered judgment of his progress, a more
realistic estimate of his true progress might
result.

4. Answer cont;d.
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4. Answer cont'd. 4. Answer cont'd.

c) Faculty ratings. Such categories as, "ex-
cellent progress, assured of financial aid", and,
"dropped from graduate program", simply do not

seem to be points, on a common scale. These ratings
appear to encompass a whole gamut of possibilities,
including good performance, persistence and volun-
tary withdrawl, and we would like to have seen
all of the scale values for these ratings. Further,
the shorthand labels of these variables in Tables
1 and 2 do not seem especially appropriate.

Student Response. Many students felt that,
"there could be bias in a faculty member's opinion",
and that faculty ratings,4"...are an unfair
criterion." Further, many students wanted,
"...to know how divergent the various faculty
members were in the rating of the same student."

Our Reply. We agree that faculty ratings
might have bias and not be a fair rating of a
student's real progress. In addition, as one student
pointed out, "...faculty ratings can be influenced
by predictor ratings." (We discussed this
a bit toward the end of our answer to Question 3d.)
Since each student's faculty ratings were averages
of several ratings, the influence of a single
professor's bias or susceptability to contamina-
tion by a predictor was lessened. Although we
recognize faculty ratings will have at Least
some shortcomings, we nevertheless support the
use of faculty ratings as a criterion of short-
term success. The fact that the hiring of recent
Ph.Ds depends heavily on the recommendations of
the students' professors serves to remind us
that colleges and universities consider such
faculty ratings to be a suitable criterion.

5. Question:

A key concept in this study is "long-term success."
a) Givetwo or more reasons for rejecting the de-

finition given this term in the paragraph starting
at the bottom of page 367.

b) How might this definition be defended?

5. Question:

A key concept in this study is
"long-term success."

a) Give two or more reasons for
rejecting the definition given this
term in the paragraph starting at
the bottom of page 367.

b) How might this definition be
defended?
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5. Answer:

a) Before listing many objections to the definition
of long-term success, it is necessary to point
out a confusion on the part of several students.
The professors of the students did NOT make the
long-term success ratings. Rather, these professors
were asked only to define what they thought
"constitutes 'success' for a psychology doctoral
student." Based these answers, the investi-
gators, in some u lained way, constructed
the 9-point long- rm success scale. Two judges
(probably two o the investigators or their as-
sistants) then made the rating using the infor-
mation (available at the time the student left
the university) of where the student was going
and the "circumstances " of his leaving. Thus,
for practically all students, the lots-term
success index lias determined from data available
well before six years had elapsed.

Probably the most serious criticism of the
long-term success measure is that it fails to
consider many factors commonly thought of as indi-
cators of success. Not included, presumably,
(presumably because we do not know the intermediate
scale values), are such indicators as quality of
teaching, to the profession, grants
awarded, n t and quality of publications,
etc. "Acceptance to a highly prestigious institu-
tion," is not usually thought of as the only or
even the most valid indicator of long-term success.
The incompleteness and irrelevancy of the measure
of long-term success is clearly the most serious
flaw in the study

Typical st...aent comments which we included
under this first objection are the following:
"There seems to be little concern for the perfor-
mance on the job in this research." "Those who
drop out are automatically excluded from being
judged successful." "It would be possible for a
student to withdraw from the program and later
continue the study of psychology and be successful."

5. Answer:
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5. Answer cont'd. 5. Answer cont'd.

Second, we believe that the success measure
would be strengthened if it took into account
at least the program from which each person
has graduated. For example, a long-term
success measure for a graduate of the clinical
program might be number of patients or fee charged
per client.

Third, we agree with one student who points
out that the investigators' long-term measure
is, "...not measuring long term success; it is
merely rating a student as to the circumstances
under which he left the University. To measure
long-term success his career has to be followed
up after he left." Other students worded this
objection as follows: "Success cannot be measured
immediately after graduation. Determination of
long-term success must be made after a period
of time has elapsed." "Notation was made of
where a student intended to go but no follow-up
on the students was made." "The 'long-term
success is not long enough. A person may have
accepted a prestigious position, but may not have
been able to retain it." "The use of the word
long-term is unfortunate. The long term aspect
of the question would deal with careers."

Fourth, it should be noted that the 9-point
scale is not fully identified. We can only
speculate as to what description (if any) is
given to the intermediate points. As we indicated
earlier in our discussion of ratings of short-
term success (see our answer to Question 4 c),
the points on the long-term success scale do
not seem to be tapping a common dimension.
It is difficult to know where to place a person
who, for example, drops out of a program but
yet Jemonstrates "success" in other ways.

Fifth, as one student pointed out, "The
definition may be rejected on the basis of the
narrow sampling of experts used in determining
what is and what is not success. They are
professors at the same institution in the same
department who are probably prone to similar
thoughts on an issue such as this." The restricted
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5. Answer cont'd. 5. Answer cont'd.

nature of the sample (number not given) of
faculty whose opinions were used in developing
the long-term success scale increases the liklt-
lihood that the criterion will not seem appro-
priate to other faculty groups.

Finally, note a built in dependency between
short and long-term criteria. If a person
drops out of a graduate school he must necessarily
receive a low rating on both the short-term
and long-term assessment. Thus, the relation-
ship between long.7term and short-term criteria
is almost predetermined even though the study
of this relationship is presented as a primary
objective of this research.

Student Responses. "With only two judges,
What does a reliability of .95 mean?" "I have
difficulty with the 'inter-judge reliability'
which was .95 when there were only two judges."

Our Reply. The records of the 42 students
were rated on the 9-point scale twice, once by
each judge. The correlation coefficient computed
on these 42 pairs of ratings was .95. These
two judges agreed almost perfectly on the rela-
tive ratings assigned to the students. A
reasonable inference is that the high agreement
resulted from a clear definition of the scale
points.

b) The senior author of the article, in personal
communication defended the definition of long-
term success by writing: "I believe it is im-
portant to be able to predict things like
which graduate students are most likely to
flunk out vs. withdraw vs. get a Ph.D. and take
a job at Podunk University vs. get a Ph.D.
and accept a job at a prestigious university
such as Cornell. Certainly the faculty of
graduate schools feel that such 'long-term'
criteria are important."
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6. Question:

Are investigators permitted to define key terms
(such as "long-term success ") any way they
wish? Explain why you answered as you did.

6. Answer:

Our first three objections to the investiga-
tors' definition of "long-term success" (see
our answer to Question 5 a) suggest what we
think the term to mean. In commenting on our
critique, the senior author wrote us: "Long-
term, which to up meant 'after the end of a
student's graduate education' apparently
implied some kind of career*IongLperspective
to Messrs. Millman and Gonda. They can mean
whatever they want to, but in discussing our
study I'd suggest they talk about our operational,
measure (which indeed has some problems) rather
than focus entirely on the name we put on our
measure."

6. Question:

Are investigators permitted to
define key terms (such aelong -
term success") any way they wish?
Explain why you answered as you did.

6. Answer:

We would agree that investigators should
be permitted to define their terms as they like.
On the other hand, they do have an obligation
to foster accurate ccasnuiication about their
work and this.goal is not sufficiently achieved
when labels are used which convey meanings
markedly different from those intended. In
such situations, it is often possible to be
misled into thinking that accounts of a study
are more generalizable and significant than
they actually are because persuasive labels (such as
long-term success) are given specific meanings.

7. Question:

A student reviewer of this study stated that
this investigation merely demonstrates what
was already common knowledge. Do you agree?
Support your answer

7.. Question:

A student reviewer of this
study stated that this investi-
gation merely demonstrates
what was already common know-
ledge. Do you agree? Support
your answer.
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7. Answer:

We disagree. We were surprised, for example,
that the investigators found negative correla-
tions between undergraduate grades and their
"global assessment of success" rating. In
spite of our misgivings about this "long-term
success" index we would have anticipated at
least small positive correlations. Further,
we would not have expected rated quality of in-
stitution to be such a good predictor of long-
term success. Many readers would not have
predicted these findings and they could not
be considered common knowledge.

Student ,Responses.. "I thought that
facility in a foreign language would be a great
asset towards long term success in doctoral
studies." "I was surprised that GRE-Quanti-
tative and GPA mathematics correlated .00." "I

didn't expect there to be so many negative
correlations."

Our Prply. There is probably Trery little
that is common knowledge. Like beauty, sur-
prise is in the eyes of the beholder.

8. Question

Question 8 a) through 8 d) are based upon
the-following sentence quoted from the first
paragraph on page 371:

For example, the quality of the under-
graduate school, which predicted first
year grades negligibly, was found to be
significantly related to student and
faculty global assessments of progress
toward the Ph.D. at the end of the year,
and correlated more substantially with
the long-term criterion of success.

Look again at the tables in the report of
the study.

7. Answer:

8. Question:

Question 8 a) through 8 d) are based
upon the following sentence quoted ,
from the first paragraph on page
371:

For example, the quality of
the undergraduate school, which
predicted first year grades
negligibly, was found to be sig-
nificantly related to student and
faculty global assessments of
progress toward the Ph.D. at the
end of the year, and correlated
more substantially than any other
predictor with the long-term
criterion of success.

Look again at the tables in the
report of the study.
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8. Question cont'd.

a) Find those numbers which indicate the de-
gree of relationship between quality of the
undergraduate school and the other variables
mentioned in the quotation. What numerical
values of correlations did the investigators
find to lead them to make their statement
which is quoted previously?

a) Answer:

8. Question cont'd.

a) Find those numbers which indicate
the degree,o1 relationship between
quality ofthe undergraduate school
and the other variables mentioned
in the quotation. What numerical
values of correlations did the
investigators find to lead them to
make their statement which is
quoted previously ?

From the last line of Table 1, the "negligible" 8.

correlations between rated quality of undergra-
duate school and graduate school grades are:
.00, -.13, .21, .16, and .15. The significant
relations to students and faculty ratings of
progress toward the degree are .30 and .31,
also found in the last line of Table 1. The same
line also shows a .43 correlation with the
long-term measure of success.

Answer:

8b) Question: 8 b) Question:

Can a negligible correlation be statistically
significant from zero?

8 b) Answer:

Yes. Some people would say that for prediction
purposes the significant correlations referred
to in the quotation of .30 and .31 are negli-
gible. The "negligible" correlation of .21
would be statistically significant if 88*
instead of 42 students were involved in the
study. Correlations of .30 and .31 would not
be significant at the 4 1/2% * level of signi-
ficance. We wish to make two points. 1) In
this context, negligible is an adjective des-
cribing the magnitude, of a correlation; sig-
nificance describes a different attribute - the
likelihood of correlations of a given value
occurring in a random sample of a population in
which the actual correlation is zero.

* Arrived at by a t test of the significance
of a correlation from zero.

Can a negligible correlation be
statistically significant from
zero?

8 b) Answer:
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8 b) Answer cont'd. 8 b) Answer cont'd.

All four combinations of these two descriptive
adjectives are possible: negligible, significant;
negligible, not significant, not negligible,
significant; not negligible, not significant.
2) One must be careful not to have an unthinking
attachment to correlations (or'other statistical
indices) which are barely statistically signifi-
cant at some level of confidence, and distain
for correlations which do not quite make the
cut -off between significant and not signifi-
cant, (Note our answer to Question 8 d).

8 c) Question:

For these 42 Students, which pre-enrollment
predictor was able to predict the long-term
global assessment criterion most accurately?
On what evidence do you bare your answer?

8 c) Answer:

Undergraduate GPA in the physical sciences
is the best predictor. The correlations
between the pre-enrollment predictors and the
long-term success criterion are given in the
last column of Table 1. GPA in the physical
sciences has the highest correlation (-.50)
and, thus, would predict the criterion best.
Because the correlation is negative, students
having a low GPA in physical science would
be predicted to have the highest long-term
success rating and vice versa. (The predictor
having the highest positive, relation with
the long-term success criterion is, as the
investigators state in the sentence quoted,
quality of the undergraduate school.)

8 d) Question:

If the appropriate statistical test were
run, guess whether the quality of the under-
graduate school would correlate with the
long-term success criterion significantly more
Um the statistical sense) than, say, the
Quantitative score on the GPM

7

8 c) Question:

For these 42 students, which pre-
enrollment predictor was able to
predict the long -term global assess-
ment criterion most accurately? OP
what evidence do you base yous
answer?

8 c) Answers

8. d) Question:

If the appropriate statistical test
were run, guess whether the quality
of the undergraduate school would
correlate with the long-term success
criterion significantly more (in the
statistical sense) than, say, the
Quantitative score on the GRE?'
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8 d) Answer:

This .difference is not statistically signi-
ficant. It is true that both correlations
are significantly different from zero at the
5% level. This fact is indicated by the
asterisks affixed to the correlations of
.32 and .43 in the last column of Table 1.
The point being illustrated is that corre-
lations which are significantly different
from zero need not be, and indeed frequently
are not, significantly different from each
other. A clear cut example might be two
correlations of .80 and .79 being each sig-
nificantly different from zero but having a
difference (.01) that is not significant.
The investigators did not test the difference
between correlations in any of the tables and
statements comparing the relative sizes of
them should be made cautiously.

9. Question:

One of the findings of the study, as pointed
out in Question B earlier, is that rated
quality of undergraduate institution has
a fairly high correlation with long-term
success. Does this mean that if you were
an admission officer in the Psychology De-
partment at the University of Illinois and
primarily interested in this measurement of
success you should give preference to students
coming from highly rated undergraduate insti-
tutions? Why or why not?

9. Answer:

If, and this is a big if, you were interested
in predicting this long-term success measure,
then yes, you should giire preference to
students coming from undergraduate institutions
rated highly by the same (vaguely described)
procedures used in this study. (Quality of
undergraduate school should not be the only
factor considered, of course.) It is true

9. Question

One of the findings of the study,
as pointed out in Question 8 ear-.
lier, is that rated quality of
undergraduate institution has a
fairly high =relation with long
term success. Does this mean that
if you were an admission officer
in the Psychology Department at the
University of Illinois and pri!.
marily interested in this measure-
ment of success, you should give
preference to students coming
from highly rated undergraduate
institutions? Why or why not?

9. Answer:
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9. Answer cont'd. 9. Answer cont'd.

that this high correlation may not show up in
another sample, but chances are better that
the variable will be positively related than
that the relationship will disappear. The exis-
tence of a high correlation between quality of
undergraduate institution and long-term success
does not mean that the quality of undergraduate
institution caused the students to have long-
term success - indeed, the same forces which are
responsible for a student's selecting (or being
selected by) a highly rated institution might
be operating at the time he selects (or is being
selected by) his employer upon his graduation.

Student Responses. "I would not give
any preference to those students coming from
a highly rated-institution. What a person put
into an institution is what he will get out
of it." "Absolutely not. To me the entire
record should be evaluated and eqOal weight
given to all variables, insuring fairness and
a chance for the student to achieve this goal
if he really has the desire to try." "As an
admission officer in the ,Psychology Department
at the University of Illinois, I wouldn't
show a preference to students coming from
highly rated undergraduate institutions. I

would, however, carefully consider all information
in the folders of all applicants." "The GRES
mould be important to me as a comparison of
the individual students so this would definitely
affect my decision." "I would not give any
preference to students coaxing from highly
rated institutions. The rating scale was too
narrow and biased."

Our Reply. The above comments of student
readers appear to be a denial of the facts in
the cases namely that the quality of under-
graduate institution was predictive of the
long-term success measure. The rating scale
may indeed be narrow and biased, but it worked.
Most of the other information in the folders,
particularly undergraduate grades and some ORE
scores, have either low or negative correlations
with the success measure or unknown predictive
validity for this criterion. That is, there
is not sufficient evidence to lxilieve that these
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9. Answer cont'd.

other variables will be effective in predicting
the student who will be rated high on the long-
term success measure. One can find good reasons
for objecting to the appropriateness of this
criterion, but that is not the issue under
consideration. ,(Reread Question 9.)

Student Responses. "It is more likely
that strong/individuals are selected by high'
quality institutions. Therefore, the judgment
Should be made on the basis of the individual
and not the institution." "The long-term
'success! of students coming from highly rated
undergraduate institutions may be due in part
to the'self-fulfilling prophecy. Students
coming from a highly rated undergraduate insti-
tution may get hired by prestigious universities
because such universities may. expect him to-do
well merely on the basis of this undergraduate
school."

9. Answer cont'd.

Our Reply. The student who made the first
response overlooks the fact that it was the insti-
tution and not the "individual" predictors
that worked. Both students, and many other
readers whose responses we did not quote, quite
properly attempted to explain the reason for the
success of the undergraduate institution quality
rating as a predictor.

Student Response. "Students must be selected
for more justifiable reasons than what the
names of their undergraduateAtchools were.
A better measure must be found."

. Our Reply. In this student reader comment.
the frustration of many of us is given expression.
One student discussed the dilemma in these words:

Being intelligent, perceptive, and
liberal, I, of course, would not discrimi-
nate against a student from 'a low -rated
school. However, if I had to bet on which
student would succeed, I would go with a
student from a high-rated school. These
statistics indicate I would have a better
chance of winning.
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9. Answer cont'd. 9. Answer cont'd.

An example of another area of concern may
help to clarify the situation. Suppose you own a
company that prodUces screws and nuts (metal variety):
The more screws and nuts turned out by an employee,
the more money you, as a company owner, will earn.
Your personnel office reports a company study in
which, let us assume, race correlates .43 with
production - white employees producing more per
man hour than black employees. Now, you know that
skin color arse is not the cause of this differ-
ential production, and that there is seine more basic
reason. But, while you ponder the underlying
causes, a vacancy occurs and two applicants, one
black and the other white, apply for the job. The
applicants are equal on all other factors you usually
insider. Whom do you chose? If money is the
only criterion you would "bet" of the white man.
If, as company owner, you are willing to consider
more unselfish motives relating to, say, society's
needs, you might give the black aPklicant a chance.

None of the predictors in the present graduate
school study tells the whole story and they may well
discriminate against the poor, the late bloomer,
and the special student. An admissions officer
may try to be fair to such people by deviating
from total reliance on the best predictors available
to him by choosing individuals with a lower prob-
ability of success. When he does so, it is because
he feels that criteria other than his success measures
are important. Of all institutions, educational
ones are perhaps best able to afford using multiple
indicators of success.-

It would certainly be nice if each person
could, "...be given the chance to fail or to succeed
on his own without a survey telling him he can or
cannot do it." When demand greatly exceeds supply
(e.g., only some of the applicants to graduate school
can be admitted), not everyone can be given that
chance, and choices have to be made.
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SPECIAL NOTES

Pao, 32§L, The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives is a book by Benjamin
Bloom and others in which are described types of cognitive abilities organized
into the following categories: knowledge. comprehension, application, analysis,
.synthesis and evaluation. Each of these categories is further subdivided into
more specific skills and abilities. The authors of this volume hypothesize

Wait these six major categories are hierarchically arranged with knowledge at
bottom of the scale and evaluation at the top, and with each step of the hypothesise

scale dependent upon mastery of previous categories. Thus, for example, they/ that an
individual cannot properly evaluate (category 6) a statement about, say, atoms
without first learning certain facts about atoms (11), comprehending certain
ideas about them (12), being able to analyze these facts and ideas (14), and
so on.

Papa 330 Table 1. Recall from the design that there were two treatments
(Condition A in rich questions requiring analysis and evaluation were stressed,
and Condition B in which questions requiring only knowledge were in the majority),
four reading levels, and the two sexes. Each student was considered to fall into
one of these 16 possible categories (i.e. 2 x 4 x 2 P. 16). One category, for
example, would be Condition A, reading level 2, girl.

Table 1 shows the results of a statistical analysis designed to test if
there were significant differences in achievement scores amoni students in cer-
tain combinations of the categories. In each of the first seen rows of the
table are reported the results of an analysis involving a different such com-
parison. The Source of Variation column identifies the comparisons involved.
By Treatment is meant the com1.arison between Condition A and Condition B,
or more precisely, between the scores of students in the eight categories in-
volving ConditionA with the scores of students in the eight categories involving
Condition r Similarly, the reading level comparison involves a test of the
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significance of the differences among the scores of students in the four reading
level conditions. If boys score significantly higher than girls (or vice VP:f54),

lit Mill be reflected in the results of the sex comparison shown in row three()
)3y statistically significant is meant that the

differences are sufficiently large that it is unlikely that they could occur
by sandom sampling, or by chance alone.

The next four rows involve interaction comparisons. Since these inter-
action effects were neither significant nor of much concern in this study, they
will not be discussed further here. The concept of interaction is discussed
in regard to other articles in this series.

The last effect represents differenceo ie scores among.the students within
each of the le categories. These differences are not tested foe significance;
rather they serve as a base from which to evaluate the other differences ae-
ociated with the first seven effects.

The investigator performed two kinds of analyses - one involving.the actual
achievement series and the other involving scuzee that were "adjusted" for pre- .

test score differences. In both cases, the d.f. colleen represents degrees of
freedom %thick relate to (but do taut exactly equal) the number of groups being
compared. The S.S. colemns and the e.S. column stand for the sum of squares and
mean equate respectively, and are intermediate calculations in the analysis of
variance.

The numbers in the F column are used to indicate if results are statis-
tically significant. Fee a given number of degeoes of freedom (d.f.), the higher

0 the P number the mere nelikely that chance alone could account for the differences,
and the more statistically significant the results. You'll note that the dif-
ference in test scores ( when adjusted for preachtevement score differences) of
students in Conditions A apd B, and of students in the four reading conditions,
were statistically significant.

Peet 330, column 1, lines 14 and 15. The symbol, 3,, means "greater than"
and the Q represents. quarter. Q

4
79

'
Q

1
means that the mean achievement

scores of students in the fourth (i.6. top) quarter in reading was significantly
greater than the mean score of seudente in the third quarter in reading, and so
on. Just above the Results sectton toward the bottom of page 329. the investi-
gator incorrectly uses the ward, "quartile", to mean quarter. The first
uartile is 31.5, the point below which 25% of the scores lie. The first
feliarter of scores covets the range 0 through 31.
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1. Do you think the title a good one? Why?

A good title for a research report will
describe the contents of that report as accur-
ately and as completely and consisely as pos-
sible. This particular study is an investi-
gation of the effects of several kinds of
questions asked upon subsequent achievement.
The written materials used and questions asked
dealt with social studies, the grade level was
sixth; relationships with reading level and
sex were investigated as well as teacher dif-
ferences and preteSt scores for students. Not
all of these elements can be easily mentioned
in a title and therefore the investigator must
choose those he considers most essential for
inclusion.

Not clear from the title was that the prin-
cipal independent variable was the kind of
question asked and answer provided. A better
(but not the best) title would have been, "A
Comparison between Knowledge and Higher-level
Questions and Answers on Achievement in Sixth
Grade Social Studies." But other than this
concern that a description of the manipulated
variable be given priority in the title, we
think the title a fairly good one.

Some students objected to the use of the
word "influence" in the title and felt that
the study was inconclusive and influence was
not demonstrated. We do not share this con-
cern because a title need not convey the spe-
cific finding, only the intended problem.
Thus, a study with a title that begins, "The
Relationship Between," might have as its
finding that there is no relationship between
the variables investigated. Although titles
such as lk Study of the'Influence of..." and
"An Investigation of the Relationship Between

..." would be less ambiguous, it is accepted
practice to use the abbreviated version.

ement

1. Do you think the title a good
one? Why?

Answer:
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2. Reread the Introduction. Does this re-
search provide a test of the heirarchical
hypothesis implicit in the Bloom et al.
taxonomy? Give reasons for your answer.
(See Special Notes for a discussion of this
hypothesis.)

The study does not prove hierarchical
hypothesis is true; nor does the investigator
claim that it does. Since only three levels
are involved, this research can not provide
a complete test of the hierarchical nature of
all 6 levels. Further, just because the re-
search is "concerned" with Bloom's taxonomy
does not mean it provides a test of it.
Whether the study even gives some s pport
for it is a question about which e its dis-
agree. Some say NO and argue that e hier-
archical hypothesis is assumed to be orrect
and merely used as a starting point ut
which the research is organized. Othe say
YES and argue that the results are consistent
with the hierarchical hypothesis and thu
give some support for its validity.

A lesson to be learned from this speciflyf
question and answer is that a criterion for
hypothesis to be tested is the presence of da a
which can count as evidence in support of or
against the hypothesis. Those who answered
YES should be aLle to point out such evidence. \\
The personal views expressed by many students
that the hypothesis is most reasonable and
that the distinctions among the cognitive
levels are very important do not, in themselves,
justify the conclusion that the hypothesis
was being tested by the research.

3. Reread the Objectives section. Do you
think the overall hypothesis is a clear
and accurate statement of the hypothesis
the investigator wishes to test?

The statement is probably quite accurate,
although awkwardly phrased. We would have
preferred deletion of the ending: in
relationship to..." A separate sentence could
have been added to describe these secondary
concerns.

2. Reread the Introduction. Does
this research provide a test of
the hierarchical hypothesis impli-
cit in the Bloom at al. taxonomy?
Give reasons for your answer.
(See Special Notes for a discus-
sion of this hypothesis.)

Answer:

3. ',Reread the Objectives section.
you think the overall hypo-

t esis is a clear and accurate
st tement of the hypothesis the
in stigator wishes to test?

Answer:

,
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3. cont'd

We might note that the standard procedure
is to express the hypotheses in the direction
the investigator really expects them to be
true, rather than in the "null" form used.
The use of the null form is not incorrect,
but it does represent upsophisticated report-
ing. It is the substantative question (hypo-
thesis) the reader wants to know about.

4. Reread the section, General Plan of the
Study.

a) Did the investigator construct the
materials about Africa and Oceania?
Give reasons for your answer.

b) Were the questions used in the instruc-
tion of the multiple-choice type? Give
reasons for your answer..

c) The investigator attempted to reduce
the influence of the teacher on the experi-
mental situation by avoiding active teacher
participation. Was this wise? Give
reasons for your answer.

a) It is true that, "...two sets of text-
type materials...," were constructed by the
investigator. However, these sets stressed
questions and must have been widely supple-
mented by other materials, primarily the text-
book. Note that: "Pupils in both treatment
conditions were directed to read designated
sections of their textbooks..." We believe
that the special instructional materials con-
structed by the investigator consisted only
of questions and answers.

b) No, at least not all the questions
used in instruction were of this type. Note
that the pupils had, "...to respond in writing
to the questions on their worksheets." This
suggests that students had to construct
their responses rather than simply select
their responses as it is the case with mul-
tiple-choice questions. (Do not confuse the
criterion test of achievement (which did con-
sist of multiple-choice questions), with the
questions asked as part of the instruction.)

4. Reread the section, General Plan
of the Study.

a) Did the investigator con-
struct the materials about
Africa and Oceania? Give rea-
sons for your answer.

b) Were the questions used in
the instruction of the mul-
tiple-choice type? Give rea-
sons for your answer.

c) The investigator attempted
to reduce the influence of the '

teacher on the experimental situ-
ation by avoidihg active teacher
participation. Was this wise?
Give reasons for your answer.

Answer:
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4. cont'd

c) Yes and no. By reducing teacher parti-
cipation, the investigator can be more certain
that the differences in scores of students
using the two sets of materials are actually
due to the experimental variable, type of ques-
tion asked. We say that the study is more
likely to have internal validity. However,
the price paid for this internal validity is
a lessening of the external validity because
the study results may be reliably applied to
limited classroom practices. By minimizing
the role of the teacher we cannot determine
what the effects might be if teachers asked
the different types of questions rather than
presenting them in written form alone. The
investigator has gained control at the expense
of conducting the investigation under fairly
narrow and less typical conditions. Many
research experts argue, as this investigator
evidently does, that it is more important to
guarantee that the comparisons made are valid
even though this validity necessitates con-
fining the research to a study of less typi-
cal practices. But compromises must be made
and we certainly do not fault the investigator
for restricting the role of the teacher.

5. Reread the section, Subjects.

a) Note that the proportion of boys to
girls (67:60) in Condition A does not
equal the proportion (55:70) in Condition
B. Does this fact mean that the compar-
ison on the criterion achievement test
between students in Conditions A and B is
misleading? Why:

b) "Background data were collected and
analyzed for both pupils and teachers."
what data were collected and was it impor-
tant that the investigator analyze them?

c) Primarily for students having had a
course in statistics: On page 328, column
1, the investigator indicates that his
criterion for determining whether a back-
ground variable should be used as, "...a
oossible.covariant on subsequent analyses

5. Reread the section, subjects.

a) Note that the pioportion of
boys to girls (67:60) im Condi-
tion A does not equal the pro-
portion (55:78) in Condition B.
Does this fact mean that the
comparison on the criterion
achievement test between stu-
dents in Conditions, and B is
misleading? Why?

b) "Background data were collec-
ted and analyzed for both pupils
and teachers." What data were
collected and was it important
that the investigator analyze
them?
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5. "ont'd

of the criterion data...," is whether
pupils in the two conditions differ sig-
nificantly (in a statistical sense) on
that variable. Is this a good criterion
to use? Why?

a) Unless controlled for in the analysis,
a comparison between all the students in the
two conditions would be misleading if boys
and girls do not perform equally on the de-
pendent variable. Since performance on the
criterion test is related to reading ability,
and since the girls in this study were reported
to be better readers than the boys, it is
not unreasonable, therefore, to expect that
on this basis boys and girls will score dif-
ferently on the criterion test. Thus, con-
dition B with a higher proportion of girls,
cotild have an unfair advantage. As it turned
oil*, such bias is a little concern since con-
dition A was still judged to be superior to
Condition B in spite of the possible advan-
tape given to the latter treatment.

One way to control for these differences
is to report criterion test scores separately
for boys and girls. Another way is to weigh
equally each of the 16 subcategories. (See

Special Notes for adescription of these cat-
egories.) The investigator did not indicate
the procedure he followed to handle the dis-
proportionate frequency-in-categories problem.
If an acceptable procedure for controlling the
disproportionate number of boys and girls in
the two conditions were used, then the com-
parison between conditions is not misleading.

b) Pupil I. Q. and reading test scores
were mentioned as well as (in the Results sec-
tion) some kind of pre-test. Information about
age, teaching experience and college degree
was obtained from the eleven teachers. Other
information concerning both pupils and teachers
may have been collected but was not reported.

Yes, it was important that such data were
collected and analyzed, especially in the case
ct the pupils. Since only eleven classes were
involved in the study, and thus gross inequal-
ities between groups possible, it is important

c) Primarily for students having
had a course in statistics: On
page 328, column 1, the inves-
tigator indicates that his cri-
terion for determining whether a
background variable should be
used as, "...a possible covari-
ant on subsequent analyses of
the criterion data...," is wheth-
er pupils in the two conditions
differ significantly (in a sta
tistical sense) on that variable.
Is this a good criterion to use?
Why?

Answer:
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to know how these background variables differ
for conditions A and B. Student data are
also of value for the pupose of understand-
ing the limits of permissible generalizations.
Since the teacher influence was minimal,
teacher differences are not so important as
pupil differences.

c) This is a technical question, the an-
swer to which you are not necessarily expected
to know. Our answer is no. The criterion
which was quoted assumes, incorrectly, that
failure to reject the null hypothesis is
equivalent to establishing its truth. Merely
because the differences in reading scores
and I. Q. scores, for students in Condition A
and Condition B are not statistically signi-
ficant does not mean the two groups are iden-
tical in these regards. There is sufficient
difference between the groups which could go
a long way toward explaining the difference
on the criterion variable. Further, the inves-
tigator fails to recognize another important
reason for including a covariate--namely, to
increase the precision (power) of the statis-
tical test. Although beyond the score of
these notes, suffice it to say that even if
the two groups were equal on these background
variables, it would still be a good idea to
employ them as covariates in order to increase
the likelihood of a true difference on the
criterion variable being detected.

6. The construction of the criterion test of
achievement is described in the section,
Collection of Data. Reread this section.

a) Do you agree that,, "...only the total
achievement score was of concern in this
phase of the investigation."? Give
reasons for your answer.

b) From a pool of 59 items, 42 items
were selected and 17 were eliminated.
On what basis was the decision made to
accept an item? On what basis were the
17 items eliminated?

6. The construction of the criterion
test of achievement is described
in the section, Collection of
Data. Reread this section.

a) Do you agree that, "...only
the total achievement score was
of concern in this phase of the
investigation."? Give reasons
for your answer.

b) From a pool of 59 items, 42
items were selected and 17 were
eliminated. On what basis was
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6. cont'd

c) Do you feel that each item measured
the level of cognitive ability that was
intended? Why?

d) How important is it that this classi-
fication task be done accurately? Explain.

e) Publishers of tests used to making
decisions about individuals often con-
sider reliability indices of .90 or more
as high (i.e., good) and indices of less
than .70 as poor. The investigator seems
to be unhappy with a reliability inckx
of .68. Should he be? Why?

a) Ab3olutely not) Although the investi-
gator may expect achievement to be better on
all questions for pupils in Condition A,
surely he must expect the most dramatic dif-
ferences to occur on questions tapping high-
er level skills. When possible, as in this
case, it is important to provide data which
relate to predictions growing out of one's
conceptualization of what is going on. Fail-
ure to provide mean and variability measures
for both groups on all subtests is a serious
weakness of this study. (In a later study
the investigator provides such data.)

.b) We are told that there was almost unan-
imous agreement on the classification of the
42 items actually included in the criterion
test. We are not told, however, the reasons
for excluding 17 or the original 59 items
and we can only assume that at least some of
them were eliminated because the judges could
not agree on the appropriate level.

c) We remain skeptical especially that
-the higher level abilities of synthesis and
evaluation were actually measured since it
is most difficult to devise multiple-choice
questions which truly measure these skills.
Further, since the instructional materials
were different for the two conditions, it
is possible that a single question could be
measuring at different cognitive levels for

the decision made to accept an
item? On what basis were the
17 items eliminated?

c) Do you feel that each item
measured the level of cognitive
Ability that was intended? Why?

d) How important is it that this
classification task be done aC-
curately? Explain.

e) Publishers of tests used to
making decisions about individ-
uals often consider reliability
indices of .90 or more as high
(i.e., good) and indices of less/
than .70 as poor. The inves-
tigator seems to be unhappy with
a reliability in4px of .68.
Should he be? Why?

Answer:
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6. cont'd

different students because of this differen-
tial-prior instruction. For example, suppose
that a question and answer used in the instruc-
tion, under Condition A concerned the evalua-
tion of a particular content area. A ques-
tion in the criterion test asking for an
evaluation of a similar area would not be as
novel a task for students in Condition A,
and thus for those students would not be
measuring at this "highest" level (evaluation)
but rather it would be measuring lower level
skills. Just bedause an item contains the
word "evaluate" does not mean that it will
necessarily measure a student's evaluative
ability. It is indeed unfortunate that no
examples of questions from the instructional
materials and the criterion test were shown
as evidence that the investigators were able

-to overcome these difficulties.

Itis, of course, important that competent
judges be used to classify the items. One
point made above is that proper classification
requires more than competent judges. The
items cannot be classified accurately into the
categories employed in this study withe.at
knowledge of the students' prior !!Istion.

d) Had subtest scores been reported, as
we suggested they should be in our answer to
6a, then the correct assignment of item to
taxonomy category would have been very impor-
tant indeed. Since only the total score was
reported and the same criterion test was given
to both groups, it probably wasn't important
that the six categories be equally represen-
ted and tome classification mistakes certainly
could be tolerated.

e) This is a technical question, the
answer to which you are not necessarily ex-
pected to know. Our answer is NO. A high
reliability coefficient is not required for
a criterion measure in a research study com-
paring groups. Here's why. High reliability
assures us thif%differences in tecrescores
are not due to measurement err.46r. Unless
a test has high reliability, then differences
in an individual's test scores (used to measure
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6. cont'd

"gain" or to determine his relative strong
areas) may be due to measurement error. In
a research study comparing groups, what are
being compared are not the differences between
two individual scores but rather the differ-
ences in means, each based on the scores of
many individuals. Although any one score
may have measurement error,-the "too high" and-
"too low" errors will balance out over, many
people, leaving us quite confident that this
mean score is fairly free of measurement
e rr or. ** That is why we" can tolerate a lower
reliability in the measures we use in research
studies. The value of .68 reported by the in-
vestigator is quite acceptable.

7. Reread the section on Experimental Mater-
ial and Procedure on pages 328 and 329.

a) At the top of page 329, the investi-
gator indicated that it was important that
the unit to be studied be one about which
the subjects did not have "...abundant
prior knowledge." Do you agree? Give
reasons for your answer.

b) that 47.53% of the questions used
in Condition A were in the analysis and
evaluation categories; in Condition B
87.38% of the questions were in the know
ledge category. Alternatively, the

" *Reliability meads consistency of measurement.
If a test consistently gives systematic errors,
i.e., errors which are consistently too high
or consistently too low, then we say the test
is invalid, but still it can be reliable. un-
reliability occurs because of random measure-
ment errors, which, if averaged over enough
people (or over many test items) will balance
out. Means of many scores (or very long tests)
are usually very reliable.

7. Reread the section on Experimen-
tal Material and Procedure on
pages 328 and 329.

a) At the top of page 329, the
investigator indicated that it
was important that the unit to
be studied be one about which
the subjects did not have "...
abundant prior knowledge." Do
you agree? Give reasons for your
answer.

b) Note that 47.53% of the glies-

tions used in Condition A were
in the analysis and evaluation
categories; in Condition B 87.38%
of the questions were in the
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investigator could have had all the ques-
tions in Condition A in the analysis and
evaluation categories and all the ques-
tions in Condition B in the knowledge
category. Would this have been an improve-
ment? Why?

c) Was the readability analysis a wise
thing to do? Explain,

d) Is it possible to compare the content
of the questions and answers used in the
instruction to the criterion test ques-
tions? If not, is this inability a serious
shortcoming? Give reasons.

1 I a) Yes, we feel it was wise for the inves-
tigator to select a topic about which the:
students did not have. abundant knowledge/ Our
reason is that using such a topic insured that
the question and answering procedures would
have a chance,to make a difference because
there were still many things the students
could learn. In other words, if students

.already knew a great deal about a topic leav-
ing little to learn before the study began,
then ont procedure of instruction could not
be expected to result in more learning than
the other procedure. A second reason is that

:when students have different levels/Of prior
knowledge about a subject, it is difficult to
construct items wW.G.11 will measure at the
same cognitive level for all students. (Recall
our answer to question 6c.)

.Many students answered YES for a reason
different from the ones we gave above. They
felt that the students in the study with prior
knowledge would have ar unfair advantage and
another extraneous factor would be introduced.
This would certainly be true, but it vh.341d
not be a cause for concern unless it is sus-
pected that the students in one of the two
groups had, on thei'ayerage, more prior know-
ledge than the other group.

knowledge category. Alter-
natively, the investigator
coul4 have had all the ques-

. tions in Condition A. in the
analysis'and evaluation cate-
goeies and all of the questions
in Condition B in the knowledge
category. Would this have been
an improvement? Why?

c) Was the readability-analysis
a wise thing to do? Explain.

d)' Is it possible to compare the
content of the questions and an-
swers used in the instruction
to the criterion test questions?
If nct, is this inability a ser-
ious shortcoming? Give reasons.

Answer:
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Other students answered question 7a NO
and remarked that knowledge of some facts is
important for without such knowledge the stu-
dents in'the study could not be expected to
analyze and evaluate. This is true, but the
issue is not whether the students in the study
should have this information (they should)
but whether they should be given this infor-
mation before they are exposed to the instruc-
tionalomateria1s.

b) Before giving our answer to Question
7b, note that the kinds-of-questions-asked
represents, in this study, the variable which
is under the control of the investigator--the
variable being\manipulated. In appraising
the work of ot)krs, pay particular attention
to the levels or conditions which are being
used. The results depend upon it.

If it us true that asking higher level
questions really makes a difference, then the
alternative distribution proposed involving
100% or 0% in a given category, would give
the investigator the best chance to discover
differences between conditions. As one stu-
dent put it, to do otherwise would, "...water
down the effectiveness...," of the experimen-
tal treatment.

On the other hand, the ratios of the dif-
ferent kinds of questions the investigator
chose to compare are more typical of what cne
would expect to find in existing materials
(or in the questioning patterns of teachers)
and what one would hope to find in materials
that emphasized higher level questions. We
personally approve of the investigator's de-
cesion to make the balance of question typcs
more closely resemble present and sound prac-
tices rather than to use conditions as dif-
ferent as pohsible. Clearly, use of either
distribution is justified.

c) Yes, to conduct a readability analysis
was a wise decision, although reporting read-
ability data separately for the two groups
would have been preferable. The readability
analysis would have been important had the
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investigator failed to find diff4rences in
favor of Condition A. If that had occurred,
one explanation for finding no differences,
namely that the reading materials were too
hard,.could be ruled out by the fact that
the mean leading level was within the range
of fifth and sixth grade pupils. As one
person answering question 7c put it, the read-
ability analysis, "...knocked out the possi-
bility of massive inability to comprehend the
questions."

Further, if Condition A students had not
done better than the other students, we might
have wondered if the higher level questions
and answers were more difficult to read. The
plausibility of this explanation could be
assessed by having readability figures shown
separately for materials used in Conditions
A and B.

Notice that a reading difficulty index
was computed for the answers as well as for
the questions. This alerts us to the fact
that the answers are, in all.probability,
more than cryptic responses and that by
providing answers, additional instruction
must have been given. The implication of
this will be evident in the answer to the
next question.

d) Ne we are not told how similar the
questions asked in the criterion test were to
the question:.. and answers given in the instruc-
tion. This omission Is probably the most
serious shortcoming of the study. We know
only that during instruction different ques-
tions and answers were given to the two dif-
ferent groups. It is extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to choose criterion test
items upon which these differences in the
instructional materials had no bearing. The
fact the investigator does not mention this
problem and report in detail how it was circum-
vented is a serious weakness. It suggests

that the ere ces between the two condi-
tions uld be accounted for entirely by the
diff ent content of the instructional mater-

.
ials (and especially in the answers provided
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which were admittedly more complicated fp. 330,
column 11 in the case of the evaluation and
analysis questions than the knowledge ones)
rather than by the practice cf answering anal-
ysis and evaluation questions alone.

8. Reread the section, Analysis of Data, page
329. Do you approve of using sex reading
achievement. as adaitional variables in
the analysis? Why?

Yes, inclusion of these variables helps
to determine the generalizability of the find
ings. Because there was presumably little
interaction between these variables and the
treatment variable, it means that the differ-
ences between the scores under the two condi-
tions seemed to be about the same for both
sexes and across the reading groups. If, for
example, the higher level questions and answers
were relatively less effective with poor
readers this would show up as an interaction
between treatment and reading. By including
reading and sex as variables in the analysis
tie

ett

investigator could identify the limits
o the generalizability of the results in
these respects.

It was also important to include these
two variables because they were explicity men-
tioned in the statement of the hypothesis of
the study (p. 327) thus, a complete test
of this hypothesis requires their inclusion.

some students made a good case in support
of inclusion of one of the two variables. A
separate analysis by sex was deemed necessary
because of the difference in boy/girl ratios
in the two treatment conditions. Others
argued that the reading variable was very im-
portant to include because of the suspected
relationship between reading and performance
on the criterion task.

B. Reread the section, Analysis of
Data, page 329. Do you approve
of using sex and reading achieve-
ment as additional variables in
the analysis? Why?

Answer:
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9. Reread the results section on pages 329
and 330, including Table 1. (You may
with to review the Special Notes regard-
ing the interpretation of Table 1).

a) Note thao it th: vary bottom of page
329 tho investigator refers to pre-achieve-
ment scores. Did he ever report how these
scores were obtained? Regardless whether
or not he did ...o, do 7ou think it was a
good idea to obtain such scores and once
obtained, should they have been used?
Why?

b) Find the number 9.85 in the F column
of Table 1. In the difference in mean%

_,,.scores for, students in the two treatment`
groups statistically significant? Here's
a question you may not know the answer to.
Does the number 9.85, by itself, indicate
which treatment group performed better?

c) Does the investigator ever indicate tho
numericai value of the differences in
!lean scores for students in the two treat-
ment conditions? If so, what is it? If
not, should he have done so?

a) The nature of the pre-achievement scores
was not specified. They could have been pre-
vious achievement grades in social studies.
They could have been scores on the criterion
test administered bfore the textbook and
special meterials were ened. If the latter
is the case, thero e slight danger that
seeing the criteeicn Best ahead of time would
be of greater help to stedentt in one condi-
tion than in the other. The investigator did
mentio on ix,c2 326, however, that the read-
ing and I. Q. scores were not used as the
covariates; that is, they were not used as
the pretest.

Once the pre-achievement scores were
obtained, it was a good idea to adjust the
criterion scores (en the basis of differences
on the pre-achievement scores not only to
equate the groups, but (as mentioned in
answer to Question 5c) to give greater power

9. Reread the results section on
pages 329 and 330, including
Table 1. (You may wish to re-
view the Special Notes regard-
ing the interpretation of Table
1.)

a) Note that at the very bottom
of page 329 the investigator
refers to pre-achievement scores.
Did he ever report how these
scores were obtained? Regard-
less whether or not he did so,
do you think it was a good idea
to obtain such scores and onev
obtained, should they have been
used? Why?

b) Find the number 9.85 in the
F column of Table 1. Is the
difference in mean scores for
students in the two treatment
gro'ops statistically signifi-
cant? Here's a technical ques-
tion you may not know the answer
to. Does the number 9.85, by
itself, inlicate which treat-
ment group performed better?

c) Does the investigator ever
indicate the numberical value
of the differences in mean scores
for students in the two treat-
ment conditions? If so, what
is it? If not, should he have
done so?

Answer:
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to the analysis. We find it strange that
the investigator did not tell us how the two
groups differed on these pre-achievement var-
iables or describe them more clearly.

b) This F number, as indicated by the
**

footnote, signifies that the means for the
two treatment groups are significantly dif.
ferent. The so-called F test, however, does
not indicate which group scored higher but
only that the differences could not reason-
ably be accounted for by chance alone. We
have to look at the mean values to find out
which group did better. In this report, we
must rely on the statement in the text that
Condition A pupils performed better.

c) A surprising deficiency is the failure
to report the criterion means for the two
groups. We don't know if the difference in
means is large or small. To find statistical
significance in mean differences is only the
initial step in a proper interpretation of a
research study. If the difference were as
much as 1/2 a standard deviation (a varia-
bility measure like the standard deviation
should also have been reported) the difference
would have ispertant practical implications;
if the difference were only 1/100th of a
standard deviation, even though the difference
was statistically reliable, it would lack
much practical significance. The magnitude
of the differences should definitely have
been given.

**Note that the number 10.05 in Table 1 is
not the difference in group means. Rather,
it is the result of an intermediate calcu-
lation in the analysis of covariance.

10. Reread the discussion section. column 1,
page 331. The investigator indicates that
this study suggests the followinge that
questions requiring analysis and evalua-
tion, ":-..stimulated individuals to util-
ize general viewpoints regarding the
information embedded in the task."; forced
"mental juggling" of the materials; led

10. Reread the discussion section,
column 1, page 331. The inves-
tigator indicates that this
study suggests the following:
that questions requiring anal-
ysis and evaluation, "...stim-
ulatedindividuals .0 utilize
general' viewpoints regarding the
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to greater "...interaction with the mater-
ials presented," and have the potential,
"...to make pupils uneasy." What evi-
dence supports these suggestions?

None that we know of. It is true that
students given the greater proportion of
"analysis" and "evaluation" questions and
answers performed better on the criterion
test. But the study was not designed to deter-
mine how this superior performance came about.
The statements of the investigator quoted by
us in Question 10 represent admitted guesses
on his part of changes occurring inside the
student rather than assertions based on re-
ported evidence. It is quite acceptable for

141:

investigator to report his speculations as
/long as they are clearly labeled so that the
reader can recognize them as unsupported views.

. Assume that the research were redone so
as to overcome the criticisms mentioned
earlier and that similar findings in
favor of Condition A resulted. What
limitations would still remain to this
single study which would prevent one
from generalizing with confidence that
questions of higher cognitive levels
generally stimulate higher achievement?

The study investigates one topic, in
one subject area, for students in one grade,
from one surburban school system. Further,
it is limited to written self-instructional
materials and we don't know if the findings
would hold up for the situation in which
teachers ask the same questions. Further,
only achievement immediately after study was
measured. Of more importance is the long-
term impact as measured by a delayed post-
test. A single study cannot have universal
applicability. This study did look at both
sexes and various reading levels. We do not
fault the investigator for not including more
topics and delayed post-testing, etc. We

only mention these "extensions" to alert
you to those situations to which the results
might not apply.

information embedded in the
task."; forced "mental juggling'
of the materials; led to greater,
"...interaction with the materials
presented," and have the poten,
tial, "...to make pupils uneasy."
What evidence supports these
suggestions?

Answer:

11 Assume that the research were
redone so as to overcome the crit-
icisms mentioned earlier and
that similar findings in favor
of Condition A resulted. What
limitations would still remain to
this single study which would
prevent one from generalizing
with confidence that questions
of higher cognitive levels gen-
erally stimulate higher achieve-
ment.

Note: If you are interested in
reading a review of the research
on the effect of questions on
learning, see the December 1970
issue of the Review of Educational
Research.

Answer:
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CHILDREN'S CONCEPTS OF JUSTICE: A COMPARISON
HITH THE PIAGET DATA

Dolores Durkin

Child Development, 1959, 30, 59-67

QUESTIONS

1. Appraise the educational significance of the study. In this con-

text, by educational significance we mean the import for those

responsible for the education of children and what they might do

as a consequence of the assertions established by the study.

2. Give your critical appraisal pro and con concerning how well the invest-

igator has accomplished the first named principal purpose for the study

(as indicated in the Special Motes). Evaluate the adequacy of the

design (subjects, interview procedure), appropriateness of the analyses

(categorization scheme, statistical tests), and the validity of the

interpretations and conclusions (of both the Rampert and the present

studies).

3. Mete the second purpose for the study (as indicated in the Special

Motes). Briefly evaluate how well this purpose has been accomplished.

Pay particular attention to the investigator's notion of intelligence.



CHILDREN'S CONCEPTS OF JUSTICE: A COMPARISON

WITH THE PIAGET DATA

Dolores Durkin

Child Development, 1D59, 30, 59-67

Sne_ia Notes

Introductory Se-tion:

The investigator has indicated two principal purroses for the
present study. The primary purpose is, using American children, to test
Piaget's empirical claims that children up to about 8 years of age typically
appeal to adults to redress wrong and to provide appropriate punishment:
that from 8 to 11 they shift to an equalitarian notion of justice char-
acterized by reciprocity (an eye for an eye); and that from 11 or 12
onward they associate reciprocity with equity (retribution takes account
of circumstances).

A second purpose of the study is to investigate whether intelli-
gence, rather than chronological age, is the significant factor in the
development of a child's concepts of justice.

Description. of Piaget's Study:

A thorough critical appraisal of a research report requires
familiarity with the context out of which the study comes. This is especially
true of the present study which has as its focus a comparison with the
research results from another investigation. The experiment being repli-
cated was actually conducted by Mlle Rambert, and reportedby Piagifin his
1932 book, The Moral Judgment of the Child. The results of that study which
most relate to the Durkin paper may be found on page 302 of the Piaget book
and are shown below.

Age

PERCENT OF GIRLS AND BOYS RESPONDING IN VARIOUS
CATEGORIES TO THE QUESTION, "IF ANYONE PUNCHES YOU, WHAT DO

N = 167

"ft is naughty" Give back the same Give back more

Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys

YOU DO?"

Give back less

Girls Boys

6

7

82
45

. 50

27

18

45

37.5
27

.

--

10

12.5 --

46

...

--
--

--

8 25 45 42 22 8 33 25
9 14 29 29 57 -- 14 57
10 -- 8 20 54 -- 31 80 7

11 -- -- 33 31 -- 31 67 38
12 -- -- 22 67 -- 10 78 23



The table can be read as follows: 82% of the responses of girls,
age 6, were categorized as "it is naughty": the remaining 18% were placed
in the category, give back the same. The children did not say "it is naughty"
as a direct response to the question, "what do you do?" It is only when
asked additional questions such as, "do you hit back?", that the child
might respond, "it is naughty." Some children did say they would tell
someone in authority as their first response to the "what do you do?" ques-
tion. In such cases the determination of which of the four categories to
use depended upon the children's replies to further questions.

On the basis of the above data and the transcriptions of the
complete interviews, Piaget concludes that:

...the children who do not hit back (most of them are from
the younger ones), are nrimarily submissive children who rely
upon the adult to protect them and who are more anxious to
resnect or make others respect the orders that have been
received than to establish justice and equality by methods
annropriate to child society. As for the children who hit
back, they are far more concerned with justice and equality
than with revenge pronerly so called...Among those who nive
back more blows than they receive there is, of course,
a combative attitude, which goes beyond mere equality: but it
is p'ecisely this attitude which diminishes with age. (p. 305)

Statistical Analysis of Durkin's Study

The author makes extensive use of chi square statistical procedures to
test several hypotheses. In each one, the investigator is comparing the observed
frequencies of responses to those expected on the basis of a chance distribution
of responses or those expected if the variables of interest were not related.
When the discrepancies between observed and expected frequencies are large (as
evidenced by a large 'humerical value for the chi square statistic) the
hypothesis of chance distribution or no relation is rejected and support is
evidenced for a nonchance, or statistically significant relationship. The end
product of a chi square test is a probability (p) of obtaining discrepancies
between observed and expected frequencies as large or larger than those found
in the study. A small probability of getting such large discrepancies (in this
study, small is 5% or less) is the criterion for rejecting the chance relation-
ship hypothesis and for claiming statistical signifiwnce.

Page 62. last paragraph. This paragraph describes the results of
three chi square tests. The set-up for the test for nrade two is shown below.

Observed

Expected

Authority Agression Other

15 8 5

(9 1/3) (9 1/3) 9 1/3)

28

28



the numbers 15. 8, and 5 are taken from Table 1: the numbers in parentheses
(9 1/3) are the expected frequencies. Under the chance distribution hypothe-
sis, the 28 second graders Mould be expected to give responses in, the three
categories equally, or 28/3 or 9 1/3, responses in each. The end product
for this 2nd grade significance test is reported at the end of the para-
graph as ".054; p (.10 ". The symbol, (means "less than". Thus, the dis-
crepancies between the actual frequencies and 9 1/3 could be expected to
happen by chance alone between 5 and 40% of the time. By the 5% criterion,
these discrepancies were not statistically significant.

Page 63, first paragraph. Here is described the second use of the
chi square test. The set-up is shown below. The expected frequencies
under the hypothesis of no relationship between age and kind of response
are shown in parentheses.

Tell
Authority

Return
Agression

Other

2

Grade
5 8

15 (15.2) 13 (20.7) 27 (19.1)

8 (7.5) 15 (10.2) 4 (9.4)

5 (5.3) 10 (7.1) 4 (6.6)

55

27

19

28 38 35 101

no relationship means that she ratio of 2nd, 5th and 8th graders giving each
of the three kinds of reasons will be the same. The discrepancy between
observed and expected frequencies is very unlikely if there were no relation-
ship in some hypothetical larger population as evidenced by the probability
figure between 1/2 of one percent (.005) and 1% (.010).. The no relation
hypothesis is thus rejected and the results are statistically significant.

Page 65, footnote 3. The probabilities computed from a chi
square test are on y aproximpate. Mien the expected frequencies are not
too small (say, all more than 5) the anproximation is extremely good. In

goodnote 3 the investigator is saying that when the responses were spread
over more categories, the theoretical (i.e., expected) frequencies for these
categories were too small to permit accurate estimates of the desi,red
probabilities.



CRITIQUE

DURKIM, DOLORES. "Children's Concepts of Justice: A Comparison with the
Piaget Data," Child Development, 1959, 30, 59-67.

Educational Significance

Question

1 The educational significance of a study dealing with children's
concepts of justice should be clearly evident. Elementary school years are
usually seen as a time when cbildren learn to cope with agression by learning
standards of fairness to apply to interpersonal conflicts. Elementary school
teachers are expected to be able to understand these conflicts and to aid
pupils in developing appropriate standards of conduct. A commonly-held
assumption in teacher education as well as developmental psychology is' that
studies of child development help determine teachers' expectations oC
children of different ages and abilities.- It could therefore be easily
assumed that studies such as Durkin's would have educational significance.

2 One student reader asked, "How can we focus on ways to teach child-
ren until we first focus on children?" This question assumes that descriptive
studies of what is the case sets limits on what,teachers ought to do. Thus,
if descriptive studies show that, say, eight-year-olds have not yet developed
certain moral concepts of, say, autonomy, then teachers should not try to
teach them these new ideas. In one sense, of course, a child must crawl
before he can walk. Some things do come before other things in the develop-
ment of a child. The assumption of the stages of development underlies much
of Piaget's work. But information about what children "naturally" learn
in the course of their development does not overlap completely with what
they might learn under conditions of schooling. Teachers intervene in
"natural" development. Taus, we see that the significance of the Durkin study
(and others like it) for teachers is considerably less than what we might
at first suppose. The Durkin study does not give evidence or advice to
teachers about what they might (positively) do with children in teaching
them about proper responses to actual or threatened physical agression.

3 After reading 'paragraph two, one student reader complained that
it is wrong to criticize the author for failing to study the teaching of moral
concepts. After all, "Isn't it unfair to criticize a work for something the
author did not intend?" It is unfair, or rather, inanpropriate, to confuse
a criticism of the author's intentions with a criticism of other points.
Clearly any work has an audience beyond the audience for which the author
intended the work. That the author may not have intended the work for
teachers does not mean that the work cannot be criticized from the point
of view of teachers and teaching..

9

4 Another student reader defended the significance of the study
another way. She wrote: "Piaget has proposed a theory in child develop-
ment which is quite well known. This study has educational significance

.
because Piaget has.earned the attention of educators. Any attempt to expand
upon or reconfirm his findingsigis important."
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5 We agree in part. We commend the attempt to rework ideas in one
culture (American) which have earned recognition in another culture.
Because of contextual considerations, studies done in one place need to
be redone in another place if they are to be utilized there with confidence.
Nevertheless, just because a study related to Piaget's work does not auto-
matically confer significance on it. Everything depends upon what the stuffy
asserts about the significant phenomena of interest.

6 A reader who thought the study lacked educational significance
wrote as follows: "This study reports the obvious, namely that older
children grasp conceptual complexities younger ones don't. Educators do
not need this point demonstrated." There are some not-so-obvious things
to say about the obvious.

7 The obvious is usually the conventional, when it comes to
educational matters, and the conventional usually has aspects of both
right and wrong.

8 Secondly, what seems obvious at the end of an inquiry might not
have been so obvious at the beginning. Presumably any inquiry is an attempt
to find something out that is at least somewhat in doubt. If we really
knew for certain in the beginninn of an inquiry what we wanted to know by
the inquiry,. then it is not likely that we would undertake the study.

9 Consider this table:

BEGINNING OF INQUIRY* END OF INQUIRY
RANK IN

SIGNIFICANCE

Conventional Wisdom

Conventional Wisdom -

Puzzling Phenomena

Puzzling Phenomena

Conventional Wisdom Reaffirmed

Surprising (new) Results

Conventional Wisdom Reaffirmed

Surprising (new) Results

4th

1st

3rd

2nd

*Research doesnot necessarily have to begin at either of these
twos starting points. It can begin in theory, for example. This table reflects
only one way to look at the question about research into the obvious.
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10 Our significance rankings are arguable, of course. Nevertheless,
to take the first case, simply to reaffirm what everyone already knows is
perhaps of only mild interest to either practitioners or researchers. To
obtain the highest ranking of the four possibilities one must begin with
the conventional and hope to find out something which is surprising to
both practitioners and researchers, The third case ranks fair, in our
judgment, because it begins with something puzzling ard reaffirms a
portion of the ambiguous conventional wisdom; we now know which horse to
back in the ordinary races of the day. The fourth case ranks high because
we find out something we did not know about something which had been puzzling
us.

11 Thus, although we agree with the reader mentioned in paragraph six
that the findings are what one would expect and therefore the study has
limited educational significance; at the same time we support occasional
"high risk" studies because from such investigations high levels of educe-
tional significance-can result.-

12. The educations) significance of the research roblim is discussed
in paragraphs 1-5 and, in paragraphs 6-11. Consideration s given to the
significance of the research findi s. One can also assess the significance
of research as conducted and as w e er the actual study contributes signi-
ficantly to the solution of the research problem, as defined by the investi-
gator.

13 tietaphorically we may say that any inquiry is only a beam of
light on a vast, clouded and perhaps dark area of interest. No beam of
light will illuminate the whole area thus, any single study has to be
less than comprehensive. Granted the.necessity to limit any study, special
care must be taken to see that the actual study is not too small (only
a pinhole rather than a beam of light). For reasons discussed above and
subsequently, we think the Durkin article is more like a pinhole than a
beam of light in its educational significance.

Question 2: Purpose 1

Adequacy of the Design.

14 Subjects. Since all the subject children came from the same
community and school, the investigator may safely claim that the differences
in responses observed are not the result of broad environmental differences.
Since the enviromental factors have been equated, the observed differences

')most likely reflect age differences although some underlying factor (such
1,as intelligence) cannot be ruled out as at least partially responsible.

t

15, \ Hhatever its advantages, the use of such a small and homogeneous
sample makes generalization to other U. S. school children hazardous. Age
differences in responses for this single school may not be similar to those
one would find in otber schools or other communities in the United States.

For
1 example, we do not know the "rules" of the school and teachers regarding

fi ting and other forms of agression, rules which might have a disproportionate
i luence on the children's responses.
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16. The investigator wishes also to test for cultural differences by
comaring the resoonses of her sample of children with those made by
the children used in the study reported by Piaaet. The latter were des-
cribed as coming "from the poorer oarts of Geneva (Switzerland)." At least
five characteristics of the samole as described prevent an adequate comparison
for these cultural differences: a) the two samoles (from Piaget, from
present study) were selected rouahly 30 years apart and thus time aswell as
cultura' determinants are involved; b) the sample used in the present
study is a homogeneous one and may not be renresentative of American culture:
c) the sample used in the present study is from a rural community whereas
the earlier study employed urban (Geneva) children--thus the differences
may not be strictly cultural: d) the oldest children used in the sample
reported by Piaget were 12, Whereas in the nresent study the oldest group
had a mean age of almost 14--thus differences in response could reflect
age differences e) although residents are nlaced as "noor," "average," or
"rich," we do not know how, for example. the resources of the family of an
"averaae" child of the present study compared with the resources of the family
of a child used in the study reported by Piaget.

17. The fact that the differences in samole may be multi-dimensional
and not purely cultural, is probably not as serious a weakness as the
above discussion would lead you to believe. One asnect of Piaget's
moral theory is that the chanaing responses reflect a basically genetic
development. Thus, if the investigator notes substantial discrepancies
in the responses of the two samples of children, the aenetic dev elonment
Position is weakened--a finding of some theoretical imnortance.

18. Interview Procedures. Differences between the two samples are to
be exnected because a nurpose of the study was to replicate the findings of
Planet with a different type of child. But differences between the studies
in the interview nrocedures clearly make any valid comparison between the two
studies unlikely and represent a serious weakness of the study.

19. One modification the oresent investigator made in the interview
procedure is in the initial question asked. The investigator asked the
child what should Vann do. In the Rarbert study reported by Piaget, the
child himseTriaT asked what he does do. Mot only is the question more
detached than the other because it involves two fictional children, but should do
is substituted for does do. These modifications might make a considerable

difference in the responses. (Once the investigator decided upon fictional
names, the use of rarely used names like Vann and Bennett was a good strategy
since it reduced the likelihood that the responses cwould systematically
be affected by the characteristics of a real Vann or Bennett known to the

children. We are assuminn the names Vann and Bennett are rare in this
context.)

20. A second modification in the procedure is the avoidance of the

"clinical method." Recall in the special notes that, in the earlier study,
much inquiry took place after the child's 'Initial response. Indeed, it

was the responses to these later, more orobina questionS which determined
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the response catenory for the child. The present investinator restricted
herself to a single question, except in one case when an eye-for-an-eye
response did promnt her to provide a follow -up question.

21. Anyone who tries to replicate a Pianetian experiment faces a real
problem because Planet's experimenters are trained in the "clinical
method" and routinely conduct a short inquiry into the meaning of a child's
answers to any standardized question. In many cases not even the initial
question is standardized. A good case in point is the study being repli-
cated by the investigator.

22. As we noted, the investigator has modified the procedures, no doubt
in the interest of objective reporting and to avoid the "clinical method."
This modification, however, was made at the nrice of losing any valid basis
for comparison with the earlier study. It is unfortunate that the investi-
gator does not mention any of these problems, but instead conveys the
impression that she merely replicated the earlier exneriment using a differ-
ent cultural group.

23. Somewhat parenthetically, we might add that had the investigator
not wanted merely to renlicate the earlier work, but rather had wanted to
study the development of the concept of justice in the best way possible,
then other nrocedures of gathering data should obviously have been consi-
dered. For example, what a child says he would do when speaking to an
adult may be quite different from his actual behavior. Some check for
such a discrepancy might be included. Further, the single question focuses
on too narrow a range of the factors involved in making a moral judgment
and concerns itself with only a single aspect of justice. Other factors
might be investigated. However, becatr:e the purpose of the present study
was replication, we do not fault the investigator for not including such
extensions in her data gatherinn prnredures.

Appropriateness of the Analyses.

24. Categorization of the Resnonses. Even a cursory glance at the
special notes accompanying the artRIFTM reveal that the investigator
used a catenorization scheme different from that emnloved in the earlier study.
This permits at best only a rounh comparison of the data from the two studies.

25. Once the decision was mad? to drop Rembert's classification system
(presumably for a nystem believed to be more objective), it seems to us that
a finer avid more productive set of categories could have been established.
For example, we believe chat the following categories would have been pre-
ferable: a) tell authority, b) retaliate. c) conflict, with resolution in

direction of telling authority, and d) conflict, with resolution in direction

of retaliation.

26. Finally, we note that the interviews were tape-recorded. tie

wonder why individuals ignorant of the respondent's age were not used to
categorize the responses. Such a procedure would guard against at least

one form of experimenter bias.
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27. Statistical Tests. Although admittedly a minor noint, we fail to
see the purpose of the statistical test mentioned at the bottom of page 62
and interpreted in some detail in the special notes. The question being
tested is whether, for a given nrade, the responses, tend to pile up more
in one or two categories than would be expected if the probability of assinn-
ment to the three categories were equal. Failure to find significance (as
was the case for 2 of the 3 grades) could be interpreted to mean that there
is no model response for a wade level and that it would be misleading to
say that such and such a grade level child is characterized as being in one
or more categories. But such an interpretation was not gi T1 by the investi-
gator.

28. A more serious problem with the statistical analysis rela' s to the
chi square analysis. The chi square test measures only the discrep ncy
between actual and expected frequencies and does not take into acc nt the
order or pattern in which the discrepancies occur. Thus, for each the-
tical layout shown below, the chi square test will give identical resu is
even though the direction of the effects is different. As before, expected
frequencies are in parentheses.

Layogt (a)

4 (6) 6 (6) 1 8 (6)

Layou (c)

6 (6) 4 (6) 8 (6)

2
Isayout

8 (6) 6 (6)
i

2

8 (6)

4 (6)

15tyout (l)

4 (6) 6 (6)

Since the investigator is hypothesizing a snecific direction or trend (linear
with age) and, after seeing the data a curvilinear trend, statistical tests
which would be more powerful in detecting such trends should have been used.
In other words, the statistical analyses employed should match the research
question.

29. Finally, we wonder why the investigator: a) did not analyze her
results by sex in view of the sex differences evident in Rambert's data: and
b) went to the trouble to place each child into one of three categories of
economic status when no analysis was conducted by level of economic status.
The analyses performed by the investigator are not incorrect; they are merely

incomplete.

Validity of the Interpretations and Conclusions.

30. Internretation of Rambert's Data. In sneaking of the earlier study,

the investigator writes: "They generally proposed two quite different solutions.

Younger subjects favored reporting to an authority person; older subjects,

a return of the aggression." Co. 59). Piaget never reported a specific
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127. Statistical Tests. Although admittedly a minor noint, we fail to
see the purpose of the statistical test mentioned at the bottom of page 62
and interpreted in some detail in the special notes,lhe question being
tested is whether, for a given grade, the responses to d to'oile up more
in one or two categories than would be expected if the probability of assign-
ment to the three categories were equip. Failure to find significance (as
was the case for 2 of the 3 grades) could be interpreted to mean that there
is no model response for a grade level and that it would be misleading to
say that such and such a grade level child is characterized as being in one
or more categories. But such an interpretation was not gi en by the investi-
gator.

28. A more serious problem with the statistical analysis relates to the
chi square analysis. The chi square test measures only the discrepancy
between actual and expected frequencies and does not take into account the
order or pattern in which the discrepancies occur. Thus, for each hypothe-
tical layout shown below, the chi square test will give identical results
even thouph the direction of the effects is different. As before, expected
frequencies are in parentheses.

Layogt (a)

4 (6) 6 (6) 8 (6)

2 Vyout (14

I 8 (6) L 6 (6)
J

4 (6)1

2 ayout
(11)

18 (6) I 416) 1 6 (6)!

Since the investigator is hypothesizing a specific direction or trend (linear
with age) and, after seeing the data a curvilinear trend, statistical tests
which would be more powerful in detecting such trends should have been used.
In other words, the statistical analyses employed should match the research
question.

29. Finally, we wonder why the investigator: a) did not analyze her
results by sex in view of the sex differences evident in Rambert's data; and
b) went to the trouble to place each child into one of three categories of
economic status when no analysis was conducted by level of economic status.
The analyses performed by the investigator are not incorrect; they are merely

incomplete.

Validity of the Interpretations and Conclusions.

30. Interpretation of Rambert's Data. In speaking of the earlier study,

the investigator writes: "They generally proposed two quite different solutions.
Younger subjects favored reporting to an authority person; older subjects,
a return of the aggression." (n. 59). Piaget never reported a specific
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oercentage of subjects who replied that they would tell an authority,
althounh in other contexts he does describe the early period of the child's
moral development as being marked by a submissive attitude to authority.
So, although it is not unreasonable for the investigator to suggest the trend
above, it is not an accurate rendering of Planet's report of Rambert's
experiment itself.

31. On page 64 the investigator quotes Piaget.as saying that, "children
maintain with a conviction that grows with their years that it is strictly
fair to give back the blows one has received." This statement, which is
repeated in a different form in conclusion 1 (p. 66), is not an accurate
summary of the Rambert data and the investigator should have been more
critical of Piaget's interpretation. For girls, this ontion of strictly equal
retaliation declines with age in favor of under-retaliation (see the table
in the special notes section). For boys, there is an increase in equal
retaliation resnonses but he trend is not at all clear.

32. Interpretation of the ta from the Present Study. One objection
to the data analyses in the presen study has already been mentioned: the
chi square test is inadequate to test the significance of the linear hypothe-
sis stemming from Rambert's data and the curvilinear hynothesis suggested
by the findings of the nresent study.

33. One interesting finding reported by the investigator is that
although both 2nd graders and 8th graders favor telling an authority, their
responses are not identical--8th graders think more about it. It is too
bad that the investinator describes only a sinnle interview to illustrate
this difference. A different category system, such as the one we proposed
earlier, would have made nossible a more nenetrating and nrecisf set of
conclusions. Except as noted above, conclusions 1 through 3, dealing with
the first purnose indicated for the study, seem to us to follow from the
data reported.

Question 3: Purpose 2

34. The investigator has given no reason for expecting intelligence
to be related to the development of a concept of justice. Since justice is
a social concept, we suspect that a case couldtbe made for expecting many
other correlates of moral judgment development more worthy of investigation.

35. Once the decision was made to relate intelligence to moral judgment
development. a mistake was made, we believe, in using I. Q. rather than mental
age as the measure of intelligence. I. Q. is a measure of rate at which the
child is able to grow in intelligenceabout half the second -Faders have
a higher I. Q. score than the average eighth grader. But in terms of sheer
amount of intelligence, approximated by the measure of mental age, very few,
if any, of the second graders would surpass the average eighth grader. It

isn't the "brightness" per se that is believed to be related to degree of
development, but rather the amount that this bright child has learned.
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36. When analyses are conducted within a single grade (thus using child-
ren of approximately the same age), then I. 0. and mental ability will be
verrohiohly related and the choice of variable will make little difference.
He,suspect, however, that when using several age groups simultaneously to
test the relationship of intelligence to the development of a justice
concept, had mental age been used, a different result would have been found
and the "conflicting" results referred ,to in conclusion 4 would be less likely.
(Technical note: because of the markedly different standard deviation^ in
I. Q. scores among the three grades - -see paragranh 6, o. 62--the calculation
of mental age scores directly as the product of I. n. times chronological
age divided by 100 would not be recommended. Preferred are standard scores
computed at each grade level.)
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Effects of Positive Social Reinforcement on
Regressed Crawling of A Nursery School Child

Florence R. Harris, Margaret K. Johnston,
C.Susan Kelley, and Montrose M.Wolf.

Journal of Educational Psychology, February 1964.

SPECIAL NOTES

The chronology of this study can be conveniently divided into several
periods. During the first two weeks of her nursery school experience, Dee
showed strong withdrawal behavior and was off her feet most of the time.
During the third and fourth weeks, the teacher reinforced on-feet behavior
with the result that, "Dee's behavior was indistinguishable from that of
the rest of the children." Next came a crucial 2-day period in which Dee
was given special attention during her off-feet behavior (the reversed
reinforcement contingencies). The results of this change in reinforcement
pattern are shown in Curves]. and 2.in Figure 1. Thereafter, the regular
reinforcement of on-feet behiVlor was resumed. The results for the first
two days after the start of this second reversal of procedures are shown in
Curves 3 and 4 on page 119.

Figure 1 is a bit difficult to interpret. The length of the line in
the horizontal direction indicates the length of time Dee was being system-
atically observed. Thus, the longest observation period was during the
second day in which attention procedures were reversed; the shortest for
the two days immediately following. The steepness of the curve to the
horizontal axis indicates the degree to which Dee was off her feet. Thus,
Dee was on her feet the greatest length of time for the last day shown be--
cause Curve 4 is not very steep. On the critical first day in which reverse
procedures were followed (Curve 1) Dee was off her feet most of the time
except toward the end of the observation period when, as shown by the bend
in the curve to the horizontal position, she was on her feet. Do not be
misled by the fact that Curve 4 is "in the air." The positioning of the
curves was arbitrary. We suspect that Curve 4 was placed along side Curve 3
in order to save space, or to remind the reader that the last two curves
refer to consecutive days under the same reinforcement condition.



Effects of Positive Social Reinforcement on
Regressed Crawling of A Nursery School Child

Florence R. Harris, Margaret K.Johnston,
C.Susan Kelley, and Nontrose N. Wolf.
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Question 1.

Puzzling behaviors occurred during the
reversed reinforcement period where off-feet
behavior is reinforced. Describe these un-
expected phenomena.

Answer 1.

Dee became more socially adjusted during
the period when attention was given to off-
feet behavior. It was not expected that
Des's return to her off-feet behavior would
be accompanied by greater social adjustment.
She began, "....for the first time to accept,
even seek, attention from the other teacher."
She also exchanged a few words with the other
children, something entirely new for Dee.
"The positive effects of reversing reinforce-
ment contingencies seemed to outweigh by far
the momentary negative results." (p. 121)

We were also puzzled by another event
which was not commented upon by the authors.
We would not have expected Dee to return to
her predominantly off-feet behavior as quickly
as she did on the first day that the re-
verse reinforcement procedures were insti-
tutcd. As indicated by the steepness of
Curve 1 at its lower left portion, on that
first day Dee appears to have been off her
feet from the moment she entered nursery
school.

Question 2.

The authors conclude that the increased
ratio of on-feet to off-feet behavior in Dee

P. 120.

Question 1.

Puzzling behaviors occurred during
the reversed reinforcement period where
off-feet behavior is reinforced. Des-
cribe these unexpected phenomena.

Answer 1.

Question 2.

The authors conclude that the in-
creased ration of on-feet to off-feet
behavior in Dee was caused by the teacher's
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Question 2 cont'd.

was caused by the teacher's positive
11.asocial reinforcement of the on-feet
behavior. Other explanations are pos-
sible. Dee's increased on-feet behavior
might be explained by at least some of
the following: a) the reinforcement
of walking itself; b) increased fam-
iliarity with the nursery setting;
c) the expanded range of rewarding
(objects (toys and people) made possible
`by walking; d) possible physical fac-
tors (such as illness, fatigue, physi-
ological maturation). Decide which
explanation, if any, you think is
correct. Give reasons for your choice.

Answer 2:

At least some of the factors mer4.ion-
ed in Question 2 would be reasonable
explanations for the increased on-feet
behavior were it not for the fact that the
investigators could change the on-feet
to off-feet ratios merely by changing
the focus of the teacher's reinforcement.
These four factors were present during
the off-feet reversal time. We are thus
led to conclude that the return to high
off-feet behavior is most likely due to
one factor that was correspondingly
changed - the teacher reinforcement pro-
cedure. If the teacher's social reinforce-
ment were not a causal factor, removing
this reinforcement would not change
Dee's on-feet to off-feet behavior ratio.

If you answered that one of the
four factors could account for Dee's
increased on-feet behavior, you are in
a predicament. If any of these factors
were responsible for the increased on-
feet behavior then Dee should have con-
tinued her improvement during the reversal

Question 2 cont'd.

positive social reinforcement of the on-
feet behavior. Other explanations are
possible. Dee's increased on-feet behavior
might be explained by at least some of the
following: a) the reinforcement of walk-
ing itself; b) increased familiarity with
the nursery school setting; c) the ex-
panded range of rewarding objects (toys
and people) made possible by walking;
d) possible physical factors (such as
illness, fatigue, physiological matura-
tion). Decide which explanation, if my,
you think is correct. Give reasons for
your choice.

Answer 2:

.e-
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Answer 2 cont'd.

procedure because these factors were all
present at that time. The fact that Dee
reverted to her off-feet behavior implies
that any effects of these factors were over-
shadowed by the teacher's positive social
reinforcement.

Whether researcher or critic, be alert
in any research for other explanations and
assess their plausibility. The investiga-
tor's use of a manipulated variable design
was effective in dealing with what otherwise
would have been reasonable alternative ex-
planations.

Question 3.

This study is a cause-and-effect study:
attention to on-feet behavior (X) causes a
child to change her behavior (Y). It is
commonly thought that phenomena are explained
when causes can be correctly identified.
How can we best explain Dee's behavior?
Three forms of explanation are as follows:

A. The covering law form. A single instance
is explained when it is subsumed under a
general law which "covers" the particular
case. For example, the specific instance
in which a spherical object can pass through
an iron ring only when the ring is heated
is explained by the general law that heat
causes a metal object to expand.

B. The manipulated variable form. Event X
is said to be a cause of Y because when the
experimenter permits X to be present, he gets
Y, and when he removes X, he fails to get Y.

C. The coherent pattern form. Event X is
said to relate to event Y when the many
descriptive elements in these events are
shown to "fit" together to form a pattern'
of relations. In such a case, multiple
causes, some occurring together and some

Question 3.

This study is a cause - and - effect

study; attention to on-feet behavior (X)
causes a child to change her behavior (Y).
It is commonly thmIght that phenomena
are explained when causes can be cor-
rectly identified. How can we best
explain Dee's behavior? Three forms
of explanation are as follows:

A. The covering law form. A single
instance is explained when it is
subsumed under a general law which
"covers" the particular case. For
example, the specific instance in which
a spherical object car pass through
an iron ring only when the ring is
heated is explained by the general
law that heat causes a metal object to
expand.

as

B. The manipulated variable form.
Event X is said to be a cause of Y
because when the experimenter permits
X to be present, he gets Y, and when
he removes X, he fails to get Y.
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occurring as a sequence of events, are des-
cribed Thus, to explain the causal relations
betwee X and Y it is necessary to give a
full a count of the elements involved.
This is the historian's, or case study,' form
of explanation.

One reason we found this study to be
particularly interesting is that the investi-
gators provide a rich assortment of evidence
to'support the claim that attention to on-
feet behavior caused Dee to change her be-
havior. It is possible to (and we would
like you to) explain Dee's behavior using each
Of the three forms of explanation described
above. Specifically, in regard to each of
these three forms of explanation:

1. cite material from the article itself
which could be used to explain the change
in Dee's behavior; and

2. give reasons for being critical of
each of these explanations.

Thus, for example, your answer to Question
3A 1 would need to identify a general law and
shoat,) ew one could claim it "covers" this
particular case. In 3A 2 your response will
be a criticism of the explanation presented
in 3A 1.

Note: A complete answer to this question will
have six sections: 3A 1, 3A 2, 3B 1, 3B 2,
3C 1, 3C 2. Further, we are not asking you
to pick one form of explanation as "correct."
Critically discuss how each applies in this
study.

Answer 3.

A. Cornelia law form.

1) Evidence:

One way to express the covering general
law is: behavior is strengthened when it is
followed by a reward (reinforcement);

C. The coherent pattern form. Event X
is said to relate to event Y when the
many descriptive elements in these
events are shown to "fit" together to
form a pattern of relations. In such a
case, multiple causes, some occurring
together and some occurring as a se7
quence of events, are described. Thus,

to explain the causal relations be-
tween X and Y it is necessary to give
a full account of the elements involved.
This is the historian's, or case study,
form of explanation.

One reason we found this study to be
particularly interesting is that the
investigators provide a rich assortment
of evidence to support the claim that
attention to on-feet behavior sgysed
Dee to change her behavibr. It bp
possible to (and we would like you to)
explain Dee's behavior using each of
the three forms of explanation described
above. Specifically, in regard to
each of these three forms of explana-
tion:

1. cite material from the article
itself which could be used to explain
the change in Dee's behavior; and

2. give reasons for being critical
of each of these explanations.

Thus, for example, your answer to ues-

tion 3A I would need to identify a
general law anti show how one could
claim it "covers" this particular-case.
In 3A 2 your response will be a criticism
of the explanation presented in 3A 1.

Note: A complete answer to this ques-
tion will have six sections: 3A 1, 3A 2,
3B 1, 3B 2, 3C 1, 3C 2. Further, we are
not asking you-to pick one form of ex7
planation as "correct." Critically
'discuss how each applies in this study.
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Answer 3 cont'd.

conversely, behavior is weakened or elimi-
nated when it is not rewarded. The on-feet
behavior was strengthened because it was
followed by a reinforcement (adult attention).
Animal trainers, teachers, and parents have
used something like behavior =edification
for centuries by providing food, gold stars,
or treats when their charges performed desired
behaviors. We generally conclude that the
cause of behavior change is reward. Dee's
change in behavior (from off-feet to on-feet)
is the special case subsumed under the law of
reinforcement.

2) Criticises

The specific instance (the Dee case)
in this study does not fit the general law
completely. Recall in connection with Ques-
tion 1 that some of the positive behavior
(e.g. greater social adjustment, playini near
other children, etc.) was NOT weakened when
Dee's on-feet behavior was no longer re-
warded. It is perfectly acceptable to claim,
as the investigators do, "...that there were
soarces of social reinforcement not in coor-
dination with those controlled in the experi-
ment." (p.121) It is important, however,
to be able to identify these reinforcers in-
dependently of whether or not they'have an
effect. If only those actions which change
behavior are called reinforcers then the law
that reinforcement changes behavior must be
true by definitions it is untestable.

Because it is convenient to do so and
not because it is a direct answer to question
3A 2, We make the following two observations
about laws and the covering, law form of ex-
planation. First, more than one law can ac-
count for the same observation. The covering
law foam thus permits multiple explanations
of the same observations. Second, when causal
explanations take this coverieg law form we
generally do not ask for further explanation
Pine! these events are coalmen and familiar
in the experience of most people. But we may
find a law-like relation between events X and Y

Answer 3:
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Answer 3 cont'd.

and still feel that the relation has not
been adequately explained. For example, we
may see that heat causes a metal object to
oxpand, but we may still feel that we do not
have a completely satisfactory explanation
of expansion of metals. Similarly, we may
feel that "reinforcement" is not a satisfactory
explanation.

B. The manipulated variable form.

1) Evidence:

Clearly, the investigators were manipu-
lating an event and studying the resulting
effects. The investigators purposefully in-
creased teacher attention to Dee's on-feet
behavior and gave no attention to off-feet
behavior (X present), then purposefully re-
versed attention procedures (X withdrawn), \
and finally reinstated the original attention \
procedure (X again present). Increased on-
feet behavior (Y) was evidenced when attention
was directed toward it (X present) and when
such attention was reversed, (X withdrawn),
the investigators failed to get (Y).

2) Criticism:

The manipulated variable form of explana-
tion is usually attacked on grounds that
other factors vary as X is manipulated, or
that event X is too broadly stated and that
the real cause of Y is only some component
of event X

Some students have correctly observed
that reinforcement was not withdrawn but rather
the particular behavior reinforced was varied.
Since Dee received teacher attention all
the time, it is not too surprising that some of_
Dee's changes (e.g. greater social adjustment)
did not deteriorate during the 2-day reverse
reinforcement period. Nevertheless, the con-
clusion that the specific focus of the re-
inforcement caused the change in Dee's on --
feet to off-feet ratio, is not weakened by
the reasoning above and this conclusion would
seem inescapable if it were not for some
added reservations spelled out below.

Answer 3 cont'd,
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Answer 3 cont'd. Answer 3 cont'd.

We are struck by the puzzling fact
that Dee resumed her old off-feet habits
immediately upon beginning the first day
of the 2-day period in which attention

--procedures were reversed. If these atten-
tion procedures were such powerful condi-
tioners, then why, on the day immediately
following the final reversal of procedures
was there virtually no lessening of off-
feet behavior (see Curve 3)?

We are left wondering how much off-
feet behavior would have.occurred during
the critical 2 -day, period had no change
in procedure been instituted. The data
In Curves 1 and 2 would have been more
convincing had similar data been shown
for the other children. We are told, for
example, that Dee's playmates in the doll
corner were also off their feet. The pro-
portion of time a child will spend on his
feet depends to some extent upon the type
of activity in which he is engaged. We
speculate that during these particular
two days Dee perhaps chose to spend more
time indoors involved in activities that
naturally lent themselves to off-feet
behavior.

C. The coherent pattern form.

1) Evidence:

A case study admits complex events
taking place over a significant period of
time with many variables. The investigators
report many of these descriptive details:
the family background; Dee's entry behavior;
the puzzling fact that she regressed to
crawling (strong withdrawal behavior to
usual friendly, warm teacher approaches);
mother's reports; the development of the
study through the various reinforcement
procedures, social adjustment; and post
checks made at irregular intervals for a
year subsequent to the study. (Teachers
agreed that Dee's improved behavior was
stable.) The inve=tigators attempt to show
how all these facts fit together in a sen-
sible way.
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Answer 3 cont'd.

2) Criticism:

The main criticism is that not enough
of Dee's life prior to entry into nursery
school is given: nor do we know enough
about Dee's life outside nursery school
(21 hours of each day). Specifically,
we have no information about why Dee might
have started to regress to crawling be-
havior. We could speculate that her
younger brothers (aged 8 months and 18
months) were both still crawling and that
while they were reward& (attention given)
Dee was not. Finally, we need more des-
cription of what other adult and child
behavior might have been reinforcing to
Dee.

We believe that events are explained
when a sufficiently rich description of
these events leaves us without further
significant questions to ask. The in-
completeness of this report leads us to
describe it as a demonstration study
rather than a case study. It is a demon-
stration of the application of the prin-
ciple of reinforcement rather than an ex-
planation of how and why these principles
work.

Question 4.

One person wrote that, "...the study
would have been better if: a) reliability
checks had been made on ail the recordings;
b) recordings had been available for more
time: and c) there had been better docu-
mentation of what was happening at the
various tires the child was on-feet and
off-feet." Do you agree? If not, why not?
if yes, do you think such improved record
keeping might have changed the authors'
conclusions? In what way(s)?

Answer 3 cont'd.

Question 4:

One person wrote that "...the study
would have been better if: a) reliability
checks had been made on all the record-
ings; b) recordings had been available
for more time; and c) there had been
better documentation of what was hap-
pening at the various times the child
was on-feet and off-feet." Do you agree?
If not, why not? If yes, do you think
such improved record keeping might
have changed the authors' conclusions?
In what way(s)?
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Answer 4.

We agree.17The procedures used in
this study were much more casual than those
we would generally expect to find in educa-
tional and psychological research. Dee was
(4464v.-.4 systematically only a portion of
the time. The change in percent of time
off-feet from the 2-day reverse reinfcrce-
ment period to the second reversal period
might be accounted for by normal, expected
variation. Without a longer, more detailed
accounting of percent off-feet statistics,
we have little basis for assessing the
fluctuation which did occur.

We have no indication of how reliably
the observers were able to record Dee's
behavior. Particularly welcome would be
information on inter-rater reliability; that
is the extent to which the ratings of several
judges observing the same occurrences agree.
Further, the investigators rely on teachers'
judgments and impressions which may be sub-
ject to bias due to their own expectancies.

If we had more precise and complete
data, the speculations we made in our answer
to Question 3B 2 would not have been nec-
essary. Although we doubt that such data
would change the main conclusion, there
nevertheless remains the possibility that
Such alternative explanations (chance fluc-
tuation, nature of the activities Dee engaged
in, and so forth) would be supported.

Question 5.

Cite four strengths (i.e. desirable
features) of this investigation. Attempt
to identify distinct types of strengths.

Answer 5.

There are many positive things to be
said about this investigation. A few
strengths are listed below, but this list
Should not be considered complete.

Answer 4:

Question 5.

Cite four strengths (i.e. desir-
able features) of this investigation.
Attempt fo identify distinct types of
strengths.

Answer 5:
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Answer 5 cont'd.

1. An experimental situation was manipu-
lated by the investigators. When the
isZtrkmusZigisi. variable is manipulated by

the' experimenter, vim. have a very strong
technjque for investigating the existence
of causal relations. The fact that the
investigators provided, then removed, and
then restored attention to the on-feet
behavior of Dee provides strong evidence
that this attontion uas a cause of whatever
effects varied systematically with changes
in attention. The evidence is such stronger
than, for example, if the investigators
merely increased attention to the on-feet
behavior and observed the results.

2. The investigators displayed a concern
for the possible negative consequences
on Dee of their study. The investigators
were prepared to terminate the reversal
condition if Dee showed, "...any evidence of
detrimental effects, such as loss of speech,
crying, or other emotional behavior."
Researchers do not have unlimited rights
to manipulate their subjects. The rationale
that society will benefit from such findings
is not sufficient to harm, psychologically
or physically, the particular subjects
used in search for greater knowledge.
The researcher has an obligation to protect
the individual.

3. We cormend the _nvestigators for seizing
an interesting opportunity (the discovery
of Dee) for special study. Signific:aht
research is often conducted when the research
is triggered by a puzzling observation or
fortuitous event. Had the investigators
first plaLned caret it system of observation,
for example, and then sought to find a Dee,
a more smoothly executed study might have
been the result, but only if a Dee could then
be found. It is- better to do what you can
with an interesting situation *at presents
itself than to let it pass unstudied.

Answer 5 cont'd.
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Answer 5 cont'd. Answer 5 cont'd.

4. The study has direct relevance for
educational practices. The major variable
is one that can be manipulated by teachers
in classrooms or other situations. Thet
is, it is in the power of teachers to
force desired behaviors by such social re-
wards, although we admit that, in some
senses, the situation described in this in-
vestigation was well suited for this purpose.
The fact the study was conducted in a
schooling situation using techniques easily
learned facilitates its adoption by others.

5. The study did provide evidence about
the effect of positive reinforcement.
Thus, in the conduct of the study, sup-
portable knowledge claims were made.

6. One person commented that a strength
of the study was:

To make nursery school teachers
and student observers more sensi-
tive about the effectiveness of
their own behavior in shaping chil-
dren's responses. One child
changed; many teachers were. One
can imagine the hours of meeting
time that were devoted to planning
and discussing this study and its
implication; no doubt this was

excellent in-service education of the
teachers and their apprentices.

We note the values of research are not
limited to the supportable knowledge claims.
Inquiry is s form of learning and is often
as valuable as a process itself as for the
direct results it supports.

7. The investigators considered several
dependent variables (e.g. social adjustment)
and not just the single variable of on-
feet behavior. They were concerned both
with the long range results of the experi-
ment (as evidenced by their follow -up
c1ecks) and with the unintended as'well as
the anticipated outcomes.
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8. One child was benefited directly. Answer 5 cont'd.

9. The problem was well stated, the ar-
ticle was logically organized and the
nature of the reinforcement was expli-
citly defined.
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SPECIAL NOTES

p. 352, p. 35G: Putative creativity-measures means generally Emidgrulgle.
creativity treasures.

p. 354: Replace the first sentence under the subheading "Design" with the follow-
ing:

The experiment lent itself to an analysis of variance design with
motivating-condition as the within subjects variable and order-of-
motivating condition and students within order-of-motivating condition
as the between subjects variables.

The above sentence, which replaces the inaccurate statement in the published
report, indicates that the statistical analysis of variance involved three variably
1).motivating condition (interesting task interrupted, uninteresting task interrup
ted), 2) order-of-motivating-condition (interesting task interrupted first, unin-
interesting task interrupted first), and 3) students within order-of-motivating
condition (16 students who were interrupted first from an interesting task and
16 students who were interrupted first from an uninteresting task). motivating
condition 4,considered as a "within subjects variable" because the two conditions
being compared (interesting task interrupted, uninteresting task interrupted)
involve the same 32 students. Variables 2) and 3) are "between subjects variables
because the comparison of the two orders and the comparison among the students
each involves different subjects.

p. 355: Omit the last tdo lines above the headirg, DISCUSSION. By "Groups Under
Order of Motivating Condition" t%c investigators must mean students within order-
of-motivating condition, ani a sinificanse test of this variable is not possible
given the design used in the study.

,

p. 356: The creativity-intolliranoe dichotomy is the separation of creativity an
intelligence into distinct traits so that teing highly intelligent doe;
not wecesirily mer,n being creative zr-A vice verra.

ORIENTING QUESTIC9 OF APPRAISAL

Any study will probably coiitain !-eyweaknesses and strengths es well as
several more minor ones. By key, we maan those aspects of the study upon which tt
,ialue of the work vests rost heavily, and without which the study would be reduces
kip.ikedly in worth. In an empirical study such as this one, tex. areas include:
A) quality of reasoning from problem statement data to conclusions and implicatior
B) methods of work (including instrumentation, design and analysis); and C-) defem
of the problem's significance. Provide a critique of the key aspects of the stud)
which emphasized its key flaws and is organized into the three areas just identifi
Do not concern yourself at this stage with key strengths of the study.
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CRITIQUE

A. Reasoning from Problem to Data to Conclusions:

BaskotdConsicles.

1. "Motivation and Creativity: The Context Effect 4"-is-timiler-to-the-vast----
majority of empirical investigations in education in Oat the purpose of the
research is to discover and to explain relationships between variables. Now
these variables are defined and described is therefore crucial to the value of
any such investigation.

2. The variables of this study are described at varying levels of abstrac-
tion. At a level close to the events, the variables are referred to as the kind
of task interrupted (i.e., crossing out n's and 6's, or activities indicated by th
teacher as interesting) and as the total number of responses and total number of
unique responses to several specific questions. At the highest level of abstrac-
tion, context and creativity are the variables being related, and motivation is
seen as the construct (or abstract umcchanism") which explains the relationship.

3. The import of a scientific study increases greatly when an investigation
is concerned with variables'at higher levels of abstraction. There are two relate
reasons for this point. First, predictions which cover a wider range of obser-
vables are possible. Thus, for example, if a relationship is described in terms
of creativity, then we can predict the relation to hold for other valid measures
of creativity. On the other hand, if a relationship is examined its terms of
number of uses of a newspaper, then we have a poorer basis for predicting perfor-
mance with other kinds of measures. The more specific the terms of the examinatio
the more specific and therefore limited will be the valid applications. Secondly
the use of constructs helps us to explain the reasons for the relationship. If

we want to understand the reasons for a relationship, if we want to know the
extent of this relationship, and if we want to know how to allow for this relatice
ship in the practice of education, it is important to set the observed relation-
ship into an explanatory system or theory. Some of these ideas are illUstrated
by Figure 1.

m High

41.Constructs:F0-1Itextleativityj
a
ti

1
Abstraction

1

o
n

Low
Observed Treatment Test
Variables:

Condition. Performance

Figure 1. Variables considered in the present study and their professed
interrelationship.

1
Not expected to have been stated in a model critique but offered here

for pedagogical purposes.



5. As Just indicated above, the Importance of a study is greatly enhanced
when it rises beyond providing the relation between observed variables and yields
an inferred relation among constructs. Out the validity of this inferred relation
depends in turn upon the validity of the observed variables used to measure the
constructs and upon the adequacy of the intervening constructs. Consequently,
following is our assessment of the context, creativity. and motivation constructs

they arc invo;ved in the study.

Context:

6. In the broadest sense used in this study, context is seen as, "the
ongoing activities interrupted by the test procedures." Other statements in
the study lead one to believe that a defining property of the independent
variable if the knowledge of the child that he will be returned to the task
designated as "interesting" or "uninteresting". But it isn't clear, when we
interpret the results, whether differences in scores are to be attributed to
some perceived contrast between past activity and present test-taking tasks,
or to anticipation of some future experience. This difficulty is Illustrated
by Figure 2. ek

7.

Before
Condition yesting After Testing

Interesting interesting 7 Resume pretesting activity-
Activity E

r
.'

i.e., return to interest-
ing task

Uninteresting Cress out n's
and 6's

T Resume pretesting activity-
i.e., return to crossing

Fig. 2 Study Design

out n's and 6's
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8. The difference in test performance under the two conditions
might be due to the nature of the interrupted before testing task (as the investi-
gators suggest) or to the differential pull of the anticipated post-testing
activities. For example, students in the uninteresting condition might have per-
formed better on the tests nut because they were happy to get out of an unple- ,

sant task but because they persisted the test to delay their return to the
unpleasant task. The study design do not permit one to assess which context
(the pre-testing or the post-testing) is the more important.

Motivation:

9. The investigators eepear to have been too quick to infer that moti-
vation'is the appropriate construct to be used to explain the differential
test performance. Other concepts which could explain the result's include:
need for novelty, desire to return to a pleasant state, drive fdh optimal
stimulation, etc. Still other concepts are suggested by the vast literature
dealing with work conditions and production. fie did not include the Ziegarnik
effect (the ability to recall unfinished tasks more than completed ones) because
there is no reason to believe that the "interesting" and "uninteresting" Alasks
would have a differential "pull" since both were interrupted tasks.

10. It is possible to argue that all the additional concepts being suggested
are really what is meant by motivation--that is, that motivation is any drive,
desire or need.- Such a concept of motivation is so broad and pervasive that
it canbe used to "explain" just about everything and, consequently, explains
nothing. There is no way to distinguish motivating from non-motivating contexts
that is independent of test performance.

Creativity:

11. There is no attempt made to show that the tests employed are adequate
tests of creativity. In fact, this task is disavowed:

It is not our intention here to deal with the issue
of whether these tests measure 'creativity' or
something else. In this regard ue tend tc side with
Cronbach who argues that 'creativity' is too value laden
and that names for particular tests should be used to
designate the measure in question.

This move on the part of the investigators succeeds in insulating the argument
from the objection that creativity is not really measured by the test but
the price of this success is the triviality of the conclusion. He ca
conclude that there is a relation between context and some test scores rather
than betueen context and creativity.

However, in spite of the quotation cited above, the investigators
believe themserves to be dealing with creativity. In numerous places in the--"44-
text, as welt. as in the title and the abstract, the investigators refer to the
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dependent variable as creativity measures. Further, the most plausible reason,
for lumping together the scores of the three tests when drawing conclusions is
that the three tests are measures of the sane thing, presumably creativity.

13. The investigators are trying to have it both ways. They want to eat
their cake (protect themselves from the objection that creativity is not really
measured by the tests) ar'd have it too (use "creativity measures" in the discussion
and conclusions).

Be Methods of Work

14. At this point in the review, we shall consider as the variables of
interest the kind of task interrupted and the score on selected tests. Even
at this low level of abstraction, three aspects o' the research procedure hinder
our interpretation of the relationship found: namely, the atypical character of
the interrupted tasks, especially the uninteresting one; the inadequate descrip-
tion of the testing situation; and the use of a special school (WOIS) as the
locus for the research.

Atypical Character of the Interrupted Tasks:

15. An immediate, practical result of the discovery of a context effect would
be to alert the educational practitioner and researcher to the need to be con-
cerned with the ectivity a child is engaged in prior to any testing situation. ee

By using tasks seen as unrepresentative of the school situation (such as crossin4
out letters and numbers) the investigators reduce the likelihood that their
findings will have relevance to other situations.

16. In defense of the investigators, it is someti9e4 wise to attempt to
obtain the relationship desired using extreme conditions which, in this case,
would bt very boring and very interesting tasks. If the effects are not evident
given extreme conditions, the investigator can feel quite safe in concluding
the independent variable is not an important determiner of test performance
In a more usual situation. If the effects are evident under extreme conditions
then future research can be directed toward the assessment of the effect in
a variety of more realistic situations.

Inadequate Description of the Testing_Situation:

17. There is a gross lack of information given about the. conduct of the
creativity testing. The reader needs assurance that the testing conditions were
identical under the two motivating conditions. Were the tests administered in
a group situation (with the two motivating conditions separate) so that if
some child were brave enough to get up and leave others might follow? What
subtle cues about how long the children could work on the task may have been
present? What were the children told about how long they could work on the tests,
and were these instructions consistent with instructions usually given for
such tests? Did the children think that if they "finished" early they could
(orehadeto).returnearly to*the task which had been interrupted? In short,
there are far too many unanswered questions about the administration of the



tests. The entire difference in test scores under the two condition% might be
explained by the factors just identified.

Use of a Special School:

18. The importance of the nature of the interrupted task might not have
been sn marked had the study been conducted in a more typieel school setting.
The child in a special school may view the interesting and uninteresting activ-
ities as quite different in kind, and thus capable of producing marked differences
in test performance. In a regular school, the variety of tasks which could be
interrupted by testing would likely differ by degree rather than by kind - in
fact the testing situatinn eight be seen as an enjoyable diversion regardless
of the task interrupted. He do not claim that such speculation on our part
is correct; we only remind you that studies conducted in a very special situa-
tion may not generalize beyond it.

Note About Analysis:

19. We do take some exception to the, way the data were analyzed and reported.
tee doubt, however, that our interpretation of results would be much changed
had a more adequate analysis been performed. A great many readers cited the
use of only 32 pupils as a weakness of the study. Ile were not bothered by this
sample size for two reasons. First, since each pupil was tested under two condi-
tions, the effective sample size was greater than 32. Second, large samples
are desired to help insure that real differences in conditions will be detected
and not attributed to change. However, a larger sample was not needed because
the results of the present study were statistically significant even with the
*small" sample used. (The specific questions and answers section of these
apprsesil-materials deals, in part, with data analysis and interpretation.)

C. 5.19nipletEteLche Problem

20. Ore student, in appraising the research problem, argued:

- This study has' very little educational signi-
ficance. The primary reason is that they sought
to demonstrate something which is alreadywell
accepted by psychologists and educaears. It
should surprise no one to find that level of
motivation has an effect on the performance on
a test which is at least partially scored on the
basis of number of responses emitted.

The .investigators themselves admit that others have shown the effect of
motivation on test performance. The present study, however, deals with a
motivational context of special interest to educators - namely, what the
child was doing before taking the tests. It seems to us very important to
know whether scores on tests such a: those given in this study can be influ-
enced to such a large extent by something as seemingly innocuous as the nature
of the activity preceding the test administration.
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21. Thus, we view the research emblem to be significant. Because of the
many concerns discussed above, however, we feel that the chief value of the
study as conducted is only to remind and caution us that some attention to
context ii-FiVATed when testing for creativity. The findings, nevertheless,
are provocative enough to warrant additional research on the question.

tot



SPECIFIC QUESTIONS*

1. The "...study was suggested by some unexpected findings
that we encountered in our evaluation of the innovative
educational program...". Is it legitimate to develop
research from unexpected findings? Explain why you
answered as you did.

1. Yes, it Is legitimate to develop research from an
unexpected finding. A puzzling observation, an
anomaly, or an unusual situation has often been the
precursor of significant research. Mat is unexpected
Is, of course, a function of what is expected. in this
use the educational expectation of increased creativity
for children in a school setting stimulating inquiry and
free choice was not upheld. The educators expected these
children to be more, not less, creative then children in
traditional schools.

Every situation has its idiosyncratic aspects. If cne
looks at enough features in a given situation, one or
mare of the observables is apt to look unusual by chance
alone. Thus, although a puzzlement in one situation
mloist well stimulate further study in an effort to seek
replication or explananticn of the phenomena, the first
occurrence of a puzzlement should not be taken too
seriously in and of itself. All perplexities are not
worthy of serious further investigation.

Student Response

Unexpected findings, "suggest that some important vari-
ables had not been considered or that there is some flaw
In the experimental design."

Our Reply

A good point. Before rushing out to seek replication
of an unexpected.finding, the researcher should re-
examine all the c4ocedures of the study which resulted
in such phenomena in search of "flaws" which may alone
account for the puzzling observation.

1. The "...study was
suggested by some
unexpected findings ?
that we encountered
In our evaluation of
the Innovative edu-
cational program...".
Is it legitimate to
develop research from
unexpected findings?
Explain why you
answered as you did.

*WTI: The order of these questions is the same as the paragraph sequence
of the published paper.



2. The unexpected findings which motivated the present study
resulted from a comparison of c,rid of Inquiry School
children with children selecte-, "from names on the
waiting list for acceptance into WIS". In this earlier
evaluation of the WOIS and its effect on creativity do
you approve of matching the experimental group children
with children from the waiting list, or do you think the
investigators should have selected the control children
randomly from the public schools regardless of whether
they were 00 the waiting list? Why?

2. When comparisons are ,to be made, validity cen be maximized
if the comparison groups are as identical as possible
except for the variables to be examined. if the two
groups of school children were different before the one
group attended the 11015, then it is difficult to separate
these initial differences from the effects the 1/015 was
responsible fer. Of the two choices given in '4oestion 2,
taking control children from the waiting lists nppcers tti
be more valid. We can infer that Such children are more
likely to come from a home environment more similar to
the actual WOIS children than children whose parents chose
to send them to public schools.

2. The unexpected find-
ings which motivated
the present study
resulted from a com-
parison of World of
Inquiry School
children with child-
ren selected, "from
names on the waiting
list for acceptance
Into WOIS". In this

earlier evaluation of
the MO1S and its
effect on creativity
do you approve of
matching the experi-

mental group children
with children From
the waiting list, or
do you think the
investigators should

elected that
children
from the

Of course, the answer to Question 2 would be different if
there were telly a few children on the waiting list (and
thus obtaining a good match with the WOIS children would
be Impossible) or if there is :ome systematic bias in the
way in which the children who were made to wait were
different from those who were accepted immediately.
Thus, before Oyler) a firo answer to Question 2, it would
be helpful to know why some children were accepted and some
children were mado to watt. In the absence of a differential
;election policy, we support the investigators' tactic of
choosing ceitrois from the waiting list group.

Student Alloale

The investigators should nave chosen the control group
randomly from the general population to, "give more
credence to the generalizability of the study." Further,

"those on the waiting list are a special pcputation,
perhaps more 'creative' (or motivated) than the average
public sehool student."

Our kepis',

Our question refers to an earlier study which had produced
the unexpected findings regarding "creativity". The purpose
of that earlier study was to evaluate the WOOS. It was

therefore necessary to use children who were as identical
to the UOIS children as possible so that the differences
between the two groups of "dents could be attributed to

have
contr
random!
public schools
regardless of
whether they were
on the waiting list?
Why?



Our Reply (continued)

the WOIS experiences rather than other factors.
To be sure, the students in the VOSS may be atypical
and the ratings of effectiveness of the 111)1S may
not generalize to a more typical student population.
But for the rather specific purpose of determining
If the W01S itself had any impact at all, it is
necessary that the comparison group be as atypical
(in the same ways) as the students in the school.
A good available source fora control group was the
LAOIS waiting list, the soucce actually used.

ttudentitssponse

"It seems to me that the choice of control group
depends on the question the researchers wanted to
be able to answer. If the question was, Are children
in the MIS more 'creative' than children in public
schools?, then the control group should be chosen
randomly. However, such a question would not tell
us anything about the effect of the WOIS curriculum
on encouraging 'creativity' in its students.
Children on the waiting list, however, have already
been admitted to the school, and therefore ought to
be more 'similar', by whatever criteria the UOIS
uses for admission, to the WOIS school population
than a random sample of public school pupils.
Thus, if UOIS pupils performed better on the
battery then potential WOIS pupils, one would
be In a position to infer that, for children
likely to meet WOIS standards, the,WOIS curriculum
does promote 'creativity' to a greater degree than
does the public school curriculum."

Our

We agree..

3. The investigators state (p. 353, paragraph I):
"Inasmuch as each child who participated In the
study served as his own control, we made no attempt
to control for or to equate individual differences
In ability." (a) What does it mean for a child
to serve as his own control? (b) 'tare the
researchers justified In not equating individual
differences?

10

3. The Investigators
state (p. 353,
paragraph I):
"Inasmuch as each
childwho participate'
in.tha study served a
his own control, we
made no attempt to
control for or to
equate individual
differences In
ability." (a) What



(a) To serve as their own control means that obser-
vations to be compared involve the same objects
(usually people). in thit, study, the students
served as their own controls since the test scores
to be compared were produced by the same children -
once after they were interrupted from an interesting
task and once after they were Interrupted from an
uninteresting task.

Student !lesponse

lihen a child serves as his own control, you have "a
repeated measures design."

Our !eply

That R correct. "Repeated measures" occurs most
frequantly In the statistical literature concerned
with the analysis of experimental data obtained when
subjects serve as their on control.

Student Response

To serve as his own control means "the behavior and
responses of each child were reflected from his own
personal experience", or that "children were stratified
by age," or that "children were matched."

puir.,Reply

These answers are incorrect.

(b) Yes, the investigators were justified in not
equating individual differences in ability. They
did not wish to match students and restrict the
population of children any more than was already
the case by virtue of the fact that only WOIS
students were Involved in the study. Further,

it was not necessary to pick carefully the
Children because of primary interest In the
study was the comparison between each pupil's
score under motivating condition I and his own
score under motivating condition 2.

h. Should different (but matched) children have been used
in the two motivating conditions rather than exposing
the same children to both conditions? l'hy?

does it mean for a
child to serve as
hil Own control? (b)

Were the researchers
Justified in not
equating individual
differences?

4. Should different (bu
matched) children
have been used In th
two motivating con-
ditions rather than
exposing the same
children to both
conditions? Why?
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%. This Is an extremely difficult question to answer.
Any research design is a compromise. Using children
as their own control in a repeated measures design,
as in this study, has both advantages and disadvantages
over the design in which matched groups of children
are employed. It Is a trade-off.

In the use of performance measures, individual dif-
ferences account for most of the variability and
treatments (such as the two motivating conditions)
often make relatively little dlfferente. Since this
Is the case, it is -important that differences among
the Individuals in the two treatment groups be as
small as possible so that the relatively small treat-
ment (context) effect will not be masked. The great
advantage of the design actually used (the subjects
as their own control design) is that the differences
between the individuals in the two treatment groups
has been minimized. Indeed, they are the same people.
A proper evaluation of the motivation conditions
effects would involve a comparison of the magnitude
of the difference in test performance under the two
conditions, with the magnitude of the "unaccounted"
for differences. Uhen the subjects are their own
control, the unaccounted for differences are re-
duced tremendously, making us more confident of the
accuracy of the treatment differences observed.

ThedsaWback to using subjects as their own control
is that such a design does not protect against what
is called a,differential "carry over" effect. To
illustrate this effect, assume that instead of two
motivating /conditions, two drugs, A and B, were
used. Further assume that drug A affects perfor-
mance while drug 0 does not, and the effect of
drug A Is carried over to the time that drug B Is
tested. Any measure of the performance of the
group that received drug B second would not be
a true indication of the effect of drug.B 0100e,
since drug A would still be in effect, and any
conclusions would thus be In error. Since
differential carry-over effects are unlikely in
the study as actually conducted, we would support
the repeated measures design actually employed
by the investigators.

Student,Responses

"Using different children would have produced a
tighter control on any testing or practice effect."

"There was a definite possibility of contamination
In the design. Being exposed to the first form of
the test might well have influenced the nature of
the responses to the second form."

"Having to take two equivalent forms of the same
test might Involve a carry-over so that the child
would remember and become more proficient the
second time the test Is taken."



"Scale type of learning took place during the
first testing and perhaps some modifications
occur between the first and second testing."

Our Reply

The practice or testing effect Is controlled since the
order in which the two treatment conditions are given
Is counterbalanced -- half the children are first
removed from an interesting task, half the children
are first removed from the uninteresting task. Thus,
the above student responses are not completely
accurate; they need to specify that any "contamination"
or "carry-over" effect would be differential in nature
as explained in the second parag771717157a77Initial
answer to this question. My would this practice
effect or learning be greater (or less) going from
motivating condition 1 to motivating condition 2
then going from condition 2 to 11

Student Responses

Use of the same children is preferable to employing
matched groups because: (I) "there was no pretest
to help make a good match," (ii) "selection bias
would take place," (iii) "it Is hard to equate
groups," and (iv) there are "too many variables to
match children."

Our Reply

For matching to be maximally effective, two conditions
need to be met. First, using matching variables highly
related to the criterion measures (creativity scores in
this study). If, as Implied In student response (i),
such matching variables are not available, then the
effectiveness of the matching strategy would be reduced.
Second, random assignment to the two treatment conditions
be made after matching has taken place. This procedure
protects against the selection bias referred to in
student response (ii). As long as the above two con-
ditions are met, matching can be highly effective and
free from bias. Contrary to that implied in responses
(iii) and (iv), the groups need not be equated on
numerous voriables.

5. The investigators state (p. 353, paragraph I) that having
children from several grades and of different ages allows
for greater generality of conclusions than if a more
homogeneous group were used. Do you agree? Explain.
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5. Yes, Isn investigator can make broader conclusions when
he has employed a variety of subject types or has done
his research in a variety of research settings. This
statement presupposes that the investigator has analyzed
his data by these subgroups. In this study, the investi-
gators have performed such analysis for several age groups.
We are HOT saying that the same conclusioliwill necessarily
be valid for each of the various groups and research
settings, but only that given proper analysis, one will
be able to make a more general set of conclusions using
a heterogeneous mixture of subjects than if a homogeneous
subject pool is used.

Student Responses

"One must have adequate numbers to generalize with con-
fidence."

"Since the sample was so small, it may be difficult to
generalize for several grades and different ages."

"WOIS kids are not a normal group."

Our Reply.

This point is well taken. Because of the few child-
ren in each subcategory, the likelihood Is small that
the investigator will be able to make statements about
the differences by such subgroups with confidence.
Further, the special school setting limits generall-
zability to such schools. Thus, while we definitely
agree with the investigators' statement as provided
In question 5, at the same time we recognize that
the generaiizability actually achieved in the study
Is limited.

6. The researchers should have used more than one Puerto
Rican student because it is too likely that an
unusual student was in some way chosen. Comment.

, 6. If the investigators wished to generalize their
results to Puerto Rican students, then clearly more
Puerto Rican students are needed for this purpose.
The one student may not be typical. If the researchers
wish to generalize to the WOIS population (as they
clearly state they do), then nne Puerto Rican, the
investigators assure us, makes about the right pro-
portion. In fact, to use many more than one such
student would make the sample unrepresentative of
the WOIS population and hinder attempts to make
accurate generalizations about the school population.

6. The researchers
should have used
more than one
Puerto Rican student
because It is too
likely that an
unusual student
was In some way
chosen. Comment.



7. Do you think it was important that the Investigators show 7.

the two forms of the creativity tests to be equivalent?
Why?

7. Although a sensible thing to do, having strict equivalence
between the two forms of the tests was not essential.
Recall that the order in which the test formswere
administered was counterbalanced: that is, half the
time one form as given first and half the time\the
other form was given first. Although not explicitly
stated, we believe it reasonable to assume that half
the time one form was given after the uninteresting
task was interrupted and half the time the other form
was given after the uninteresting task. Thus, we can
expect any differences in the formd (such as gree
of difficulty) to balance out since neither of the .

motivating conditions or order-of-motivating con-
ditions is associated with one Conn of the test more
than the other Corm. In this study, equating the
forms of the tests is a reasonablel but not essential,
procedure to follow.

Student Response

It was important to show that the two forms of the tests
were equivalent because "If the difficulty of the tests
were different, no conclusions could be reached." Further,
"the differences found in the results could be due to the
tests rather than to the treatment."

Our R_Iptly

tie disagree, for reasons given in our initial answer to
this question. Had the investigators not used a counter-
balanced design, then we too would have wanted the tests
equivalent.

Student Responses

"If the tests had not been equivalent, it would not have
been possible to accurately measure score changes."

"It would be very difficult, if not impossible, to get
accurate, valid measurement of a child's difference in
scores if the difficulty of the tests were different."

Our Reply

it is certainly true that it is difficult to interpret
an individual child's difference in the scores of two
tests if the tests don't have equivalent units. But

In this investigation xi individual's difference score
was not even computed. Each mean that was computed
(see Table 1 in the research report) involved an
equal number of scores on the two forms of the test.
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8. "The 'interesting' condition was determined by the
child's own interests as indicated by the teacher."
Do you approve of this procedure? Explain.

8. We approve of this procedure and other approaches too.
Of course, the investigators and readers want some
assurance that the task engaged in was interesting
to the child. One way to do that Is to get such
assurance from the child himself. Another reason-
able way, it seems to us, is to trust the teachers'
judgments, the procedure actually followed. Both of
these approaches, asking the child himself and asking
the teacher, may be subject to a bias produced when
activities are reported or judged to be more interesting
than they really are. (The effect of such a b =as is
to reduce the difference between "Interesting" and
uninteresting activities and, consequently.rto make
more difficult finding significant differences
between the two treatments.)

Another possible procedure would have been to parallel
what was done for the uninteresting task and put all
the students in a situation the investigators believe
to be interesting to the vast majority of the children.
The problem with this procedure is that it is difficult
to devise a task one can be sure will be of high
interest to a substantial number of Children. The
advantage of this procedure is that it makes it
possible to specify exactly what the interesting
task is and to control when the child will be ready
to begin testing.

As said before, research design involves compromises
and trade-offs. Using teachers' Judgments seems to
be a reasonable choice, although we would defend
as well the other two procedures we mentioned.

Student Responses

"I'm not'sure that the teacher can accurately
determine those conditions i!hich are interesting
toe child,"--

"Teachers may sometimes be deceived as to a parti-
cular child's interest."

"It would have been better to get the child's
Interest from himself."

"I would tend to trust the involved person's
judgment more."

"Let the child speak for himself."

. 16
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Our Reply

These are all reasonable responses. As indicated In
our initial answer to this question, "One way ... is

to get such assurance from the child himself." We
admit that when possible, measuring something in the
most direct available way is often the best procedure.
in this case, such a procedure would Involved going
straight to the child and asking pointedly how
interested he is in a particular activity.

Student Responses

"I could only accept the teacher's determination of
each child's interest if I knew exactly how she
determined it. There is evidence of a lack of
control here."

"I don't feel the researchers described this
procedure well enough."

Our Reply

Perfectly appropriate reactions.

Student Response

1 do not like the procedure of using a teacher's judgment
because "this Is not an objective method of assessing
the interesting condition."

"No -- these are subjective observations."

Our Reply

By "subjective" we assume the students mean that not
all observers would agree with the teacher that the
child was interested in a particular task. it is

true that there is a subjective element in this
method of assessment, and it is also true that
when inter-judge agreement Is absent, the ratings
of any one person are very likely to be invalid.
Nevertheless, we would caution against an off-
hand dismissal of all subjective measurements.
The phenomena we may have the greatest difficulty
measuring may sometimes be those most worth
measuring. One must often ask whether it is
better to measure something trivial well or to
measure something Important poorly.



9. One critic of this study stated that the research
assumes for its validity that all children were
equally interested in the "interesting" activity.
Do you agree with this statement? Why?

9. We disagree. The assumption being made is that any
given child will be substantially more interested
in the "intererting" task than in the "uninteresting"
activity. There is no reason why all children must
be equally interested in their "Interesting" activity,
nor is it reasonable to assume they will be. The
comparisons of interest are between individual
performances under different conditions and not among
children in the same condition.

Student Responses

"There Is no way to say that all children were
equally Interested."

"It is very difficult to measure equal interest."

"The general category, is interested, Is too
gross."

"The researchers, did not take into account the
degree of interest in the interesting activity."

"The term interesting can change from day to
day with this age group."

Our Reply

The above statements seem to us to be irrelevant
to the question asked. The ieplication in the
above student responses is that it would be
virtually Impossible to demonstrate whether or
not the children were equally Interested in
the "interesting" activity. Although this
claim may be true, Question 9 merely asks
if there must be equal interest for the
study to be valid.

10. The researchers state that eech child doing the
uninteresting task "was given the same
instructions about leaving to 'play games' and
about returning- to the ongoing activity," as the
children In the interesting task condition had
received. Do you approve of using the same
Instructions in both situations? Tel) why you
answered as you did.
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10. We do approve of using the same instructions in
.both situations. Inc want the two motivating
conditions to be as identical as possible in
all respects except for those variables the
investigators explicitly wish to study. Such
similarity makes interpretation of results less
ambiguous.

Student Responses

"The use of the words 'play games' could have
influenced the attitude of the child."

"It does not make good common sense to instruct
a child to leave an interesting activity to go
play games."

'IN: 'return to 'Ongoing activity' phrase seems
to provide a key to the results, i.e. child
interrupted from the uninteresting task took
more time and gave more responses before return-
ing."

Our Reply,

One can take exception to .the wording of the
instructions, as did the students whose responses
are quoted above, and still believe, as we do,
that the instructions should be the same for
both treatment groups. (Of course "ongoing
activity" will mean different things depending
on which kind of task was interrupted. Out .

this difference was precisely the difference
the investigators wanted to study.)

II. In order to support the claim that the
interesting and uninteresting tasks indeed
held those qualities for the children tested,
the investigators reported their qualitative
impressions of the students' feelings about
being interrupted; e.g., "That the ongoing
activity was indeed interesting to the child
was evidenced by the groans, grimaces and
footdragging that accompanied the examiner's
request" and "The children complained while
doing the (uninteresting) task, some called
it 'stupid,' and...were uniformly delighted
when their participation in the games was
requested." Do you approve of such Impres-
sionistic reporting in research studies of
this type? tlhy?

the same instructions
In both situations?
Tell why you answered
as you did.
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II. tie approve of such impressionistic reporting. The
researcher should be alert to make observations of all
phenomena associated with the research investigation.
Such observations help U3 to interpret the more
objective data which are avallable. They provide a
fuller picture of the research context and, in this
study, lend support to the judgments about task
interestedness. Of course, the investigator must
be alert to the possibility of experimenter bias
and to evidence which is contrary to his position
as well as to that which supports his position, and
to report both kinds of observations.

Student Responses

We do not approve of such reporting because "children
do not mean what they say."

"Emotions wuld have Peen made for other reasons.''

"Children very often imitate the expressions cf
their peers without actually feeling the same way."

"The investigators appear to h;we jumped to conclusions
In the matter of children's behavior."

Our Reply

The above responses clearly suggest that the children's
behavior should not be taken at face value and that
caution should be exerted in interpreting these
impressions of the children's feelings. Decause the
impressions may be difficult to interpret, howe -1!r,
does not lead us to abandon them altogether.

Student lResponses

He do not approve of such reporting because it "calls
for subjective judgment."

"Firidings should Include only quantitative measures."

"Impressions are not an mpirical.measurement."

"Reports are not objective -- but interesting!"

Our Reply,

See our reply to the last set of student reactions to
Question 8.
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12. Mote the design as indicated in the first full paragraph
of page 354 above the subheading "Design." The investi-
gators want to claim that the kind of activity engaged
In (interrupted) before taking the "cre:Alvity" tests
affects test performance. Now many of the following
variables have been controlled; that is, which vavi-
*Isles are ruled out by the design end alternative
explanations for the differential test results found:
(e) order in which the two kinds of pretest activities
were interrupted; (b) form of the creativity tests;
(c) sex of the child; (d) age of the child; (e)
"real creativity" of the child?

12. All five variables were controlled. We cannot attri-
bute the observed differences between scores on the
"creativity" tests which were taken after an interesting
task was interrupted and the scores of the tests after
the uninteresting task, to differences In the order in
which the two kinds of pretest activities were inter-
rupted; half the children were interrupted from the
uninteresting task and the other half were inter-
rupted from the interesting task first. Further,
scores from the two forms of the test are equally
represented in the two secs of scores being compared.
(See Table 1.) Finally, since each child was his
own control - that is, was being compared against
himself - the sex, age and other characteristics
such as "real creativity" were also being controlled.
The utilization of a design which rules out so many
rival explanations to account for the observed
differences in test scores under two different moti-
vating conditions is cne of the strengths of the
present study.

Student Responses

"No attew was mode to measure 'real creativity'."

"We ene dared to define 'rtai creativity'."

"Creativity is only a function of the test used."

Our Reap

Variables, such as size of little toe and "real creativity"
can ye controlled in an experiment even if measurements
of these variables are not made or are not possible. One
way to do this is bar random asfignment to treatment groups.
Another way to control ability and personality characteris-
tics Is to administer the different treatments to the same
person -- the technique actually us:cd by the investigators.
Since the same people are involved' in the two conditions,
one cannot claim that the reason for differences In test
scores between treatments is because the subjects
in one condition were older, had more "real creativity,"
or had longer little toes.
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Student Responses

"1 don't know what you mean by 'real creativity'."

'Ile concept 'real creativity' confuses me."

"What the hell does 'real creativity' mean?"

Uur Reply

We too don't know what "real creativity" means. tie

used this vague term o emphasize the point that it
doesn't matter what such terms mean (for purposes
of the issues discussed In this question) since
each child is being compared to himself/herself.
it is in this sense that we say that "reel creativity"
has been controlled; it has been ruled out as an
explanation for the finding of treatment difference.

;3. Competent critiques of experiments require the
reviewer to comprehend fully the research design.
Especially when several variables are used, many
readers find it useful to construct schematic
diagrams to serve as a visual reminder of tpe
experimental set-up. For example, if three]
students (S

I
, S

2
and S.2) received treatment M

and three other students received treatment M/
2'

this arrangement might be pictured as shown in
equivalent finures 13-1 and 13-2.
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S
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For the present et..;d7, consider how the design used
for the analysis of variance calculations might tit
illustrated. First, review the special note about
p. 351!. Second, pick which one(s) of the four
schematic diagrams below correctly display(s) the
design used.

You do not need to know anything about analysis of
variance to answer this question. You do need to
know that M

1

was used to represent the interesting
motivation condition and 112 the uninteresting
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motivation condition. Further, 0, and 02 represent
.the two orders in which the motivating conditions
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Mote: For ease of representation, the dots are
used to signify the omission of some of
the students and their scores.

13. Diagrams 13a and 13c are equivalent and correct
ways to illustrate the analysis of variance design
which was used. in both diagrams note that a
different set of 16 students belongs to each
order-of-motivating condition. (in technical
'Jargon, the variable, student, is nested within
the variable, order-of-motivating condition.)
Further, note that each person provides scores
under both motivating conditions. (In technical
jargon, the variable, student, is crossed with
motivating condition.)

Diagram 13b is not a correct representation
because each student is shnwn receiving only
one of the two motivating conditions and as
contributing but one (rather than two) scores
on each dependent variable. Design 13d has
each student contributing four scores on
each dependent variable and has him receiving
the motivating conditions under both orders.
It too is incorrect.

14. On p. 354, under the subheading "Design," the
researchers mention both an age effect and
an "age by motivational condition interaction
effect." If there were an age effect in this
study, it would mean that the average creativity
test Scores for the several age groups differed --
that children of different ages, as a group, did
sot do equally well on the creativity tests.

One of the key concepts of empirical research
is the interaction between two variables. What
would have to be true about the creativity test
scores of the children if there was an "age by
motivational condition interaction effect?"
The purpose of this question and the discussion
to follow Is to help you be clear about the
meaning of the term, interaction, rather than
to ask you about your opinion whether it is
reasonable to expect such an interaction.)
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A. The presence of an age by motivational condition
Interaction effect would mean that the differences
in creativity test performance under the two
motivating conditions would vary among the
several age groups. In other words, such an
interaction effect would mean thot the differences
In the effect (on test performance) of the kind
of activity interrupted depends upon the age of
the child involved.

Student Responses

Interaction between motivational condition and
age occurs when "motivational condition affects
each age differently."

"it would tell that the affect that motivational
condition had was not the same for all age levels."

"The older the child the greater the difference
between the two test scores."

"Each age group's amount of score change (under
the two conditions) is different from that of
each of the other group's."

Our Reply

These responses are essentially correct.

Student Responses

"if there was an age by motivational condition
effect, the scores would differ depending on
the age of the child."

"As one grows older, his creativity scores
increase (go higher) or vice versa."

"The older the child, the higher the test
scores would be."

"The scores would vary from aye to age."

Our_Reply

These responses are incorrect. They describe
what wouldbe true if there were an age effect,
but they do not describe an interaction effect
between see end motivational condition on test
score.

5
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15. (a) What dependent variables were used in the
study? (b) Is it a good idea to use more than

dependent variable in a study? Why?

15. ( The dependent variables are those which
a affected by the values of the other vari-
ables e values "depend" upon the
conditions under which an investigation is
conducted. In this study, the dependent
variables are measured by the creativity
tests for the effect on such tests is of
interest. More specifically, three separate
creativity tests were used and two scores -
number of responses and number of unique
responses - were computed for each test.
However, for use In the analysis of variance,
the-researchers added the number of responses
from all three tests to form a new composite
variable. They also computed a total uniqueness
score by adding the unique response scores for
the three tests. These latter scores are
reported in the paragraph below Table t on

P. 355.

Student Responses

"The dependent variables were the interesting tasks
and the uninteresting tasks."

"Conditions before testing, interesting or
uninteresting.1:

"Motivatik"

Our Re2.1.y.

These responses are not correct. Th', nature of
the interrupted task (that is, the motivating
condition) was the primary IflDEPENDENT variable
of the ctidy w4+05, offect on the dependent variables
was being studied.

Student Responses

"Score change was the dependent variable."

"The changed scores between the two tests."

26
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Our Reply,

it is reasonable to think of the dependent vari-
ables as change scores on the several indices of
creativity. For example, the statistical test
of the difference between creativity scores
under the two motivating conditions is equi-
valent to the statistical test of whether the
mean change score is zero.

)$. (b) Although there are some inconveniences
and possibilities for contamination, on balance
we approve strongly of multiple dependent vari-
ables in a study since it is possible that the
effects being sought will show up for some
dependent variables and not for others. A
study of the pattern of these results can
provide a more complete insight into the
phenomena under consideration.

tSudent Responses

"Using more than one dependent variable is a
good idea because it gives a better check on
treatment effects."

"Yes, you have a stronger case for generaliz-
ability when you use more than one test."

"Yes, it Is well to use more dependent vari-
ables in order to get more information."

"Yes, especially with a concept like creativity
where a definite universel instrument is not
available."

"Using several dependent measures is an -

efficient way of collecting a lotjof data
at once. Also, if the variable 41asured is
not well defined, as is the case here, using
none than one measure provides a way of con-
verging on the concept under consideration."

our Reply

Us concur with these reasons.



16. On p. 354 under the main heading RESULTS, Is
written: "Motivatine condition. The F for this
variable was 51.56 and was sigolficant beyond
the .01 level." (a) tlhat was significant?
(b) What does it mean to be "significant beyond
the .01 level?" (if you have not studied
statisCscs, you probably will not be able
to answer these questions. Nevertheless, you
should staAy our discussion for it is intended
to help yeti understand frequently used state -
ments like the we quoted above.)

16. (a) SirIctly speaking it is the value of F
which is significant. (F refers to a statistic
computed as part of the analysis of variance.)
Also, the 25 point difference in mean number
of responses produced under the uninteresting
(57.09) and interesting (32.09) conditions
was "sienificant" in the statistical sense
of the word.

(b) if the null hypothesis of no difference
In the meens of the test :,:gyres obtained under
the two motivating conditions were true, then
the probability of obtaining the size dif-
ferences reported in Table 1 (or differences
even more extreme) Is less than one chance in
a hundred. in this case, significance means
rejecting the notion of equal group means in
the population. "Beyond the .01 level" means
that the probability is less than (i.e.,
"beyond") .01 that sample results as extreme
as those found would occur if the eo difference
hypothesis were true.

Student Responses

To be significint beyond the .01 level means
that "only 15, of the time will such (extreme)
results occur because of chance or sampling
error."

"The probability is less than 1% that the
observed data (or those more extreme) could
have occurred only by chance."
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16. On p. 354 under the
main heading RESULTS,
Is written: "Mati-
vatin
The F for this vari-
able was 51.56 and
was significant
beyond the .01 level."
(a) Mat was sigqifi-
cant? (b) Nhat does
it mean to be "signi-
ficant beyond the .01
level?" (If you have
not studied statistics,
you probably will not
be able to answer
these questions.
nevertheless, you
should study our
discussion for It IS
intended to help you
understand frequently
used statements like
the one quoted above.)
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Our Reply.

These interpretations are correct. note that
they discuss the probability of the observed
data occurring if something (chance alone
operating) were really true. A statement of
a student that "the (expression) indicates

such results as these would happen less
than 1% of the time" is correct as far as it
goes -- but it needs the qualifying phrase,
if chance alone were operating, to be com-
pletely correct.

Student Responses

"Significant beyond the .01 level means that
the probability of results having been influ-
enced by chance is lef:s than 1%."

"The probability for the chance could be
happened less than 1%." (sic)

"Less than 1% possibility that results were
obtained by chance."

"It means that less than .01 of the time,
chance will be the only causative factor."

Our Reelx

The above responses and their variants are the
most frequently made, and they are not correct.
Equally incorrect are statements that you are
99% confident that chance alone was operating --
e.g. "the chance that differences in creativity
scores are caused by manipulation of motivating
conditions, and not by chance, is at least 99/100."

The difficulty with these responses is that they
state the probability that something is really
true beyond the sample results. (In this classical
use of probability, either chance alone was
operating or it wasn't -- the probability is
either 1 or 0.) You should carefully compare our
initial answer to this question and the first set
of student responses which we said were correct
to the set of student responses directly above
which we labeled as incorrect. The former give
the probability of sample results given a correct
chance-alone hypothesis (the correct inter-
pretation); the latter give the probability
of the chance-alone hypothesis being correct
given the sample results which were found (the
incorrect interpretation).



17 Although admitting that norms are not required
to test the hypothesis of the study, one student
suggested that if national norms for the creativity
tests had been reported by the Investigators, we
could see whether the uninteresting task was
responsible for better-than-expected performance
or, alternatively, whether the interesting task
was responsible for poorer-than-expected perfor-
mancP. Do you agree"( Explain.

17. Vie do not agree. Because the WIS students in
the study may not be typical of the test
standardization group, we cannot determine now
the MIS students might have scored, without
any unusual pretest conditions, compared with
a norm group. Their mean score might have been
either lower or, more like'.;, higher than the
norm group mean. Since we cannot establish that
the earn group me?-1 and the UNS group mean under
normal Lestiog conuitious woeld he the same., any
comparieon cif the test restiitc with norm group
scores would be a meaningless endeavor. For
example, if the uninteresting task group scorer.
above the norm group mean and the interesting
task group scores at the norm group mean, it could
be that; (a) the uninteresting task spurred the
students on to better-than-expected performance
or that, (b) the interesting task lowered the
performance below the level expected of UOiS
students.

Somewhat aside, it might have been useful to
have a third matched group from the same ,fulS
population take the tests under standardized
administration conditions. Such a third group
(a) could help determine if the uninteresting
task had a positive effect, the interesting
task a negativft effect, or both, and (b) could
provide data on the typicalness of the tIOIS
children on the creativity measures. However,
on investigator cannot study all the questions
he/she might like to, or, in a single study,
cannot gather all the data of some benefit.
Priorities must be made. lie do not criticize
the researchers of this study for failure to
include such a control group.
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17. Although admitting
that norms are not
required to test the
hypothesis of the
study, one student
suggested that if
national norms for
the creativity tests
had been reported by
the investigators, we
could see whether the
uninteresting task
was responsible for
better-than-expected
performance or,
alternatively,
whether the interest-
ing task was responsi-
ble for poorer-than-
expected performance.
DO you agree? Cxplaio



Student Responses

"What conditions were the norms obtained under?
Conditions of motivation were probably not con-
sidered for the norms; therefore, they are not
relevant to this experiment."

"No, norms would not be useful because they were
not derived under the same experimental conditions
as the study."

Our Malt

These students seem to miss the point of the
question. It is recognized that the context
of testing was different between that found
in the study end that present when the tests
were notfied. The question asked whether,
therefore, the difference between the WOIS
and norm results could tell us anything about
how the context of testing effects test per-
formance -- specifically whether it tended
to raise the results (of one of the motivating
groups) or lower the results of another. For
the reasons given in our initial answer, we
concluded that the norm information would not be
of much value.

About the middle of p. 355 the researchers
speculate why, contrary to all the other
children, two children gave more responses
when taken away from an interesting task
than when taken away from An uninteresting
task. Should they have made this kind of
speculation in a paper of this type? Comment.

18. Definitely. The purpose of research is to
explain phenomena. It is quite proper, in
fact laudatory. that the investigators share
their insights with the reader even though
they cannot prove their claims. It is con-

sidered good research form to separate
speculation and after the fact opinionating
from the line of theorizing to which the
study was specifically directed. The
investigators have clearly made this
division.
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18. About the middle of
P. 355 the researchers
speculate why, con-
trary to all the
other children; two
children gave more
responses when taken
away from an interest-
ing task than when
taken away from an
uninteresting task.
Should they have
made this kind of
speculation in a
paper of this type?
Comment.



Student Responses

"Yes, It seems reasonable to suggest a possible
reason for a result that doesn't 'fit'. It

might lead to further investigation, just as
their original speculation lead to this study."

Our Reply

We agree.

Student Responses

"This speculation was not otcessary, especially
since the investleatars did not state any
attempt toward as-l-group analysis."

"...sugneats that age should have bee, one of
the variables."

"Although the ag variable was not incorporated
into the design. ."

"If they want to replicate, they may want to
consider the age factor."

Our Reply.

Although age was not included in the analysis of
variance calculation, the creativity test data
associated with the two motivation conditions
reporled in Table I were further subdivided by
age groups. Contrary in the student responses
quoted atave, the age factor was a variable in
the design and was considered.

21. A bit further down on p. .355 the investigators
write: "...nor were there significant sex dif-
ferences with respect to the motivational factor".
To what kind of significance (statistical or
practical) are the investigators referring here?
Or can't we tell?

21. The type of significance is not clear. Hot
enough information is given to answer the
question with certainty. The researchers
could be referring to statistical signifi-
cance although they do not report conducting
any significance test of such an hypothesis.

21. A bit further down

on P. 355 the investi-
gators write: "...nor
were there significant
sex differences with
respect to the-motl-
vational factor". To
what kind of signifi-
cance (statistical or
practical) are the
investigators refer-
ring.here? Or can't
we tell?



On the other hand, the investigators could
merely have noted the differences in mean
scores under the two motivating conditions
for each sex and concluded, without conducting
a statistical test, that the differences of these
differences were not of practical significance
(that Is, were not very important).

student Responses

(a) "I think the significance they were refer-
ring to is the fact that girls tend to do
better on tests requiring verbal responses."

(b) "No sign;ficance differences is an interest-
ing observation to makt bvcause 1 would
guess girls to he more creative than boys."

(c) "I assumed the researchers were saying that
there was no difference in the motivation
of boys and girls."

Our Reply

These responses illustrate a confusion about the
differences being discussed. Regarding response
(0, differences in motivation are not involved
for motivational condition (type of task inter-
rupted) is an Independent -- not a dependent --
variable which is assigned to the children. By

no significant sex differences with respect to
the motivational factor the investigators are
7erring to a lack of interaction between sex
and motivational condition. That is, they are
not claiming that boys and girls scored about
the same on the creativity tests (as implied
in response b), but rather that the differences
under the two motivating conditions for boys
and the corresponding differences for girls were
themselves not significantly different.

20. In the abstract and at the botton of p. 355, the
researchers state that one -group was almost twice
as creative as the other. !that assumption about
test scores is necessary to justify this remark?
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20. in the abstract and
at the botton of p.
355, the researchers
state that one group
was almost twice as
creative as the other.
Mat assumption about
test scores is
necessary to justify
this remark?



20. The assumption is that stating twice as many
uses for objects (the results reported by the
investigators) means having twice the creativity.
(in more technical language, the assumption is
that the test scores measure creativity at the
neasurement level called a ratio scale.) The
sentences in question would have been more
accurate and less misleading if they had been
worded either in terms of "twice as many
responses" or "significantly more 'creative."

student Responses

Many students :Ale "hat "the teete must he
valid retai.iures of creativity."

Cur Reply_

This is correct, as far as it goes. More than
validity Is required, however, before we can
make the twice-as-creative interpretation.
Our thermoneter is a valid measure of tempera-
ture, but we would not ssy a reading of an
outside temperature of G indicaSes twice
the heat of a reading of 30. (0 Does not
indicate absolute lack of heat Just as zero
number of responses on the creativity test
does not indicate absolute lack of creativity.)

Student Responses

"The standardized norms of a test have to be

r
kn n before one can make the assumption that
on group was twice as creative as the other."

Our Reply.

We disagree. Although having norms would permit
es to make a comparison with the performances
of such a standardized sample, they would not,
by some mylterious process, give to the scores
this ratio scale property about which we spoke.

21. In the top paragraph of p. 356, the investi-
gators Imply relevance of their study to the
creativity-intelligence dichotomy. Is their
study relevant in this regard? (See special
note about p. 356.)
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21. In the top para-
graph of p. 356, the
investigato-s imply
relevance of their
study to the creati-
vity-intelligence
dichotomy. Is their
study relevant in
this regard? (See

special note about
p. 356.)



21. 40 know of no relevance of this work to the
creativity-intellisence thchutmy and are at
a loss to explain why ahy reference to it was
made.

Student Responses

"While this study does not disprove the
creativity-intelligence dichotomy, it
implies that moth.ating factors may be as
Important or mors important in generating
creative responses."

Perhaps the study 1)4'. relevance to the
ereativity-inelligence dichotomy "iii the
sense that a relationship between creativity
and intelligence should take motivation into
account'.

"Tangentially relevant to the Larger problem
of defiring 'creative ability' distinct from
'intelligent tehavior'."

Our Reply

Although the above student responses have merit,
at best they only make a case for a most indirect
kind of relevance that the study might have to the
question of whether intelligence elle) creativity
are distinct traits.

22. What would you say Is the main conclusion of
the study?

22. The investigators would probably claim that
their rrin conclusion is that their results:
.$ ...highlight the Importance of considering
motivational context effects whenever we
evaluate psycholo9i-el or educational test
performance." (This conclusion can be worded
many ways and stIll retain its essence --
that test wr-formance depends upon moti-
vation or, in le:55 abstract terms, that the
type of tns!: englged in prior to testiny
can markedly effect a child's measured
creativity.) z.egardless which wording you
prefer, because of any weaknes-es (especially
those discussed in the general critique) we
cennot zsscss this study a rigorous
ezamination of motivational context effects.
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22. Mar would you say
is the main conclu-

sion of the study?



Student Alluonse

"A-valld conclusion cannot be drawn from an
invalid study."

Our Peely

WM disagree. For example, fortune telltrs
are frequently right, especially when.pre-
dictIons are made which agree with one's
expectations. One student, frustrated by
our anlwer to question 22, said: "Out I

feel that we can and should consider the
motivational factor in psychological
testing." We feel that way too, but ,war
conviction was but slightly strengthened
by this particular investigation.

id

Jason Millman and D. Bob Gowln

Cornell University
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Tampering with Nature'in Elementary School Science."

Joanne Reynolds Bronars
The Educational Forum

November 1968

1. Bronars is responding to the need to
undertake, "A careful examination of
the assumptions underlying experimen-
tation with living things in the ele-
mentary school science program." What
common name or classification do we
give to this kind of critical analysis?

Usually we think of such studies as
philosophical research. Somewhat aside, we
would like.to point out that, one of the tra-
ditional tasks taken on by philosophers of
education has been the examination of educa-
tional theories and practices so that the
basic assumptions and values inherent in

'f',them may be uncovered and clearly displayed
or all to sle21 ,The Bronars article follows

this traditional form of philosophical re-

search, as it presents an aspect of the ele-
mentary school science curriculum and probes
beneath the surface of a set of particular
activities to ask normative questions about
what values we may inadvertently teach by
engaging students in such activities.

The obvious audience to which this and a
host of similar philosophical articles is
addressed is the educational practitioner,
forcing him to be reflective aboUt his prac-
tice, not in terms of its efficiency or tech-
nical propriety, but more fundamentally in
terms of its broadly human and ethical dimen-
sions. Since the time of Socrates, philos-
ophers have served as such "gad-flies" to
force the public and personal reflection up-
on our basic values, beliefs, and attitudes,
and to thereby bring us to lead the "examined
life." Especially in so basic a human activ-
ity as education, such an examination is essen-
tial to allow us to consider wisely what we
are about in terms of its deepest dimensions
land far - reaching ramifications for the nur-
turing of human beings in the ways of civil-
ized life.

1. Bronars is responding to the
need to undertake, "A care-
ful examination of the assump-
tions underlying experimentation
with living things in the ele-
mentary school science program."
What common name or classifica-
tion do we give to this kind of
critical analysis?

Answer:
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2. Is the Bronars article an educational
research paper?

Yes. It is a study of educational prac-
tices, but it is not primarily an empirical
study (i.e., it is theory-based rather than
experiment based). The predominance of em-
pirical research in education, and the con-
sequent stress on the methodologies of such
research, seems to lead many people to be-
lieve that only empirical studies conform-
ing to certain methodological norms are prop-
erly called "research." Typically, philosoph-
ical research continues the oldest tradition
of research--that based on careful observa-
tion of the world and reasoned thought about
it.

3. One form that logical arguments about
educational practice can take is the
practical syllogism. This form usually
has three parts: 1) the normative pre-
mise(s), i.e., a statement of what is
good; 2) the empirical claims or alleged
facts in the case; and 3) the value
judgments or conclusions about what
should be done. It is never explicitly
stated in the Bronars article but one
possible argument is the following:

Normative premise: Reverence for life is
a good thing.

Empirical claims: a) Many elementary
school teaching practices in use today
do not instill a reverence for life.
b) There are educational practices avail-
able which do instill a reverence for
life.

Conclusion: Adopt these preferred prac-
tices.

Does the fact that this argument contains
normative judgments make the argument in-

11 valid?

2. Is the Bronars article an
educational research paper?

Answer:

3 One form that logical arguments
about educational practice can
take is the practical syllogism.
This form usually has th3ee parts:
1) the normative premise(s), i.e.,
a statement of what is good; 2)
the empirical claims or alleged
facts in the case; and 3) the
value judgments cr conclusions
about what should be done. It

is never explicitly stated in the
Bronars article but one possible
argument is the following:

Normative premise: Reverence for
life is a good thing.

Empirical claims: a) Many ele-
mentary school teaching prac-
tices in use today do not instill
a reverence for life. b) There
are educational practices avail-
able which do instill a reverence
for life.

Conclusion: Adopt these pre-
ferred practices.

Does the fact that this argument
contains normative judgments make
the argument invalid?
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3. cont'd

No. It is a valid argument. Since the
conclusions follow from the premises, we say
that the argument is valid. The facts as
claimed or alleged, however, may not be true
as stated. (Note: Logical validity is
not the same concept as empirical (fact-
based) validity. It is unfortunate that
the language of research uses the same
term, "validity," in two very distinctly
different ways.)

4. The article contains the recommenda-
tion to change the orientation of ele-
mentary science programs from experi-
mentation with living things to obser-
vation of them. Is this change neces-
sary in the light of the normative
premise, "reverence for life is a good
thing?"

No. We agree with Bronars who answered
our question (personal communication) as
follows:

"The normative premise is not that
of unqualified reverence for life but
rather the importance of a developed
attitude toward nature which involves
a sense of purpose and responsibility.
The point is not that experimentation
should not be carried on, but that
when it is carried on it is for the
purpose of thoughtfully conceived ends
which adults have assumed responsibil-
ity for achieving. That is why I am
suggesting that the focus be upon ob-
serving where children are concerned."

5. The investigator considers three assump-
tions people use in support of practices
that "tamper with nature." If we assume
that her arguments against them are con-
clusive, does such a refutation of the
assumptions conclusively support her
main argument? Why or why not?

Answer:

4. The article contains the reco-
mmendation to change the orien-
tation of elementary science
programs from experimentation
with living things to observation
of them. Is this change neces-
sary in the light of the norma-
tive premise, "reverence for
life is a good thing?"

Answer:

5. The investigator considers
three assumptions people use in
support of practices that "tam-
per with nature." If we assume
that her arguments against them
are conclusive, does such a
refutation of the assumptions
conclusively support her main
argument? Why or why not?
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5. cont'd

No. They are logically independent.
That is, a person could either agree or
disagree with each assumption and still
either agree or disagree with recommenda-
tions for educational practice.

Even if all three assumptions are rejec-
ted, as Bronars rejects them, a person could
still agree or disagree with her educational
recommendations.

6. Bronars is concerned with what children
learn when they have learning experiences
involving the killing of flies and grass-
hoppers. To what kind of learning might
she have appealed to support her argument?

Many empirical researchers and educational
thinkers have commented on the notion of inci-
dental or collateral learning. It is always

Oappropriate to ask what el children are learn-
ing when we teach them. T Bronars article
stimulates us to ask if we are teaching chil-
dren to disregard reverence for life when we
use living organisms as subjects of experi-
ments in school. We would expect empirical
research to show that in some cases we do en-
gender the "wrong" belief systems through such
experiments.

7. Does this article contain any data?

Yes. Check page 277 where Bronars reports
responses obtained from college students which
indicate a continuum of attitudes toward liv-
ing things, plus the reasons which justify
these attitudes. She also quotes a datum
from the New York Times about the availabil-
ity of living creatures from a publishing
company. She also reports other information
that is properly considered data.

8. Bronars takes exception to some of the
present classroom practices in elemen-
tary school science. a) Upon what sources

Answer:

6. Bronars is concerned with what
children learn when they have
learning experiences involving
the killing of flies and grass-
hoppers. To what kind of learn-
ing might she have appealed to
support her argument?

Answer:

7. Does this article contain any
data?

Answer:

8. Bronars takes exception to
some of the present classroom
practices in elementary school
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8. cont'd

of information does Bronars draw to
describe these practices? b) Is there
any reason to doubt the validity of her
description of these classroom prac-
tices? c) Is it important that her
description be valid?

a) Elementary school science textbooks.

b) Units recommended by textbook writers
may not be the ones actually used in the class-
room. Observation of classrooms or reports
of activities actually taking place in class-
rooms would be more valid indicators of
classroom practices.

c) Yes and no. If the practices Bronars
is complaining about occur only infrequen-
tly, then the article no longer has much
practical significance. On the other hand,
as long as some teachers behave as described

) (which is most assuredly the case), then the
validity of the article turns not on the fre-
quency of these "objectionable" practices
but on the clarity and coherence of the argu-
ments.

9. Does the information in the second half
of page 277 help Bronars to reject Assump-
tion #2 on page 276?

The data will help to the degree that the
responses made by college students and refer-
red to in the article will generalize to chil-
dren. Bronars' data have force only to the
degree that we assume children would respond
in a similar way.

10. Write out Bronar's definition of the word
"pest." Most primary dictionary defini-
tions call attention to the historical
origin of the word, and define "pest" as
any organism capable of causing a fatal
disease in epidemic proportions. Obvi-
ously her definition differs from the
primary definition of most dictionaries.
Characterize this difference and discuss

science, a) Upon what sources
of information does Bronars
draw to describe these practices?
b) Is There any reason to doubt
the validity of her descrip-
tion of these classroom practices?
c) Is it important that her des-
cription be valid?

Answer:

J

9. Does the information in the
second half of page 277 help
Bronars to reject Assumption
#2 on page 276?

Answer:

10. Write out Bronar's definition
of the word "pest." Most pri-
mary dictionary definitions
call attention to the historical
origin of the word, and define
"pest" as any organism capable
of causing a fatal disease in
epidemic proportions. Obviously
her definition differs from the
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10. cont'd

its importance in terms of Bronars'argu-
ment.

Bronars defines "pest" as "something which
causes inconvenience to the one employing the
term." Thus Bronars treats "pest" as an eval-
uative term; the primary dictionary definition
is descriptive.

Bronars argues that what some adults (e.g.,
Science Text writers) consider to be pests
and worthless, other people (sucaLas teachers
and children in their classes) may not con-
sider as pests and, therefore, should not be
harmed. This argument requires that "pest"
not be considered a descriptive term (in which
case there would be widespread agreement).
Rather, her argument requires an evalua-
tive definition so that "we cannot describe
certain living things as pests or se."
4p. 277). Bronars stipulates her defini-
tion of pest, and that this definition con-
tains within it the evaluative phrase, "in-
convenience to one employing the term."
She has chosen one meaning of "pest" over
other meanings readily associated with the
term without giving explicit reasons for
rejecting the alternative (and competing)
meanings. The science textbook writers
would be equally justified in asserting that
for them "pest" is a descriptive term applied
to organisms that cause fatal diseases and
epidemics.

However Bronars responds:
"While the primary dictionary

definition of the term 'pest' is
descriptive I wished to draw atten-
tion to the evaluative one. I

agree that I should have spelled
out my reasons for doing so. In

the same way, however, the text-
book writers need to explain their
use of the term. As the experi-
ment is set forth the fly is not
killed because he is a 'pest' (des-
criptive) but because it is assumed
that no one will object to its
being used as a victim. There are

Answer:

primary definition of most dic-
tionaries. Characterize this
difference and discuss its im-
portance in terms of Brono.rs'
argument.
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10. cont'd

other attitudes towards flies, how-
ever, as seen in some of the Scien-
tific American articles on their
IireciEri7ifere reference is made
to their beauty and to other kinds
of characteristics."

We might add to this by quoting Uncle
Tdby's reaction to flies, from Tristram
Shandy:

"-Go- says he, one day at
dinner, to an overgrown fly which
had buzzed about his nose, and tor-
mented him cruelly all dinner-time -
and which, after infinite attempts,
he had caught at last, as it flew
by him; - I'll not hurt thee, says
my Uncle Toby, rising from his chair,
and going across the room with the
fly in his hand, - I'll not hurt a
hair of thy head: - Go, says he,
lifting up the sash, and opening
his hand as he spoke, to let it
escape; - go poor devil, get thee
gone, why should I hurt thee? - This
world surely is wide enough to hold
both thee and me."

The difference, between evaluative
and descriptive definitions of terms, isn't
very important with regard to Bronars' paper.
It is however generally an important point.
Too often in educational research, where the
value issues continually impinge on every
significant problem, we find this slippage
between a descriptive and evaluative defin-
ition of some key term. The shift of mean-
ings is often very subtle, and is something
one should be constantly on guard to catch.

11. Bronars writes, "Pain is a philosophical
concept, not a publicly observable phe-
nomenon." (p. 277, paragraph 2). Give
reasons for accepting or rejecting this
statement.

11. Bronars writes, "Pain is a
philosophical concept, nof- a
publicly observable phenomenon."
(p. 277, paragraph 2). _Gave

reasons for accepting or reject-
ing this statement.
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11. cont'd

Here is one reason why we might want to
reject the statement as it stands: The state-
ment claims that pain is a philosophical con-
cept. It seems to us that pain is no more a
philosophical concept than it is a physical
concept, or a medical concept, or a concept
of ordinary human experience. It is a feel-
ing. There are many different contexts in
which the term "pain" is used to refer to this
feeling. However we might want to accept the
general sense of the statement because we can,,,
make a distinction between a concept (and its
sign, such as a word, a gesture, a mark) and
that to which the concept refers. Concepts
which are relatively rich have attached to
them a cluster of criteria (sets of meaning)
which we use in correctly applying the term.
There is an important sense in which it is
appropriate to say that we do not"see a con-
cept." We can, however, reach agreement
about what it is the concept refers to, i.e.,

11 what is observed. Thus, in common medical
practice, doctors reach agreement about pain,

the threshbld of tolerance for pain, the
effectiveness of drugs and other treatments
to reduce pain, and so on.

12. Bronars writes: "All we can do is to
state a value position and invite chil-
dren to consider it. The teacher's
right to compel children to accept it is
a moral question..." (p. 277, paragraph
1). Yet the tenor of her article sug-
gests that "reverence for life" must be
taught to children. Is she logically in-
consistent? Why or why not?

At first glance it might appear that she
is being logically inconsistent. Bronars
states as a fact (p. 277, paragraph 3) that
there are a variety of feelings which children
have about living things. Thus, presumably,
some could have notably tougher ideas about
living things than Bronars might wish. To
suggest that "reverence for life" mist be
taught to these tough-minded children implies

OF that the teacher needs to go beyond merely
inviting them to consider this value.

Answer:

12. Bronars writes: "All we can
do is to state a value posi-
tion and invite children to
consider it. The teacher's
right to compel children to ac-
cept it is a moral question...."
(p. 277, paragraph 1). Yet the
tenor of her article suggests
that "reverence for life" must
be taught to children. Is she
logically inconsistent? Why
or why not?

Answer:
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12. cont'd

In fact, though, she is not being incon-
sistent. To suggest that something must be
taught in schools does not entail the sugges-
tion that children must be compelled to accept
it.

13. Bronars suggests that science study be
focused on observation of living things
in their natural habitat. She also sug-
gests that learning with actual objects
(i.e., living organisms) may not be as
effective as learning with representa-
tive materials. Is there a contradic-
tion in these two suggestions?

Again, she is not being inconsistent. To
explain why we might best quote her own res-
ponse (personal communication). "Reference
is made to the kinds of science study that
would best be carried on through the use of
field observation techniques (p. 277) and
that would best be carried on through the
use of representative materials (p. 279).
There is no contradiction but rather a refer-
ence to different kinds of phenomena."

14...What is Bronars' main question about
effects of the educational practices
examined in her report? Briefly
sketch how this question might be
answered empirically.

The main concern of the paper seems to
be the relation between certain activities
in elementary science practice and two rela-
ted values: a) attitudes of children con-
cerning reverence for life, and b) atti-
tudes of children toward the balance of
nature.

An empirical study comparing these atti-
tudes in children who both have and have not
been exposed to the practices of elementary
school science which are being questioned
here might help determine the effects of
these practices upon such attitudes.

13 Bronars suggests that science
study be focused on observa-
tion of living things in their
natural habitat. She also
suggests that learning with
actual objects (i.e., living or-
ganisms) may not be as effec-
tive -s learning with represen-
tative materials. Is there con-
tradiction in these two sugges
tions?

Answer:

14. what is Bronars' question about
the effects of the educational
practices examined in her report?
Briefly sketch how this ques-
tion might be answered empiri-
cally.

Answer:
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14. cont'd

However, it must be stressed that Bronars'
arguments cannot be "validated" or "disproved"
by any possible result of such an experiment.
She wants to argue that classroom activities
that involve the heedless and casual killing
of living things are wrong in themselves. If
we ran a test that discovered killing people
did not seem to effect people's attitude to
human life we could hardly Claim to have
shown that killing people is all right.
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SPECIAL NOTES

In both the Results and Discussion sections, the investigator discusses the
use of one-tailed statistical tests (as opposed to two-tailed tests). These two
types of statistical tests are frequently used to analyze the type of data pre-
sented in this paper. When a researcher tests the statistical significance of
the difference of the mean scores for two groups, he calculates those differences
(called rejection regions) which, if they occurred, would be so large as to cause
him to reject the hypothesis of no difference in group means in the population --
that is, to reject the hypothesis that the differences in means are due only to
Chance. If a researcher is willing to consider large observed differences as
reason to reject this hypothesis of no difference regardless of which group had
the higher mean, the researcher is conducting a two-tailed test. (The rejection
regions arc at the two tails of a distribution of expected differences.) If, as
the investigators of this paper have done, only large differences in favor of a
specific group lead the researcher to reject the no difference hypothesis,
then a one-tailed test is being conducted. When a one-tailed test is used, find-
ing a difference in favor of the group NOT expected to be superior will not per-
mit the researcher to reject the chance alone hypothesis, no matter how large
that unexpected difference is.

There is debate among statisticians over the appropriateness of one-tailed
tests. The point to keep in mind is that when one-tailed tests are used, smaller
group differences are needed to reject the chance alone hypothesis provided, of
course, the differences are in the direction hypothesized. This is true because
one large rejection region is used rather than two smaller ones. Had the re-
searchers used a two-tailed test, the differences in efficiency scores (hypothesis 2)
and in risk taking scores (hypothesis 3) would not have been statistically signifi-
cant at the .05 level.
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A MODEL APPRAISAL

Introduction

1. Although brief, the introduction is a good one. It provides a clear idea
of the content of the paper and makes a case for its signifkance. We believe
the general problem is an important one, particularly in the present times of
doubt about authoritarian forms in many kinds of organizations -- from communes
to private industry, from educational institutions and classroom groups to
bureaus of the government. Further, the criteria used for judging forms of
organization (i.e., productivity, efficiency and risk taking) are important ones.

2. Student Re:syonse. "A peer group is not necessarily undifferentiated. Peer
groups their iriternal differentiation and the study does not take this into
consiqeration."

3. Our Reply. The author does write, "undifferentiated groups, i.e., peer
groups." he agree completely with the student's remarls and make this point
ourselves in another context (see paragraph IS of our model appraisal).

4. Student Responses. The Introduction is poor in that the investigators,
"did not present a review of the existing ref..-arch," and, "failed to define
the hierarchically differentiated and undifferentiated groups."

S. Our Reply. Although we agree that it is important to review existing re-
sear617-mki to define hey concepts, we do not believe that it is necessary to
do these thin:s in the Introduction. The authors do refer through footnotes
to the work of others in which the concept of hierarchical differentiation is
described.

6. Student kespow-,e. "The terminology was so involved that it was difficult
to wade throoh."

7. Our Pe,Av. !lany students made similar !-,tate7a:nt

the Introdaction but in reference to other sections
do have an ohli,;ation to co7mnicate clearly; hat we
is not meant ,or consaTtion by the general pahlic.
cannot be the sae as everyday latIUMC for the latt
the other hand, unnecessary jargon can he confusi;g

s, not only in regard to
as well. The investigators
must rc'icriber this article
llie language of science
r is too imprecise. On
and some balance is needed.
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Hypotheses

8. The hypotheses section of this paper does not merely list the three prin-
cipal hypotheses which guided the investigators' early work on the problem,
but goes beyond to provide a helpful rationale for expecting the results hy-
pothesized.

9. The investigators should be commended for the way in which they used social
science concepts and theory to guide thAr research on administrative problems.
This reliance on theory: a) increases the probability that relationships will
be discovered; b) provides a way to explain and to account for differences
when they do occur; and c) facilitates additional inquiry.

10. The investigators hypothesize (#3) that in differentiated groups the
subordinates who generate ideas will hesitate promoting them, and thus fewer
of theke generated ideas will be presented by the group to the research worker
(there will be low risk taking). One could argue the opposite as followt :

because of the greater inhibition in differentiated groups, subordinates will
only suggest ideas which they feel can be defended; thus the ideas suggested
in such a differentiated group are more likely to be accepted by the entire
group for presentation to the research worker (there will be high risk taking).

11. Student Responses. "Hypothesis 3 was based on opinion." "The subjective
statements used in the explanation of each hypothesis have not been proven."

12. Our reply. These student readers evidently believe it not worthwhile to
engage in research whose hypotheses are generated from rationales which are
"opinion" and "not...proven." The line of reasoning behind hypotheses can range
from radically speculative ideas and mere opinion to coherent rationales and
logically tight theories. It may well be true that the payoff of research de-
pends upon the location of the lin2 of reasoning along this continuum. It is

our judgment that the investigators utilize a thoughtful (if not compelling)
line of reasoning which is much more tnrITI unsubstani-latcl opinion.

13. The investigators choir_ an :lthcl rather than a survey
or correlational design even though in the field of educational administration
the tradition of nonexperimental rof7carch is especially strong. A more usual
procedure to study the effects of a variable like "hierarchical differentiation"
would be to administer an instrument to first identify school groups which differ
naturally on this variable, and then to compare these groups with respect to the
dependent variables. Our purpose is not to cla±m that the variable manipulating
experiment conducted by the investigators is superior to the more traditional
status study (although we suspect it is), but rather to highlight the fact that
there is usually more than one way in which problem car: be researched.
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14. Sample:

Ten groups, each consisting of a principal and three teachers, were clas-
sified as hierarchically differentiated. Ten other groups from the same schools,
each consisting of four teachers, were classified as hierarchically UNdiffer-
entiated. Thus, groups were considered hierarchically differentiated or un-
differentiated solely on the basis of whether or not the principal was present.

15. Whether or not this distinction (hierarchically differentiated vs. un-
differentiated) Cbrresponds to the conceptual definition of "status difference"
was unexamined, partly because no conceptual definition was provided. It is
quite conceivable that something other than "status" was being manipulated
by the investigators, such as "maleness", "personal dominance", "differential
familiarity", or "emergent vs. appointed leadership." Since status systems
exist within teaching staffs, it is not certain that the all teacher groups,
supposedly without status differences, really differed on this dimension from
the groups in which the principal was present. The investigators would have
been well advised to check the correspondence between the operational and con-
ceptualdefinitions, perhaps by means of a post-experiment questionnaire or
interview.

16. It should be noted that the main comparison was between pairs of groups
selected from the same school. Thus, differences between groups could not be
attributed to school differences since the croups were essentially matched
in this regard. The investigators should be commended for insuring that the
basic comparison between the two types of groups was valid, even though re-
sults might not be generalizable to all types of school groups in all localities.

17. Procedures:

Under the section, Procedures, the researchers describe the problem to
be solved (the doodlebug problem) and the methods of administration. The
adequacy of this problem, the decision making procedure, and the role of the
experimenter deserve comment at this point.

18. Problem Adequacy. One should note the difference between the doodlebug
problem presented to the groups and the range of real life problems to which
such groups generally attend. Many of the educational problems faced by teachers
have no clear answer as does the doodlebug problem and we may therefore
question whether results obtained using this special problem can be made more
generally applicable. Closer inspection of the measures generated from the
doodlebug problem will reveal that the problem is used to measure the ability
to overcome normal beliefs rather than to measure problem solving ability in
the usual sense. The doodlebug problem is more a puzzle than a problem
in decision making.
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19. Further, the doodlebug problem was too difficult for use in testing
differences in productivity in the synthesis phase of the task. A pilot
study could have shown this fact.(101,4). gm)

20. Finally, mention of the three beliefs to be overcome (in paragraph 1, p. 310)
well before describing them (in footnote 8) is weakness of reporting style.

21. Although the task was, in a sense, artificial and trivial, it does have the
virtues of having been thoroughly studied in previous research, and is of such
a nature that principals should be equally adept as teachers at solving it.
This 'est point is important, for if the problem were something that principals
coule. be expected to handle more easily than teachers, the group differences
could be attributed to the particular skills of principals rather than to the
hierarchical differentiation of the group.

22. Although the choice of a suitable problem was a difficult one, we believe
the researchers should have chosen one or more tasks more closely related to
actual school situations. (41tc p.1100

23. Decision making procedures. For purposes of reaching decisions within
each group involved in the problem solving situation, a parliamentarian arrange-
ment in which the majority rules was decided upon. This is an unusual method
for school personnel to use for reaching decisions. More likely is the centralist
constitutional arrangement in which a group is bound by a decision reached
by the person in final authority. As recognized by the investigators themselves
(see footnote 14), use of a majority-rule procedure makes it difficult to
explain the results. It is when the centralist arrangement is used that status
hierarchies in groups are expected to matter most because this form recognizes
and utilizes status differences in its operation. Thus, not only is the general-
izability of the study weakened by use of an atypical decision making procedure,
but the very rationale for expecting status differences to be operating is
less applicable to the parliamentarian arrangement and, consequently, interpreting
differences to status differences in the groups is very hazardous indeed.

24. Experimenter role. One weakness of the report is its failure to describe
clearly or completely the role of the experimenter during the problem solving
sessions. It is nowhere indicated how many experimenters were used or the extent
to which they had been trained for participation in the sessions. The last
sentence in footnote 13 mentions that the experimenter "clarified" ideai.
Elsewhere it was stated that the research worker gave immediate feedback
(p.308) and could be asked questions (p. 309). All this suggests that the
experimenters may have had a more active role in the problem solving sessions
than we might believe. It is important for us to know the exact nature of the
experimenters' role more accurately to assess possible experimenter bias (or
more generally, "instrumentation" effects) and the additional restraints that
may have been operating on the behavior of the participants.
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Note frdm the inve.:latorn: Actually, we did conduct a pilot study, and thirty

1

minutes appeared to be ample time for solving the problem. In seeking to identify a

possible cause for the unexpected outcome, we realized that we had blundered. The

populations of subjects were different. Whereas the experimental subjects were

teachers, the subjects in the pilot study were sophomores in the lib?ral arts college

of a highly selective university. The implication of this situation is unmistakable;

the teachers and Principals in our sample were not as able as the college sophomores.

We chose to safeguard the interests (namely the self-esteem) of our subjects by

withholding potentially harmful information. We certainly are not the first resear-

chers who have wrestled with the choice of what to report and what to withhold; this

decision frequently arises when the objects of research are human beings.

Paragraph 22

Note from the investiators: We share the reviewers' belief that tasks more closely
IMMONIWRINOM..

related to actual school situations should have been used, but feel that they have

slighted a persistent dilemma faced by those choosing an experimental approach to

research. An experimenter hopes to design a study which has both internal and ex-

ternal validity. A study is said to possess internal validity if the experimental

stimulus did in fact make some significant difference in this specific instance. Ex-

ternal validity refers to representativeness or generalizability. As Donald T.

Campbe)liflractors lIclevant to the Validity of Experiments in Social Settings,"

Psycolo;,ical Bulletin, 54 (1957), 297-321j, has noted,

Both criteria are obviously inportant althoun,h it turns out that they are to
some extent incompntile, in that the controls rennired for internal validity often
tend to jennardi:le re7Irentaitiveness...11 one is in a situntion whore either internal
validity or rereentativencs must be s:-.crificcd, should it be? The answer is
clear. internal validity is the prior aud indisnew:able consideration.

In selecting the problem, we sought to identify one in Witch neither principals nor

teachers would 11.)vo an advantne. Ve were not confident that we could develop a

LIN' I I.( ouhl i.e L.In>!Icti !t 1t 1 of df co3 prjr-

cipAlL; and teachei, Ye, therefore, sacrifice() exteri)al validity in the interests of

hitt 1 ii,11 s.,.t1 Id! y grit Ion ..tcrifIcc (lutt.
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25. Finally, note thtt it is not made clear how the solutions of the groups
were "passed on" to the experimenter. Did the administrator, when present,
have any special function in the passing on activity?

26. Student Responses. Many students mentioned the failure of the investi-
gators to give adequate description of the following areas: a) the doodlebug
problem; b) method for selecting the principals; c) method for selecting the
teachers; specifically if they were volunteers and why there were so many
females; d) teacher experience and age; e) effect taping of the sessions had
oq inhibition; f) fatigue of those meeting in the afternoon sessions; and
g) procedures, if any, for checking whether the morning session teachers
talked to their afternoon session colleagues.

27. Our Reply. a) In our opinion, tte doodlebug problem was adequately des-
cribed both on page 310 and in footnote 8. Further, an accessible reference
where a still more complete description can be found is provided.

28. b) through e). Printing costs are high and there are more papers than
scholars have time to read. There facts argue for a judicious choice of those
facts and details to be described in the research report itself. Clearly,
that information which has the most bearing on the validity of the comparison
between the two groups and on the generalizability of the findings should
be included. For example, the investigators thought it more important to mention
the name of the city than the ages of the teachers. A student argued that if
the teachers differed in age they could not be considered "peers" regardless of
where they were on the "organizational chart." Previous research can give us
clues about what variables are likely to be important and thus worthy of des-
cription in the research report.

29. f) and g) Since treatments were randomly assigned to session times, and
since small differences between sessions, on the dependent variables were noted,
it does not seem important to us that the fatigue and prior knowledge differences
of the two groups be described.

30. Student Responses. "Several problems of varying types should have been
used."

"A larger cross-section of the population should be used, and not just
teaching personnel."

31. Our Reply. These investigators wanted to make very general statements
about group structure and group problem solving. It is essential that they
design their research in a way that enhances the generalizability of their
findings. One way they increased the generalizability of their work was'by
including several measures of problem solving ability. Had they not given
the same problem to all 20 groups and had they used other types of hierarchically
differentiated groups (the two student suggestions quoted above) their study
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would have had that much more value. We do not believe that most researchers
give enough thought or effort to designing studies to maximize generalizability.
Ways this can be done without increasing the cost of the research are described
by Hillman.* A list of ways that research can be said to generalize is pre-
sented by Brecht and Glass.**

Results

32. The Results section includes a description of the measures used to repre-
sent the dependent variables of production, efficiency and risk taking, as well
as a statistical comparison between the two types of groups on these measures.

33. The Measures.

Production. Using the number of beliefs overcome as a measure of produc-
tion seems reasonable enough, although one could argue that the three beliefs
should not be given equal weight.

34. Efficiency. Time to overcome the first belief is a good measure to test
hypothesis two since it is in the early stages of group work that relative
differences in speed of performance are expected. According to the investiga-
tors' predictions, developing the pattern of interpersonal relationships
needed for efficient problem solving, "will require more time in hierarchically
differentiated groups than in undifferentiated groups." (p. 308) This time
consuming process will produce a difference in efficiency more evident in the
beginning of the problem solving situation than at the end.

35. The distribution of time to overcome the first belief is likely to be
skewed, with a few groups taking relatively a very long time. Such groups will
hive a disproportionate effect on the mean of all 10 or 20 groups. Further,
one could argue that taking an extra minute of time early in the problem solving
effort should count more than an extra minute after the group already has worked
15 or 20 minutes. For both of these reasons, it would have been a good idea
to use as the index of efficiency not time or se but some function of the time
score such as the reciprocal of time (i.e., one divided by the time score) or
logarithm of time Such functions have the desired properties.

* In the Service of Generalization, Psychology in the Schools, 1966, 3, 333-339.

** The External Validity of Experiments, American Educational Research Journal,
1968, 5, 437-474.
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36. Risk taking. The risk taking measure used by the investigators is the
difference between the number of generated solutions and the number presented
to the experimenter. A large difference actually means low risk taking because
the group seems unwilling to "risk" presenting solutions to the experimenter.

37. To name such a measure "risk taking" implies there is something to be lost
in suggesting inaccurate solutions to the experimenter and that something
is being risked in presenting other than the correct answer to the problem. Since
the groups were in no way penalized for presenting such incorrect answers,
whiat risk is involved to the group is not clear. The individual is said to risk
"failure in the eyes of his superior." But this fear of failure of the indi-
vidual is not reflected in the group difference score which is used as the risk
taking index. Thus, we do not believe this group risk taking ind ""c is a measure
of risk taking in the usual sense, or in the sense used in organizational
theories, but more a measure of how reasonable the suggested solutions seemed
to the group involved.

38. The definition of risk taking given by the investigators on page 312
is a stipulated definition and not an operational definition. To be an opera-
tional definition, the operations or procedures that must be followed to get the
discrepancy index are needed. Of course, a researcher may give a stipulated
definition of his operational definition; not all stipulated definitions are
operational definitions.

39. Statistical Analysis.

The student should note that although 80 individuals were involved, the
investigators correctly compared only the 20 group results. The group, and not
the individual, is indeed the correct unit for analysis.

40. The likely skewness of the distribution of the "efficiency" measures has
already been commented upon. The "productivity" measure also represents a
exewed distribution since most of the groups must have overcome all three beliefs
in order for the mean scores to be so close to the maximum score of three.
Thus, as was true few the efficiency measure, a few groups which could not get
off the ground, so to speak, would have a disproportionate effect on the mean
productivity score for all ten groups. The investigators should have presented
more of the groups' performance than merely the means.*

* Further, because of non-normal distributions and likely large differences
in variability between the two types of groups, the mathematical assumptions
of normality and homogeneity of variance underlying the proper use of the t
test are being violated in the testing of hypotheses 1 and 2. The effect of
these violations on the accuracy of the significance test may be quite minimal,
however.
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Add after footnote par.e 7

Note from the inve,Airators: When the nssumptionn constitulins; the statistical
11.

model for a test arc not met, doubt arises concerning the meaningfulness of a

probability statement about the hypothesis in question. There is some empirical

evidence to show that slight deviations from the assumptions underlying parametric

tests may not have radical effects on the obtained probability figure (Sidney

Siegel) Nnnnarametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences. New York: !fc-Grow-

Hal Book Comnany, Inc., 1956) and that major effects arc likely to occur only

when the sample is small (William L. Hays- Statistics for Psveholopists. New York

Volt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963.) What constitutes a slight deviation or a small

sample is unclear, hol4ever. In light of the confused picture and to satisfy our ol

curiosity, we analyzed data by means of the t-test and the Nann-hitney U test, a

non-parametric statistic. The results were identical. As the reviewers noted, thi

effects may indeed be quite minimal.
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41. Since the groups were matched by schools, the appropriate t test involves
comparing 10 matched pairs instead of two independent sets of 10 groups each.
A different formula for computing the t statistic should have been used.*

42. We also take exception to the use of one-tailed tests. (Recall the special
notes in regard to one-tailed tests.) The use of one-tailed tests is most de-
fensible when there is no reasonable way to explain results in favor of the hier-
archically differentiated groups. For example, contrary to hypothesis 3, it might
be that in hierarchically differentiated groups, generated solutions are more apt
to be presented (i.e., greater risk taking exhibited) because subordinates would
not want to offend their peers in front of the principal. Had two-tailed tests been
used instead of one-tailed tests, the first two hypotheses in the paper would not
have been statistically significant. N_(( oco

43. Regardless of the t formula used or how many tailed tests were employed,
the following interpretations seem reasonable: for each of the three dependent
variables there were noticeable differences between the average performance of
the groups of each type; it appears unlikely, but still possible, that chance
alone accounts for these differences.

44. In the laSt two paragraphs on page 312, the authors perform two additional
analyses. They test whether there is a difference on the dependent variables
between the before-school groups and after-solool groups, and they compute the
correlations among the dependent variables. Had these differences or correlations
been large, it would have.suggested modifications in the interpretations of their
results. The investigators should be commended for taking these precautions and
for searching for rival explanations.

45. Student Responses. "I really do not have enough background in statistics
to evaluate this section well." "We have not covered this kind of statistics in
class." "This section (due to my complete density in the area of knowledge of
statistics) is impossible for me to comment on as it was all foreign to me."

46. Our Repiy. Of course the kind of discussion we gave in some of the para-
graphs 39-44 of the model appraisal does reqllire a statistical sophistication.
However, do not he led into thinking that because you lack this sophistication
you cannot look at the results of studies critically. The writing of paragraphs
33-38 did not require this sophistication. Without statistical expertise you
can still question whether the data presented are relevant to the questions
asked. Don't give up too quickly.

*The different formula would have 9 degrees of freedom instead of the 18 re-
ported by the investigators. If, on the average, the two groups from the same
school were more alike in their problem solving behavior than differentiated
and undifferentiated groups from different schools (as we suspect them to be),
then a higher value of t would result. From the data available to us, we suspect
that had the investigators used the t formula for matched pairs the results would
have been even more statistically significant.



Paragraph 42

Note from the inventor::: There arc those who, Mc us, feel that a one-tailed

test can be used :ien there is a theoretical basis for a directional hypothesis

(Allen L. Edwards, Statistical nethods for the Behavioral Sciences. New York:

Rinehart and Company, inc., 1953 ); there arc others', however, who feel that the

potential for misusing a directional hypothesis is substantial (Gene V. Class and

Julian C. Stanley, Statistical Nethods in Education and Psychology. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1.970.) The only statement which can be

made with certainty is that a debate over the merits of testing directional versus

nondirectional hypctheses has raged for the past twenty years (e.g., see Cletus J.

Burke) "A Brief Note on One-Tailed Tests," Psychological Bulletin, 50 (1953),. 3S4

87; and David B. Peizer. "A Note on Directional lnference," Psychological Bulletin

68 (1967), 44C).
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47. Student He.%eonse. "The results didn't allow for different intelliecece
or personalitie:: of individuals."

40. Our Henly. The studeet could mean two things by her statement. First,
she could mean Mat the procedures did rot equate groups on intellieence or
personality. To that we would reply that the random assignment of teachers
to groups has the effect that such initial group differences in intelligence
sr personality eould Le due to chance alcue and they can be estimated by technique

. of statistical inference, Alternately,, the studcr could mean that the results
did not provide separate analyses for individuals, of different intelligence
or personality. To that We would reply that such AA analysis would have to be
for the group as a whole (criterion scores arc for the groups, not individuals
Within the groupd). The small number of groups (10 within each treatment) would
peke such as analysis of limited value.

Discussion

49. The discussion, perhaps misnamed, consists of the investigators' attempts
to provide evidence relevant to three rival hypotheses: 1) the lower proportion

- of solutions presented to the experimenter in the hierarchically differentiated
groups was due to the tendency of ideas advanced by low ranking members to be
pasted over rather than to a reluctance on the part of subordinates to take risk
(pages 313-315, first two lines); 2),a reluctance of subordinates to criticize
the ideas of superordinates and/or an glIneven distribution of social sepport
was the reason for greater piOductivity in the ut.e.ifferentiated groups (p. 315-
317); and 3) the curtailment of competition for respect in the differentiated
groups was responsible for the differences in productivity betveeWthe two types
of groups.

41
-50. Some of our objections to what Is written in the Discussion section parent

remarks made in connection with our appraisal of the Results section. Our
displeasure with the risk taking measure remains. See * below for the remainder
of this paragraph.

51. Perhaps most disconcerting is the investigators' belief that the number of
ideas initiated as a measure of the degree to which group energies are mobilizes
is a serious test of the competition for respect explanation. (e wonder why-
the investigators arc so willing to accept Lieu and Scott's third explanatory
factor after they rejected the firs\t two.)

The t test should have made use of the fact that the fichools were matched.
The chi-square testsare inappropriate since the responses of the same person
arc repres.ented by more than one frequency in the table and thus the indeender
assumption uneerlyieg the proper use of the chi-square test was violated.
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principal as Surcobiaiver. He will have a certain affect on the situation."

53. Our Reply. Recall that the pUrpose of the additional study Wias to de-
termine if "...the lower proportion of solutions presented to the experimenter
in the hierarchically differentiated groups was not due to a reluctance by

. subordinates to take risks, but rather to the tendency of ideas &airspeed by
Low-ranking group members to be overlooked." (p. 313) To determine whidh
of these is more likely it was necessary, as the investigators did, to design
a situation in which the same reluctance by subordinates to take risks was
possible (i.e. principal present) but one in which the principal has no chance.
to'overlook'sdbordinates° ideas (i.e., present bit no active role).

Concluding Remarks

54. The phrase, "tend to confirm", in the first sentence under the Concluding
Remarks section is too strong. "Confirm" suggests that the *Waco is now
sufficient to warrant acceptance of the conclusion. We do not belisve,the

Itinvestigators meant to give such assurance.

tin commend the investigators for mentioning,ways in which the research isS.
still 'incomplete (e.g., they did not investigate centralist constitu
arrangement or problem solving at the synthesis phase) and for poih
needed research on the topic.

A Summary of Our Assessment

56. The problem the investigators set out to study is an important one and
their study provides a good illustration of the close and sensitive integra-
tion of theory and data. We see the choice of the doodlebug problem as an
unfortunate one and further object that the researchers offer no evidence
that they have successfully manipulated the hierarchical differentiation variable.
"The investigators did take.pains not only to test their predictions but Also
to examine the assumptions upon which their predictions were based. We believe
that the inwestig&tors went about their research business in order to protect
themselves from improper inference and not just to convince other that they
had conducted their study properly4


